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From the CONVENTION ON THE RIGHfS OF THE OIIIJ)

(Aikpted by the General Assembly of the UnUed Nations,
November 20, 1989)

THE STATES PAImES TO THE PRESENT CONVENTION
... Taking due account of the importance of the traditions and cultural values of each ptqJlefor

the protection and harmonious devekpmenl of the child,
... Bae agreed as foUows:

States Parties shall take all appropriale measures to pronwte physical and psychological recovery and
social reinlegralion of a child victim of anyform ofneglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture or any
other form of cruel, inhuman or degradtng treatment or punishment; or armed conjOCts. Such
recovery and reinlegmtion shall take place in an environment which fosters the health, self respect
and dignity of the child.

ABSTRACT

Primary school aged imni.grant NESB chlldren attending an introducrory English centre were referred by
teachers to the school counselJor when behavioural and Ieaming problems (including PlSD sympto~)
had persisted for rmre than six rmnths.

Five

C!SeS

were included in the snxiYi four children were refugees or from a war zone and one was

accompanying parents temporarily SlUdying in Austriilia. These children were all assessed as having
experienced SO~ degree c:J tr.lumalisation linked to pre-nigr.ltion, migration and post migration experiences whkh included profound change,

I~

and grief, extreme stress and trauma, and disruption of

attachments.

Because of their limited ability to express issues verbally, a non language dependent counselling

approach known as serial drawing (Allan, 1988) was used. This involved the child drawing each week
in the presence of the counsellor for a contracted. number of sessions (6).

The study examined the efflClCY of this approach with these children by

1)

examining whether each

child's drawings followed aseries of stages predicted by AlIan (1988) reflecting their processing of troubling ~es as well as their relationship with the helper and 2) observing behaviour change following
serial drawing using repeat Teacher Report FOnD (Achenbach, 1991) ratings.

Results indicated that all children were able to symboticalIy express troubling issues, but only thn'ie who
wrrendy felt safe (both physicalIy and psychologically) were able to process and resolve their issues
through serial dJawing. Behaviour and learning showed positive change and a reduction in PTSD symptoms in the three C!SeS whose drawings followed stages reflecting healing and ther.tpeulic engagement
with the counseUor. The other two cases showed continuing behaviour and learning probleIl1'i,
including PTSD symptoms.

The stlldy concluded that titre limited serial drawing cooId be a useful assessIrent as wen as ther.tpeutic
approach with children unable to articulate troubling issues, but that healing may depend on other
preconditions such as tr.luma being past and the child being able to fonn a therapeutic relationship in a
short~.

Continuing atta<:lurent problems may hinder recovety.
v
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Australia is a multicultural society and children form a large proportion of those from rulturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds (ABS, 1997). At sorre point, roost school counsellors will be faced

with the issue of how

to

address the counselling needs of children for whom English is a second

language (Denholm, 1993).

In specialist educational facilities, such as Introductory English Centres, this challenge is inevitable, as

children in these centres often have transitional·adjustment issues related to their situation as newly
arrived immigrants (Athey and Abeam, 1991;JuPP and Luckey, 1990). Sorre of the pre-migration, migra-

tion and post-migration experiences of these children have included profound change, loss and grief,
extreme stress and trauma and disruption of attachrrents (Athey and Abeam, 1991; JupP and Luckey,
1990; Minas and KIinxlis, 19(4). These adjustment issues Imy manifest thermelves in a range of behavioural and learning problem; leading

to

referral by concerned teachers

to

the school counsellor

(Denholm, 1993).

Counsellors dealing with these children must decide how best to approach counselling with a child who
is displaying problem; but who has limited capacity to express their issues in words (Denholm, 1993;
AlIan and CIarlc, 1984).

The use of art both as a means of diagnosis and therapy has been canvassed by such authors as Krarrer

(1971), Rubin (1988), and Furth (1988). They have argued that art has unique advantages when used as
a counselling approach beyond just its value as a readily accessible means of communication. The
process of drawing in the presence of a counsellor 'seems

to

aid emotional expression and verbal

conununication and result in improved self concept and long tenn gains' (White and AIIan, 1971, cited
in AIIan and dark, 1984:116)

One counselling approach which has been found by school counsellors as suitable for use with primary

school age children is serial drawing (A1Ian,1988). This approach described by Allan (1988) involves the
child drawing each week in the presence of the counsellor over a six to ten week period. The counsellor
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focuses closely on what the child draws and does, thereby placing less reliaoce on verbal comrnmication alone. AUan (1988) suggests tha~ when viewed as a series, such drawings can symbolically reveal
the child's problerm, and show (in a series of sta~) the developrrent of a therapeutic relationship with
the counse1Jor, a healing process and the errergence of a positive self concept. At the sa.rre t.irre, behavioural changes in the classroom have reportedly been seen, both during and after serial drawing.

The present study aimed to examine the effICaCY of the use of time limited serial drawing as a counselling
approach with five immigrant chiklren of primary school age, referred by teachers because they had persistent behavioural and learning probIerm after at least six Imnths in an Introductory English Centre (IEC).

This was done by 1) documenting and analysing the proress the child went through in their drawings,

including looking for the presence of stages predicted by AUan (1988), and 2) seeing if the children's
behaviour, as rated by referring teachers on the Teacher Report Fonn (Achenbach, 1991), showed any
change following seriaJ drawing.

The folJowing chapters will detail a) the rationale for the study, including a review of relevant literature
(Chapter 2), b) how the study was conducted (Chapter 3), c) results for the five cases, as weU as
summarise any patterns or trends which were evident (Chapter 4), d) discussion of the possible meaning

of these results (Chapter 5) and e) any conclusions that can be drawn from the study, as weU as noting
its limitations. Reconunendations for future research are aJso included (Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Background to the study/overview
SChool counsellors and psychologists often encowuer children who are manifesting behaviour and
Ieaming problems but are unable to talk about what may be troubling them (Crompton, 1992; Rutter,

1975; AIlan and Clark,1984). In Australian schools, inunigrant children may often fall into this category,
(Denholm, 1993: JuPP and tuckey, 1990). Pre-migration, migration and post-migration experiences of

profound change, loss, disruption of anadunents and extreme stress and trauma have been reported as
being typical for many immigrant children, although not always reported directly by the children or their
parents (Minas and Klimidis, 1994; Eisenbruch, 1990; Tarn, 1991; Athey and Abeam, 1991; Rousseau,
1994;JuPP and Luckey, 1990). In these circumstances, sources of information, other than parents or children, must be used as a way of understanding what may be happening for the child. Areview of the
literature has been undertaken in order to a) identify the range of issues that may be salient for immigrant children, b) examine the effew of experiences of extreme stress, loss and ttauma on children in
general and on refugee or immigrant children in particular, c) review the recommendations for c0unselling approaches that may suit these children and their needs, d) examine some non verbal counselling
approaches including the use of drawing, and fmally, e) explain the need for research into the use of
such approaches with these children. This chapter concludes with a rationale for the present study

examining the use of serial drawing with a population of immigrant children.

IMMIGRANT CHILDREN AND THEIR EXPERIENCES
Some information about the child's previous experiences may be available from enrolrrent data
obtained from the child's parents or guardians. However this may not always be very detailed or re1i-

able, and to question parents in detail, given the nature of some of their own experiences, could be
intrusive, stressful or traumatising. AfnxIvist et al. (995) reported that in circumstances of family diskr
cation (and ttauma) the family may be the only ones who knew the true nature of their experiences, and
very often they were unable to or reluctant to talk about their experiences. Parents often did not know
the full extent of what children had seen or experienced, or felt guilty if they did know because they
may have been unable to protect them (AfnxIvist et at, 1995 ).
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The following types of experiences have been reported in the refugee and migration literature as

conumnly happening to children who have migrated to a new country:

1.

Profound change

The fU'St and nut obvious experience that these children rmy share is an experience of profound change

in their lives. The tIansitional stresses typically experienced by children moving to new enviroruJrnts
involve the dermnds of both leaving familiar se_ and people, and entering new settin~ and fonning
new relationships (Vemberg and Field, 1990). So.re factors which rmyexacerbate transition stresses
include deficits in ~, cognitive or physical skills, absence of WMIIl and supportive relationships, high
levels d concurrent stressful life events and extre.re changes in nonns, values and rules (Vemberg and
Fiekl,I990). All of these factors might apply in the case d a child migrant The migration experience
involves leaving much that is familiar: ho.re, country, social supports, community and culture and familiar
language (Minas and KIimidis,I994; Eisenbruch, 1990).

Minas and Klimidis describe the experience d migration as:
swapping a known culture for an unfamiliar one, (which) encompasses a complex set d
factors which can increase general psychological and ellDtional distress over an extended
period (Murphy,lm, cited in Minas and KIimidis, 19(4) and activate or aggravate PTSD in
those that are vulnerable (Kinzie & Fleck, 1981). These factors are:
•

changes in socioeconomic status-working below educational level, unemployrrent,
substandard housing;

•

changes in the social milieu-re-strueturing of the social network, family separation,
loss of contact with significant others" isolation;

•

lack of necessary skills for the new environrrent-inadequate knowledge of English
or d the manner in which the new society and its institutions operate; and

•

the need to adapt to the pressures of aoculturation, both at the personal level
(Berry, 1990) and in response to differing rates of acculturation in family .renDers
(Ranieri, 1992).
0994:139-140)

This set of factors impinges directly on the ability of children as well as adults to successfully adjust in

their new environrrent (e.g. JuPP and Luckey, 1990; Arhey & Abeam, 1991).
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2.

Loss and grief

Losses associated with roobility have been described by Weiss (1990) as falling into two categories 1)

et attac~nt, which triggers grief, and 2) loss et relationshi~ of comnunity, which
can lead to feelings of marginality and lack et self worth until the individual fmds meni>ership in an
loss of relationshi~

alternative community. Both types of loss will invariably have been experienced by immigrant children.
Many of these children may be experiencing loss and grief as a resu![ of separation from, or death of,
signifIcant others (Dyregrov, 1991). In addition it is likely that roost will be suffering some degree of
cultural bereavemen[ after leaving home, country and culture (Eisenbruch, 1990).

3.

Extreme stress and trauma

There will be some children who will (by defmition of their refugee or displaced peoon status) have
experienced extreme stress and for trauma associated widl their pre-migration and migration experiences. (Tarn, 1991; Ferguson & Browne, 1991; Athey & Abeam, 1991). Not only will they have
experienced 'a cultural upheaval and a migratory process' like other immigrant children, but Rousseau
0994:12) argues that (as they may have endured JWItiple trcmmas involving life tl1reat, loss and severe
deprivation by the time they arrive in the receiving country) the refugee child's experience could be
equated with the Type n TtaUIm described by Ten (1991).

Pre-migration experiences may include war, civil unrest or oppressive regimes (e.g. Adjukovic, 1993;

AI.lodi, 1989; Anoyo & Eth, 1985; De Monchy, 1991; Denholm, 1993; Espino, 1991; Garbarino, 1993;
Kinzie & Sack, 1991; Macksoud et ai, 1993; Magwaza et al., 1993; Miller & Billings, 1994; Tarn, 1991;
Wtlliarns, 1991; Zivcic, 1993).

Migration experiences may have included flight or escape, and transition in refugee camps (sometimes
for years) (Tarn,l991).

Post migration experiences may also be traumatic particularly if the family fails to cope widl the multiplidty et stressors, and domestic violence, abuse or neglect, or memal illness result (Wil..liarm, 1991), or

the family's post migration status is uncertain e.g. refugees awaiting permanent residency status.
4.

Disruption of attachments

Typical experiences reported for immigrant children indicate that some degree et disruption et attachments may be inevitable due to separation from, loss
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figures, parents them;elves experiencing trauma (who therefore may be psychologicaUy unavailable to
the child), and loss of nonnal support networks (Wdliatm, 1991; AImJvist et al., 1995; Zivdc, 1993; Athey
and Abeam, 1991; Minas and Klirnidis, 1994; De Monchy, 1991; Rousseau, 1994). lames (994) and

others (e.g. Kinzie and Sack, 1991, Athey and Abeam, 1991) have drawn attention to the signiflcance of
attachment issues and the relationship between trauma and attachrrent lames' work suggests that

attachment problems may result from, compound, or came trauma in clilldtcn. Kinzie and
Sack (991) have suggested that the disruption of developmental attachments by such experiences as
war, the horrors of the Pol Pot regime, being born in camps, raised by surrogate parents or separated
from parents at an early age, may be a significant factor underlying the oppositional and conduct disordered behaviour seen in some CanDodian adolescents resettled in the USA. Kinzie and sack suggested
(991) that as a result of parents' own distress or traumatisation, they may have been only marginally

capable of responding to the day to day needs of their young children. This may have damaged the
attachment relationship, which, when combined with a lack of roItwaI stability, guidance, and restraints,
may have contributed to the children's later anti-sodal behaviour (Kinzie and Sack, 1991:102).

Pynoos (993) reported that distress in very young or preschool children (during a trawmtic experience)
has been seen to be mediated by the responsiveness of attachment ftgmes, and that 'disruption of the

expectation of a protective shield, coercive violation of physical integrity and psychological autonomy,
and the betrayaJ of basic affiliative assumptions is associated with intense fear, rage, or shame and

agitated IOOtor behaviour or extreme passivity' 0993:211), Separation of children from family menDers,
lack of parental responsiveness and impainnent in role function in may be secondary stresses which
follow traumatic events; these and other adversities, have been seen to increase the risks of coroorbidity

of posttraumatic stress reactions with other adverse reactions, may 'complicate efforts at adjustment',
'interfere with nonnaI opportunities for developmental maturation or initiate mdadaptive coping strategies, that over time may be associated with chronic non PTSD psychopathology'. (Pynoos,1993:212)

Concurrent challenges faced by immigrant children at school
1.

Educational adjustment

All of these children may be going through some foon of edlx:ational adjustnrnt Qupp and lockey, 1990).

Some children have had no previous experience of fonml education either because in their counlly
of origin they were below school entry age or because their pre-migration ciralJmtances prevented their
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attendance at school (Espino, 1991). Other children may have had broken or <mru~

~hooling

eiher

because d family 1OOVe8 or scOOoIs being WlabIe to opeJ3te for peOOds d tirre We k) war or civil wuest
(Macksood et al., 1993). So.re children may have been to school but their experience rray have been very

different from that here in AustraJia e.g. different eOOcational philo.q>hy, different teacher &yIe, different
level d skills expected for age (e.g. JuPP and I.uckey, 1m). For 001er children again, their ~hooling rray
have been very similar to what they experience here, rot language and culture are different
2.

Learning a new language

Non English speaking inunigrant children rray share the experience d being unable to conununicate
effectively for a while in the new Ollture Oupp and Luckey, 1m). So.re will learn faster than others,
but there may be a period of titre for all children before they are profident enough in English to c0mmunicate about abstIact concepts such as feelings, partiOllarly when ve~tion of elJK>tions is not the
norm in their Ollture Oupp and Luckey, 1990; De Monchy, 1991). Inability to communicate effectively
can increase feelings d isolation which the child may already have as a result d leaving familiar social
supports (Jupp and Luckey, 1990).

Effects of these kinds of experiences on children
1. Children respond differentLy depending on their experience and its meaning
for them
Not only rray the events be different for each child but the effect these events have on the child may be
unique for each individual depending on the meaning given to the experiences they have had/are
having (Wraith, 1995; Zivcic, 1993), Some d this difference rray be culturally defined (Pedersen, 1991;
Wardak, 1993; Kinzie, 1993), some may be linked to the child's own fantasy life, their cognitive maturity
and developmental leveL and how they seek to make sense d what has happened. (Wraith, 1995;
Pynoos & Nader, 1993; AIJan, 1988; Pynoos, 1993). What the child understands about bisIher experi-

ences, whether the child was active or passive during the experience Oensen and Shaw, 1993;
Punamaki, 1989), and whether the experience e.g. leaving home, was voluntary or involuntary

(Macksoud et ai, 1993) rrayall affect the treaDing they have for the child.
2.

Children are often unabLe to express these issues verbally

Several authors have reported that children who have experienced grief, loss, or traumatic stress are
frequently unable to talk readily about these issues (e.g. Terr, 1991; Wraith, 1995; Kinzie, 1993; Schaefer,
1994). Several possible reasons for this phenomenon have been given including:
Chapter 2 - Literature review
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a)

the child does not have the language witll which to express themselves about the experience

(Wraith, 1995; Rousseau, 1994). Developmentally some children wilJ

not

have reached a stage

where they are able to clearly articulate feelin~ and experiences and may express their eroooons

IargeJy through their behaviour (Harris, 1989; Dyregrov, 1991; Terr, 1991). There are also circumstances in which the child is not profident in the JocaI language e.g. NESB children Oupp and

Luckey, 1990).

b)

the child's memory of the streWtrauma may not be aJ a conscious level (A1Ian, 1988; Burgess and

Hartrmn, 1993). The child's defenses may prevent the child from being aware cl what is troubling

him/her (Dyregrov, 1991; Pynoos & Nader, 1993), Terr (991) describes Type IT TelUma, frequently
found in children who have undergone muJtiple tclumas, as being chaclderised by denial, repression, dissociation and a feeling of rage. 'fhis is the categoty in which non expression will also
occur as a symptom, reflecting either de~J or the fact that the event cannot be expressed in
words' (Vinar & Vinar, 1989 cited in Rousseau, 1994). For some children who experienced the
extreme stress or trauma at a young age, typically below me approximate age of 28 to 36 roonths,
there may be no verbal meroory of the events (Terr,1991).

c)

e:t1JreSS1nsfeelings and memories of traumatic ~es may threaten to ooetWhelm the child's

psyche so the child may shut down elOOtionally in self preservation. Terr (991) describes this
phenomenon of massive denial and psychic nwming as an 0l1tC0rre of repeated and longstanding
traumatic experiences (Type IT Traumas). If the child has experienced trauma, one fonn of defense
may be the 'trauma membrane' which forms 'to protect the traumatised person and his network
against re-experiencing or talking of the trauma with others (Raphael and Wilson, 1993). Terr

(991) reports that in such cases, children avoid taJking about themseJves, and may go for years
without saying a thing about their ordeals.

'Many other defenses may (also) exist ranging from dissociation, denial, repression to overinvoJvement in distracting, busy activities.' (RapllaeJ &WtJson, 1993:113),

d)

the child may feel that Mw Is not permiIted to talk about what 1JoWened (Rousseau, 1994:13)

This includes situations where the prohibition is unspoken e.g. when the child believes it would
upset hWher parents if he/she talked about his/her experiences (YuJe, 1989) or the child has been
Jiving in a context of non expression (Rousseau, 1994). In other cirrotmtances, the prohibition may
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have been explicitly stated, such as when the child is being sexually abused and has been coerced
into keeping this a secret (e.g. Herman, 1993).

This Imy be explicit or the child's own impression based on observations cl the parents behaviour.

williams and Berry, (1991, cited in Rousseau, 1994) reported that in a situation cl war and repression, parents often tried to keep their chiJdcen unaware cl what was happening and even as they
were exposed to daily experiences of the war and its effects, children were often excluded from
adult conversations about the situation. This was seen as a way of protecting the child who was
considered too young to understmd. This avoidance cl the topic was also reported in other situations in which children had experienced trauma (e.g. Wraith, 1995). The be& known case cl the
taboo surrounding the discussion cl traumatic experiences is the holocaus: (MnW>vitz and KreU,
Im). Some adults who find recalling the past painful Imy feel that speaking cl it will only re~n

old wounds and cause the child rmre suffering (Rousseau, 1994:13). In ~ cimlrnstances sileoce
was necessary for survival in the pre-migJ3tion cimlrnstances e.g. oppressive regimes (Miller and
Billings, 1994), R~u (1994) reported that for refugee children who have lived under repres-

sion there are two elements that generate a situation cl non-expression. These are 1) the child's
direct or indirect experieoce cl trauma and, 2) the social context cl non expression. Yule (1989)
found that children who had suffered trauma in a shipping disaster did not want to upset the adults
and that parents were often unaware cl the details cl their suffering. Zivcic (1993) found that
'parents cl refugee and displaced children often underrated the child's negative ermtions and were
preoccupied their own problems'. Athey and Abeam (1991), discussing the situation cl refugee children, observed that family stress Iessened the parent's ability to respond to the child. Drermn and
Cohen (1990) reported that farnilies had diJfteulty helping children following the traumatic death cl
their parents because they were often sttuggling with their own avoidance cl traumatic anxiety.

There may also be cultural norms or prohibitions restraining the child from expressing in words
how he/she feels (Hams, 1989; Kinzie, 1993; Wardak, 1993).

3.

Children may need to process what has happened to them

Children may need to process what has happened to them in order to adjust in a healthy way to their
experiences of great change, loss, extreme stress or trauma (Wraith, 1995; Dyregrov, 1991). For those
who have experienced the profound change, loss and cultural bereavement that is part of the migration

experieoce, the need to IOOUI1l what is left behind Imy be necessary before the child can rmve on and
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begin to invest energy in the new situation, their own new identity and new auaeturents (Eisenbruch,
1990). Eisenbruch argues that 'peoonal a.rx1 cultural ... bereavement should be encouraged a.rx1 the
refugee allowed time to JroWIl the loss of country and culture' (1990: 200).

For children who have experienced grief and klss (Dyregrov, 1991; Galbarioo, 1993), bawm (Terr, 1991;

Wraith, 1995; FJh a.rx1 Pynoos, 1985; Macksood et al,1993) they need to rmve on from being ovelWbeJmed

by the events to begin to deal with what has happened ~ that eventually they ClO get on with their lives.

Horowitz (1993) describes the nonnal process cl recovery following abnormally stressful life events.
This involves 1) phases of outcry (initial distress and psychic overload), 2) intrusion cl trauma related
imagery and affect; 3) phase of 'working through' the continuing affective and psychic prob1erm
resulting from the traumatic event/s until completion is achieved. Dyregrov (1991) and Eth & Pynoos

(1985) report for children who are given opportunities to work through what has happened, the grief
process will proceed rmre satisfactorily.

4.

Behavioural and emotional problems may result when the child has been
unable to express and or process what has happened

a)

Consequences of unresolved griefand trauma

Children who are unable to express or process what has happened to them may present with behavioural or emotional problems reflecting their being stuck or blocked (e.g. Rousseau, 1994; AIIan, 1988;
Dyregrov, 1991; reIT, 1991;). This may interfere with their getting on with developmentall3Sks such as
learning, socialising with peers and developing appropriate separation from parents (Wraith, 1995; Eth
& Pynoos, 1985; ~ & Nader, 1993; Pynoos, 1993). Eisenbruch (1990) found that poor mental health

could result when there was pressure on immigrants to acculturate without allowing time and culturally
appropriate opportunities for expression.

For those who are unable to enact a healthy stress recovery process, Horowitz (1993) says they may
become fixated at one cl the phases of recovery and may enter into states cl deniaJ, depression,
ermtional constriction, avoidance or alternately flooded states of affect and imagery intrusion.

Behaviour/LeQrning Problems AssodaIed wUh Unresolved Grief
School age children who had not yet worked through their grief might manifest pl'C>blerm with their school
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work because their 'spontaneous thoughts may be reduced

am because intrusive imlges may lead to

probIerm d concentration. A lowered affedive stare can add ID this reduction in thought activity'

(Dyregrov, 1991: 44). Dyregrov also reported that anxiety, guilt, identification with the lost person, different
regressive behaviours, aggressive outbursts,

am depressive symptorm are also cornrmn. oolation from

peers, daydreaming, the inability to share fee~ with adults and peers and denial or suppression d
thoughts and feelings may occur, the latter especially in older children.

BehaviourallUarmng Problems Associated wUh Unresolved 7rauma
Children who have suffered tnuma (a ronunon experience for refugee children, Athey and Abeam,
1991; WilliaJm, 1991) may be at risk for the development of PosUraumatic Stress DIsorder (see DSM
N Diagnostic criteria for PTSOo Appendix 6) (Terr, 1991; Saigh, 1991,Johnson, 1989, Pynoos, 1993; Van

der Kolk et al., 1996)) and might manifest symptorm such as withdrawal, restriction d affect, isolation,
diffirolty concentrating, repetitive play/drawing With traumatic themes (posttraumatic play, Terr, 1991),
volatile moods, learning problerm, daydreaming, hyperarousal and aggression (Terr, 1991; Wraith, 1995;
Eth and Pynoos, 1985; Gordon & Wraith, 1993). There may also be neurological and physiological effects

d the trauma on the child (Van der Kolk et. al., 1996).

Johnson (989) reported that PTSD symptorm may vary according to the age of the affected children.
Posttraumatic behaviour armng preschool am kindergarten children might include withdrawal, denial,
thematic play (and art), anxious attachmen~ specifIC fears and regression. Younger school age children
might show such posUraumatic behaviours as performance decline, compensatory behaviour, obsessive
talking (or repeated traumatic themes in writing/art), discrepancy in roood, behaviour changes or problems, rmre elaborate reena~nts and psychosomatic complaints Oohnson, 1989).

Dawes et al. (989) found in their study of children who bad suffered the violent destruction d their
conunmity in South Africa that PTSD symptom fonnation was age and gender related. Fear was the om
frequent symptom across age groups, displayed by the younger children in their play and older children
in their startle responses to sounds reminiscent d attacks. Changes in elOOtional expression were also
ronunon across age groups and linked to regressive behaviour. Sleep diffirolties were om conumn in
children under seven and difficulties concentrating om comroon in children over seven. Dawes et al.
(989) also found that the 7-11 age group displayed evidence d social difficulties, either aggressive interaction with peers or very little interaction and that boys were more prone to these symptorm than girls.
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In a study of Central American children, Espino (991) found that cognitive functioning was related to war
trawna

in a complex way. Poor dlool peJfoomnce in refugee children was often attributed to lack of

knowledge ofEng1ish and lack of fonml education. However, Espino 0991:1W-110) 'suspected that trauImOC experiences inhibited cognitive fundioos and autliled adaptive resources of the children, leading to
acadelDc deJays above and beyoOO those that coold be accounted for by lack of proficiency in English.'

TeD' (991) argued that PTSD symptom fonnation could be reJated to whether the child experieoced
trawna as a result of single unanticipated events (resulting in Type I Trawm) or multiple, often anticipated, events (resulting in Type H Trawm).Terr also argued there were Crossover Type I-H traumatic
conditions arising from a single event followed by extrerrely stressful repercussions; this type ImY be
seen in refugee children from brulal regimes (Terr, 1991).

PTSD symptorm could also be delayed in their onset or reactivated later (Minas & Klimidis, 1994; Terr,
1983; Kinzie, 1993; Wraith, 1995; ab & Pynoos, 1985).

b)

Lad of Opportunity to Process Grief and Trauma

There is ample evidence to show that Imny refugee/immigrant children may have suffered multiple
traumas and that services that deal with their needs do not always recognise this or provide opportunities for them to work through and deal with these issues CWilliams, 1991; Garbarino 1993; Zivcic, 1993;

DawesetaJ,1989;}uppand Luckey,1990:Atheyand Abeam, 1991).

In nonnaJ circwnstances parents or other cDie adults are usually the best p1ared to help children work

through their losses and traumas (Wraith, 1995; Dyregrov, 1991). For inunigrant children this support is
not always readily available because parents are frequently struggling with their own
issuesItraurnas/losses and the imperatives associated with setting up life in a new country (Abeam &
Athey, 1991; De Monchy, 1991). In these circumstances it is often not recognised that the child is
suffering and this can increase the child's feelings of isolation. (Zivcic, 1993; Alrrqvist &
BrandeU-FolSberg, 1995). Rousseau reported that the ~ that events have for refugees is 'closely
linked to the possibility or impossibility of speaking with the family or the social group about what has
occurred. These meanings serve as a basis for the child's construction of his or her experience: the
absence of meaning.. will often be the basis for a blocking of the trauma' 0994:15). This ImY have further
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effects on behaviour, as Johnsoo (1989) reported; maladaptive behavk>ur in adolescents who had
suffered trauma in childhood MS related to unsupportive responses by their parents Oohnson, 1989).

Secondary stresses associated with traumatic events, including inhibition of ~, lack of support,
or other subsequent trawms, may complicate adjustment issues for children, and may lead to malada~
tive coping responses which can persist over time ~, 1993).

c)

Long Term Sequelae of Unresolved 7rauma ,and Grief

If childhood trauma or grief issues are not resolved they may lead to chronic PTSD symptorm, rrental

health problems e.g. depression, major personality problems or adult psychopathology (Terr, 1991;
Herman, 1992; Kinzie, 1993; Dreman & Cohen, 1990; Moskvitz & Keell, 1990; Pynoos, 1993). Pynoos
(1993) has suggested that there are interaction effects of complex traumatic experiences (and their
outcorres) with deveJoprrental issues; over time, these may influence progression from traumatic exj»
sure/s to subsequent psychopathology.

If able to process trauma and grief issues and achieve a healthy integration of past experiences, children

are then able to move fOfW3rd on the developmental pathway (Wraith, 1995; Purth, 1988; Dyregrov,
1991;Pynoos, 1993).

SUITABLE COUNSELLING APPROACHES
There is general consensus that there is a need for JOOre research into which therapeutic approaches are
JOOst appropriate for children who are manifesting problems as a resuJt of having experienced extreme
stress in their lives (Wraith, 1995; De Monchy, 1991; JUPP and tuckey, 1990). While there are sorre
general recOllllrendations, specifIC circumstances shoukl be taken into account when deciding whkh
approach to use (Wraith, 1995).

General recommendations
Interventions with children who are exhibiting continued adjUSbrent diffICUlties, symptoms of unresolved grief or posttraumatic stress should treat these problems as a normal response to abnonoal

stresson (Wraith, 1995; Nader & Pynoos, 1991). As such, they shouJd be viewed and treated as
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tramitional issues rather than pathology. Wraith argues that it is important 'not (to) IQIie the noonal
perspective, but also ... not (to) ignore signs of distress and disturbance.' 0995:337)

Will.larns (1991) reiterates this emphasis 00 a JlOCIRlI perspective recommending that a prnentift focus

be adopted and that intervention be targeted at groups not yet experiencing signi&ant rnaladjustnrnt to
prevent later mental disorders and behavioural problems. Intervention progcum with refugee children
should hold potential for improving ~chological health or preventing maladaption (Williams, 1991).

The goals of any interftntioo should be 1) to allow the child to apras these J8Iucs In • safe

context (Rousseau, 1994; Miller & Billings, 19(4) 2) to fadJftatr processing and healthy Iotqp'adoa
of tbdr past apericnccs so they can roove forward on the developmenlal pathway (Wraith, 1995;
Nader and Pynoos, 1991; Macksoud et at, 1993) aQd 3) to help chfIdreo. conduct their own recomy
(Gordon and Wraith, 1993; AIJan, 1988).

Counselling approaches with immigrant children in a country of
resettlement
Given what is known about immigrant children in the Introductory English Centre and what is suggested
by the literature as the likely range and effects of their experiences, couruJelling approaches employed
with this population may need to provide for:

1. The creativel non verbal expression of salient issues
Rousseau 0994:15), in her research project with refugee children, found that a projective method could
help in gaining access to the intra~chic world of the child, and 'WOOD us indirectly about things the

child could

not

speak. directly about if they had to be related to reality'. Rousseau found, using the

Thematic Apperception Test in an exploratory manner, that that the inner world of the child could reflect
mJCh anxiety and suffering even though they were not presenting with any clinical problems. Nader and

Pynoos (1991), Schader,(1994) and others also emphasise the importance of an approach which is
accessible and non threatening to the child (e.g. drawing and play) but which aJso is a door to the child's
menial representation of the salient issues and gives a picture of how the child is roping. Miller and
Billings 09(4) found that an inteJVention roodel using a variety of expressive arts techniques provided
a safe therapeutic space in which Guatemalan refugee children could express their thoughts and feelings about their experiences, make sense of their chaotic environment, and begin to recover from the
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trawm and loss produced by violence. It aJso enabled the children 'to recover their capacities for play
and spontaneous expression and develop a sense of self effICaCY, thus countering the silence and

creative inhibition imposed by the culture of terror' 0994:,347). Jensen and Shaw 0993:705) in their
review of research on children and war found that therapeutic approaches suitable for younger children
with behavioural and etrotional syrnptorm were those whkh gave them 'an opportunity to draw or play
out their trawmtic experiences'.

The results of Alm:Ivist and BrandeU-Forsberg's (995) study of Iranian refugee children in Sweden
supported the use of non verbal rmdes of expression in gaining a IOOre complete picture of the traumatic events that have affected children. This was seen to be especially true in the case of refugee
children because those events are largely unknown outside the family. They aJso found that non verbal
play forms pennitted the children to express their reactions to the trauma, which in many cases they had
been unable to before because the parents avoided talking to their children about their trawmtic experiences before the forced migration and hoped the children had forgotten.
2.

The child to be active rather than passive

The opportunity to be active within the counselling setting is critical in that this can help counteract the
feelings of helplessness and lack of control that the child may have had during the original stressful
/trawmtic experiences. (Wraith, 1995; Schaefer, 1994), Nader and Pynoos (991) suggest that drawing
and play are 'a method of turning passive into active' and can 'pennit completion of the desired act in a

safe therapeutic selling'. The opportunity to depict repair can be therapeutic. (Nader & Pynoos, 1991)

3.

An experience of empathy

If the child has an experience of empathy within a therapeutic relationship this may reduce the feeling

of isolation the child may feel as a result of his !herexperiences (Crompton, 1992). It helps the child feel
understood (Wraith, 1995) and may counteract the taboo often felt by children in expressing their feelings about their experiences (Rousseau, 1994). Garbarino (993) refers to the 'the challenge of empathy'
for professionals dealing with children exposed IQ war zones, as is the experience of many refugee children. 'Until adults open thermelves fully to the child's pain, they are alrmst useless to the child as an
agent to prormte successfu1 rmum1ng and ultimately, healing. What children tell us depends, to a large
extent, upon what adults are prepared to hear ... We mISt be effectively tuned to the etrotional meaning

of their behaviour'. (Garbarino, Stott et aI cited in Garbarino, 1993:789)
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4.

Permission to deal with difficult emotions

Rousseau (1994) argues that the child IlIJSt feel he/she has pemission to deal with difficult ermtions. ]ensen
and Shaw (1993) conchxJed from their review rJ research inlD chikJren and war that therapeutic interven-

tions for chikJren who have been affected by tem>rism or war related acts must rmke avenues 'available for
the expressbn rJ affects, cooflicIed feelings, confusing and mxJdled impressions, and peoceptiom, wIOCh

otheJWise are all 100 quickly distorted in the search for egocentric explanations of causality' 0993:7(5).
Gordon and Wraith, (1993) tl1k about the importance of binding the ellXltion. 'fhe child needs ro be

allowed ro expe~nce and express their fee~ of fear, hurt, disbeld, sadness and anger in a context

where the expression is held, vaImted and absorbed wilhin a IIUsting relationship' (Wraith, 1995:336).

5.

Dealing with traumatic experiences if the child raises them but taking care
not to re-traumatise the child

Wraith 0995:336) advises that rounsellors should 'not expect what to hear' when dealing with children

who have experienced trauma, but should 'listen and respond to whatever the child presents'. Treatment

for children who have experienced trauma involves reprocessing the traumatic even~ drawing and play
approaches could provide opportunities for re-examination and giving new treaning to the traumatic
event or re-experiencing and re-working rJ the memory and eIOOtions (Nader and Pynoos, 1991). There
is caution required, however, that dealing with the trauma does not re-traumatise the child 'Children

should not be induced to engage in cathartic discharge which may be experienced as overwhelming and
therefore re-traumatising.' (Wraith, 1995:336)

This issue appears to be particularly important when working crosscu.ltwally. In their examination of
cultural issues and posttraumatic stress disorder, Minas and KIimidis (1994) cite research by Kinzie and
Fleck(1987) which suggests that 'cathartic reminiscences' may be contraindicated in South-east Asian
patients since this can lead to an emergence of PTSD in preoously unsymptomatic patients. Minas and
Klimidis (1994) urge caution in dealing with people showing syrnptoIm of traumatic stress. 'Whether

catharsis eIOOtional processing, readjustment of internal schemata, integJ3ting the trauma, and the like
are universally necessary, or even cultwally relevant, for rerovery from PTSD in patients from varied
cultural backgrounds remains unclear'.

Magwaza et aI.(l993) studied children who were exposed to traumatic experiences in South African

townships. They found that the mre children depicted traumatic therres in their drawings the less they
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displayed behaviowal sytllptOIm c:i PTSD. SirniIarly, CreaIrer, Burgess & Pattison (l992, dted in Minas
& Klirni.dis, 1994:149) found in their study in a western rulture that 'intrusive phenOlrena are negatively

correlated with subsequent symptom IeveJs. This would suggest that sorre foon of cognitive processing

of the trauma may occur as mediated by intrusive traumatic imagery.'
6.

Maintaining the child's defenses

Several authors (e.g. Kinzie and Fleck, 1987; Wraith, 1995) argue that it may be important to maintain
the child's defenses rather than break through them in any therapeutic approach with children who have
suffered extremely stressful events. Wraith (l995:336) says 'it is essential to identify defenses', and to
'understand and respect their purpose'. For example, Terr (l983) refers

to

a case in which a child

attempted to gain etmtional distance from the traumatic memory through the use of metaphor.

This appears to be particularly relevant when dealing with people from a variety of rultures (Minas and

KIimidis,1994). Following extensive work with South-east Asian refugees who showed sytllptOIm of
PTSD, Kinzie and Fleck (l987) concluded that there was value in supporting their psychological defenses,
including suppression and avoidance, because they appeared to be 'an adaptive foon of management of
PTSD symptorm and not merely a temporary device which interteres with the 'real' therapeutic ingredient

of processing or integrating the traumatic experiences.'(dted in Minas & Klimidis, 1994:149). Rousseau
(994), Miller & Billings (l994) and AImjvist et al. (995) also found that refugee children were more able
to address traumatic experiences in an indirect or synDolic way e.g. through sand tray, art, drama and

storymaking and that they readily did 1l) when given the opportunity to do it in this way (Miller and

Billings, 1994), Rousseau 0994:15) suggests that if the traumatic material 'had to be related to reality je
presented as being true' the child could not speak about it Gatbarino (l993) suggests that in many cases
it will only be through indirect means that

children will colI1lIll1licate with adult professionals. 'We must

see that the response of children to war may be represented in the synrolic and indirect ways comrmn
to children's expressions of important elements in "normal titres".' (l993:788)

Cons'tra'ints on choice of intervention
The suitability of a counselling approach for immigrant children from Non English Speaking
Backgrounds may therefore be assessed by how well it provides for a) issues to be expressed in a
creative and non verbal way; b) the child to be active rather than passive; c) an experience of empathy;
d) pennission to deal with difftcult emotions; e) dealing with traumatic experiences the child may raise,
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but avoids re-traumatising the child and

0 maintaining the child's defenses. There are also other

constraints which may affect the choice of counselling intervention. These include:

1. The approach may be more useful if applicable in the primary school
setting, suitable for use by school counsellors
Perhaps the question that should ftrst be asked is why address these problems in school settings?

]ohnson (1989) argues that schools can offer support, and should be alert to signs that children may be
having b'OUble dealing with experiences of tIauma. Garbarino (1993 :788) argues that schools should not
ignore the needs of these children, as there is evidence to suggest that the 'educational system can
lrediate the consequences' of tIauma; 'if it is active and effective in processing the experience of children it can turn the experience of tIauma into an opportunity for enhanced human developrrent

Sue (1988) suggested embedding psychological services within structures with which ethnic communities already had a good relationship (in this case the school) could improve their access to and use of

these selVices.

Denholm (1993) recommends school coWlSellors consider use of sorre of these creative approaches as
effective therapeutic interventions when dealing with immigrant children who are likely to have experienced extrerre stress and tIauma before their arrival in our schools. Play, art, sand ete have all been
demonstIated to be easily adapted for use in a school setting by school counsellors (Rubin, 1988; Allan,
1988; landreth, 1987; Garbarino et ai, 1992).

Tirre limitations on the involverrent with any individual immigrant child may occur because the child's
attendance may be a tIansitional arrangerrent until English proficiency is adequate. There are several
authors who suggest that brief therapeutic approaches may be appropriate for chiktren who have experienced extrerre stress, loss and or tIauma (Wraith, 1995; Dyregrov, 1991; Pynoos and Nader, 1993).

Allan (1988) and De Dorrenico (1994) say brief approaches can be useful at times when children are
experiencing problems dealing with partirolar issues; they should not be viewed as a rure but support
for the child to ftnd inner resources to deal with current and future diffirolties.

2. Time limitations
Tirre limitations on a COWlSelling intervention which the child has been aware of from the outset have
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been found to concellb'ate the process, and time can function as a metaphor for the past, present and
future of the child (SIoves & Peteriin, 19')4). stoves and Peterlin also emphasise that brief therapy is not
intended as a pennanent 'aue' but 'helps the child regain their lost footing and return them to a healthy
develop1rental pathway'(l9')4:302). Brief treatment may support both the child and the pare~ as they
negotiate a difflO.llt transitional period and may give a JreSSage that they are cotq>etent to handle any
problems in the future (Stoves & Peterlin, 19')4:302).

3. Cultural factors/sensitivity
Any counselling approoch with a population of immigrant children may need to be sensitive

to

the

cultural backgrounds from which the children COIre. Atheoretical framework based on pathology may
be inappropriate as in some cultures, there is stigma associated with mental illness (Wardak, 1993;
Kinzie, 1993; Minas & KIimidis, 19')4) and nonnaUsaUon of thdr symptoms may be important before
any therapeutic engagement is likely (Sue, 1988; Sue and lane, 1987). Viewing the children's behavioural and learning problems as nonnal and transient adjustment problems and the child as having the
capacity to 'heal' themselves (Allan, 1988) enables both children and parents to accorrunodate a counselling inteIVention as a way to facilitate the child working through this nonnal process. This reframing
may also be therapeutic (Kinzie, 1990, cited in Minas and KIimidis,19')4) in that it may allow the child to
be seen as a survivor instead c:l as a person with psychological problems. As a result parents may be less
reluctant to give pennission for the child to spend time with the school counsellor.

Sue and lane (l987) advise that time should be taken in the establislurent c:l rapport and empathy as

clients from different cultural backgrounds will not always be ready to trust the counsellor iIllfrediately.
Therefore any counselling approoch to be used with such a population may need to provide for the

gradual development of a trusting relationship with the counsellor.
Sue and zane (l987) also suggest that the client needs to receive some immediate benefit (a 'gift') from

their first contact with the counsellor e.g. a reduction in anxiety, nonnalisation, hope for relief or a
feeling that the counselJor has made an empathic connection with them and is open to the clients feelings and struggles. As it is not always possible to know in advance what experiences have been roost

salient for the child (AlnxJ:vist et al., 1995) and these may only

becoIre

evident as empathy and trust

develop, the counselling process may need to allow for continual assessnrnt as well as the facilitation

c:l healing.
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Pedersen 099l) reoommeods that all counselling be viewed as multiroltural and ~llors should not
assume that clients will automatically view the world in the same way as them If this approach is taken,
~llors

will treat the client with respect and learn from the client about their perspective and goals,

yet still be attuned to the universal themes rJ loneliness, fear and pain. By inference, this suggests that
interpretation of the child's responses shouJd be avoided and judgements made about meaning only
when the child has made their intent clear, usually in their own words.

4.

Non verbal

Given the limited level of English profriency of many Non English Speaking Background immigrant
children, and the complications introduced into the counselling process by the use of interpreters (Minas
& Klimidis, 1994), verbal communication may not be preferred as main vehicle for the counselling

process. Additional reasons have already been outlined which suggest that some of these children coukI
not

speak about what was troubling them even if their English was adequate. There are many c0un-

selling approaches which are not language dependent and in which meaningful communication may
still take place between counsellor and child. (e.g. Allan, 1988; De Domenico, 1994)

5. Individual
Given that each child's background and ciJ'cunNances are unique, an individual approach is seen as
being IOOSt appropriate, to enable the particular issues which are salient for each child to be addressed.

Counselling approaches not dependent on language
There are a number of different approaches to counselling children which can overcome the obstacles
presented by the child's inability to articulate troubling issues. Many authors have reported on the use
of play (e.g. Landreth, 1982; Schaefer, 1994), sand (e.g. De Domenico, 1994), art (e.g. Kramer, 1971;

OdkIander, 1978), drama and fantasy enactment (e.g. Allan, 1988), story telling (Miller & Hoe, 1990), and
puppets (Carter, 1987) in counselling children who are dealing with a variety of concerns including
adjusting to loss and change, separation, bereavemen~ serious illness, experiences of abuse and extreme
stress and trauma. In the words of L1ndreth,

Until children reach a level of facility and sophistication with verbal communication that
allows them to express themselves fully and effectively to others, the use of play materials
is mandatory if signiflClllt conununication is to take place between child and counseUor
0987:255).
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The use of art as a counselling approach with children
While art or drawing is often treated as falling into the general category of play or creative approaches
to therapy with children (e.g. SChaefer, 1994; De Do~nico, 1994; OcUdander, 1978) there are those who

treat the therapeutic use of art or drawing as a separate entity (KJa~r, 1971; AUan, 1988; Furth, 1988).
Kramer (l97l), AlIan (l988) and Purtb (l988) suggest that while art shares SO~ of the characteristics of
other play and creative approaches, it has unique advantages that lend it to therapeutic application with
children who are Wl3ble to express themselves adequately in words. So~ of these advantages relate to
its use as a means of communication:

1.

Art is a form of expression which children naturally develop in their
pre-school years

This develop~ntal progress has been well docwrented by such authors as Kellogg (l973) and Gardner
(l980)' Although there may be Olhural variations, there is evideoce to suggest that this develop~nt is

universal (Read, 1973; Kellogg, 1973), As a result art is readily accessible to children as a ~ of
expression from pre school age.

2.

Art is a means of communication which is not language dependent

According to Gardner (lC)80), the child's drawing ability develops progressively from an early age. By
about the age of four, the child reaches a level of fluency that enables drawing to become an important

treans of COOllOOllication. Gardner concludes that 'drawing serves as a crncial means whereby a child

can express deepest and roost potent feelings, anxieties, wishes, particularly during those periods when
other treans are not as available or as well developed' (l980:lSn.

Read (l973:6) argues that in chikl art we see 'the use of a language of signs am symbols that is COOlfOOn to

children of every race' and as such cooId be regarded as a 'universal language'. Art therefore may offer coonsellors a readily accessible vehicle for commmicating with children of primary school age (Lewis, 1973;
KraJrer, 1971; AIIan, 1988; Purth, 1988) and is particWarly suited to use by school counsellors (Rubin, 1988),

However, the use of art, in the context of a counselling relationship, goes beyond just being a tool for
communication between child and counsellor. (Kramec, 1971; AIIan, 1988), The process of drawing
in the presence of a c:ounsdlor can be thcrapeutJc In itself (AUan, 1988). There are several reasons

why this may be the case:
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a)

Art may faciJiIaIe the establishment of an empathic connection between child and coumellor

(Crompton, 1992; Garbarino et al., 1992; Rubin, 1988).

b)

Art may allow the child to define the tssueswithout this being determined by the counsellor. Rubin

suggests that an unstructured invitation to create 'makes two very powerful statements to children: a) it
is their responsibility to decide what will be dealt with during any particular counselling session, and b)

the counsellor is available as a helper, but not as a director or fixer.'(1988:183). This also trearui that the
child will be active rather than passive in the counselling process. & Rubin explains, 'Creating in art is
an experience of mastery in and of itself ... using art materials may be one way for the child to begin to
feel in charge' (1988:185).

c)

Art permits access to intrapsychic material. According to Gardner (1980:132) 'art works are

symbols'. BothJungian (e.g. AIJan, 1988; Furth, 1988) and EricIoonian (e.g. Mills and Crowley, 1986) the0retical frameworks hold that art has the capacity to tap directly into the unconscious and represent in
symbolic fonn the issues that are preocwpying the person at this point in time. Art, therefore, may enable
the counsellor to gain direct access to the is&Jes that are of immediate concern to the child, even if the
child cannot express these in words. Nader and Pynoos (1991:378) found in working with children who
had suffered trauma that a child's drawings could be the 'ckx>rway to the child's mental representation' of
what had happened to them Burgess and Hartman (1993) reported, when dealing with children who had
suffered traumatic experiences such as sexual abuse, that drawings could be used as an associative tool
in assessing and accessing stored melIDry at the sensory, perceptual and cognitive levels.

d)

Interpretation

of the child's drawinwart within a counselling context is not necessary for the

process to be therapeutic (Kramer, 1971:94; Allan, 1988; De Domenico, 1994). AIIan argues that although
a skilled counsellor can use interpretation to be of greater assistance, interpretation is not necessary for
the child to experience symbolic release jmt through the drawing process. 'Simply seeing the art the
child produces often gives the counsellor insight into what he or she is experiencing' (1988:93). De
Domenico (1994) suggests that a therapist may silently interpret the emerging symbols to himself or
herself, but that a therapeutic effect may still occur even if the interpretation is not verbally c0mmunicated to the child. Rubin cautions against counsellors interpreting children's drawings too readily, as
even educated guesses about their significance reqwre considerable experience. 'Without an extensive
background in relating such hypotheses to the larger context of the whole child, it is risky for Jmst counsellors to draw their own conclusions about rreanings' (1988:184).
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A counselling approach (which may suit the needs of NESB
immigrant children)
Serial drawing (Allan, 1988)
Art therapy has already been canvassed as a counselling approach suited to working with children who

have experienced profound change, loss or trawna and are manifesting behavioural problems which
suggest they may be stuck or blocked in their processing and integration of these issues (Allan, 1988;
Pwth, 1988; Krarner, 1971). Moreover, art therapy is easily adapted to use within a school setting by

school counsellors (Rubin, 1988), and can enable communication about intrapsychic is.gJes in situations
in which language is an inadequate vehicle for this to take place (Rousseau, 1994).

Serial Drawing is one therapeutic approach developed by AIIan (1988) which rmy treet the requiretrents for suitability for this population of chitdrenand for these types of problems. It involves 'the
counsellor treet(ing) on a regular basis with the child and simply ask(ing) the child to 'draw a picture'.
Over ~ a relationship forms, problems are expressed symbolically in the drawings, and healing and
resolution of inner conflicts can occur' (Allan, 1988:20).

Allan explains the rationale behind this approach:
The theoretical underpinnings of this approach are 00sed on the work of e.G. lung (who
saw) the expressive arts as an impot1ant avenue to the inner world of thoughts and feelings. lung viewed the unconscious mind not only as a repository of repressed erootions
but also as a sowre of health and transforrmtion In ~ of stress one could turn inward
toward the unconscious for dreams and images that carried within them the potential..for
healing.... From this framework the..therapist does not necessarily analyse the images of
the client but rather encourages the client to 'make' the images and to follow them as they
unfold ... lung (1966) believed that the establishment of a therapeutic alliance and rapport
activated the healing potential that is embedded in the bwmn psyche ... and this would
take the client where he/she needed to go. For example in play therapy children will often
spontaneously work on fantasy themes that have direct relevance to their psychologicaJ
struggles. And so it is with drawing (1988 :2(}-2l).

lung viewed symbolic expression as stemming from universal archetypes which were present in the
myths, art and expressive forms of every culture Qung, 1934), Hence, approaches based on this
theoretical fratrework could be seen to accommodate cross cultural application. Moreover there is no
requirelrent with this approach for the counseUor to interpret the child's drawin~ (AlJan, 1988; De
Dotrenico, 1994), the process of drawing is seen to be healing in itself when done in the context of an
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eJ11>3thic relationship with the helper, where the emphasis is on worldng with the symbol (Kmner,
1971; AUan, 1988). As such it Is not necessary to break through the child's defenses (as Minas & Klimidis,
1994, have cautioned against), or to direct the process, thereby limiting cultwal bias that may arise from

the ~llor's own cultural perspective.

Need for more research into suitable counselling approaches
Research in the area has:

1.

Identified the value of using drawing in assessing the child's processing of
grief, trauma or profoundly stressful experiences. (Furth, 1988; AUan, 1988;
Magwaza et al., 1993; Burgess and Hartman, 1993, Nader and Pynoos, 1991; Rousseau, 1994;

Miller and Billings, 1994)
2.

Predicted that healing will occur t~rough the drawing process (Furth, 1988;
Altan, 1998; Mills and Crowley, 1986; OakIander, 1978; De Domenico, 1994) even when no interpretation is made, and suggested specifically that drawing may have therapeutic value in helping
children process traumatic experiences (Magwaza et al., 1993; Nader and Pynoos, 1991)

3.

Indicated that further research is needed into:
a) suilable tnterrJenltons for cht/dnm uJJo have experienced extreme stress and trauma wUh the

emphasis on prevenlton (Wraith, 1995; Horowilz, 1993)
b) the use of art and drawtng techniques with

these childrm

Nader and Pynoos (991) attest to the value of play, storytelling and drawing both in the child's
spontaneous behaviour and in treatment for post traumatic problems but say rmre infonnation is

needed regarding children's drawings following trauma. Magwaza et al (993) found in their study
cl traumatised South African children, that the rrore children were able to express traumatic

theJreS in their drawings, the less they showed symptoms cl PTSD in their behaviour. They argued
that the therapeutic application cl drawing be investigated further.
c) particuJlJr fJ/1WOaChes which are cullura//y sensitive suUed for use with refugee /tmmtgrant

cht/dnm CWilliams, 1991; Rousseau, 1994; Athey and Abeam, 1991)
d) what Is the effect of these interrJenltons with
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THE PRESENT STUDY
Evaluation of the use of serial drawing as a counselling approach
with immigrant children
Serial Drawing (AIJan, 1988) is a counselling approach whkh Imy be suitable for use with NESB immigrant children. However the effteaey of such an approach with this population Imy only be tested if its
use has been carefully evaluated. The need for the evaluation of such interventions has already been indicated by od1er authors (e.g. JuPP and Lockey, 1990; Rousseau, 1994; Atheyand Abeam, 1991: Williams,
1991) and led to the present study in which both the process that children went through, and the
outcomes they dennnstnlted when this counselling approach was used with them, were investigated.

Predicted process evident in serial drawings
AUan 0988; 21-24) emphasises the importance of viewing the drawings as a series reflecting the child's
processing of issues, the relationship with the helper and the child's healing. He predicts, based on his
observations of nwmers of cases, that a child with mild to DDderately disturbed behaviour in the public
school system will generally go through three stages in their drawings: initial, middle and tennination.
Another Jungian therapist, De Dorrenico (994),who discusses a number of different play approaches
including drawing, suggests an alternative possibility. She says that children typically go through not
only four stages in their relationship with the helper (initial, struggle, working through, and tennination),
but also numbers of cycles in their processing of the issues.

If serial drawing were used in a tiIre limited WAy as a non verbal counselling approoch with immigrant

children, would their drawings foUow the pattern of stages that Allan predicts? Would variations to the
approach (necessitated because of time, language and cultural constraints) alter what was seen in the
drawings? Alternatively, would De Dorrenico's view (IDre accurately reflect what these children draw
when they go through the serial drawing process?

Behavioural change in the child
AUan (988) reports that chiJdren with mild to JOOderately distuJ:bed behaviour in schools have been
seen to show improverrent foUowing serial drawing. Behavioural problems in the classroom that led to
their referral were reported as often being no longer present in children who reached the third stage in
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their serial drawings (reflecting resolution ci their issues) (Allan, 1988). Research by Magwaza et al.
(1993) has suggested that the therapeutic use of drawing with children displaying stress and trauma
related behavioural problems may affect the behaviour ci these children, particularly if they do depict
traumatic themes in their drawings. Change in behaviour in the child may be one way to demonstrate
the effect of serial drawing.

Use of the Teacher Report Form (Achenbach, 1991) to measure
behaviour change
Achenbach (1991) argues that post intervention outcomes can be better evaluated if teacher reports are
used both as baseline and post intervention data (1991). This instnJtrent has abo been demonstrated to

be suitable when studying children of different ages and genders, in cross cultural applications, and as
a repeat measure of behaviour over time (Achenbach, 1991). Gathering different kinds of data enables
triangulation ofa study and may pennit other characteristics to be inferred though not directly rreasured
(Hadleyand Mltchell, 1995).

Research questions
The purpose of this study was to evaluate both the process and outcomes of the use of time limited serial
drawing with primary school aged immigrant children of Non English Speaking Backgrounds, byexamining the following questions:

1.

Do the serial drawings of primary school children of non English speaking immigrant backgrounds

(referred to the counsellor because of behavioural and learning problems) follow a pattern ci
predicted stages (Allan, 1988), and if so, how?

2.

During the time of the drawing process or following the serial drawing intervention, what changes

are observed in the children's behaviour by the referring (class) teacher?
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Nature of the study
This study has been designed to evaluate the efflC3CY of a non verbaJ counselling approach known as
serial drawing which has been used by the author as part of her regular work as a school counsellor.
The use of this approach with children from non English speaking immigrant backgrounds (NESB) has
been speciflCally addressed by asking two research questions:

1.

Do the serial drawings of primary school children of non English speaking immigrant backgrounds

(referred to the counseUor because of behavioural and learning problems), follow a pattern of
predicted stages (Allan, 1988) and if so, how?

2.

During the tirre of the drawing process or following the serial drawing intervention, what changes

are observed in the children's behaviour by the referring (class) teacher?

Background to the study
Setting
The study was conducted by the school counsellor in an AustraUan capital city primary school which
incorporates an Introductory English Centre (1EC). Newly arrived immigrant children and others from
Non English Speaking Backgrounds (NESB) attend the centre until they have acquired sufficient English
to enable transfer to their local school.

Subjects
Children included in the study were selected from a poJX1btion of referred immigrant children of Non

English Speaking Backgrounds, aged five to twelve years. They induded both boys and girls of varying
ethnicity am country of origin. Their immigration status included both temporary and penmnent migrants
in both voluntary and refugee categories. Prior educational experiences included no previous schooling,
disrupted schooling (because of family roves, temporary or penmnent school closures due to war,or
unavailability of schooling in certain se_ e.g. transit camps) and schooling at age appropriate ~veI in
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own country. Most children had spent at least six rmnths but ~ lhan twelve rmnths in Australia and the
IEC, and still had very limited facility with English.

Table 1:

Population characteristia (at time of referral)
CASE 1: V

N:}e
Gender (M/F)
(ounby of Orfgln

Migration Type

7yrs 7 mths

M
Former
Yugoslivli
Spouse
(mother)

Eduutlon Prior to
IE( enby

None

Time In Austrilii
Time In IE(

6 months
5 months

English Proficiency

(in mike
self cleirly
understood

CASE 2: 5
8 yrs 6 mths'
F

CASE J: T
5 yrs 6 mths

(imbodli

CASE 4: C

5 yrs " mths

CASE 5: H
8 yrs 9 mths

YfetNm

M
(hlni

M
Vletnim

Refugee

TempoRry

F

Refugee
(2+ yeirs
In cimp)
None

a months

None

Refugee
(5 yeirs
In amp)
None

8 months
8 months

preschool
(AustnUi)
1" months
6 months

6 months
6 months

18 months;

limited; speiks
ltttle

(5 yeilS

In amp)

limited; rarely
speiks

(in mike self
understood but

2yeirs
6 months
milnstre.1m
Hud to
undersbnd

rarely speiks

Referral reasons

Children manifesting behaviour and/or learning problems that did not appear to be resolving after six
rmnths in the lEe were referred to the school counsellor by the class teacher. These problems included
withdrawal, acting out, aggression, repetitive themes in drawing or play, ermtional constriction, dective
rrntism, hyperarousaJl vigilance, restlessness, failure to complete casks, inability to retain information,
problerm sustaining concenuation, pre«cupation/ attention problems, social isoJation, lIDOd swings

and slow acquisition of English.

All referred children were considered for serial drawing if background information, teacher refenaJ
infonnation and class observation suggested they were at risk for the development of psychological
problerm and might benefit from an opportunity to express what was troubling them.
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Parental permission for serial drawing
An interview was arranged with the parents cl each referred child to explain why the child had been

referred, propose serial <hawing as an approach which may be helpful

to

the child, hear other back-

ground infonnation, address any issues raised by the parentis and obtain pennission for the child to

have the counselling. These interviews were conducted with the assistance of an interpreter to increase
the possibility that the parent had a dear understanding of what was discussed.

Conditions of the serial drawing intervention
Time UmJted: sa sessions contracted at the out5ct Because the length cl stay for most children in
the Introductory English Centre is typically nine IMnths and refeml to the counsellor usually takes place
only after about six IMnths, the length d any counselling involverrent was limited by the expectation
that the child was likely to remain in the centre for only a short tirre longer. Sloves and Peterlin (994)
reported that tirre limiting an intervention may concentrate the process.

Non dJrectfft: Allan (988) describes several different ways of doing serial <hawing. Because cl the

necessity cl allowing the child to be in control and to avoid cultural bias and prejudging by the counsellor cl what the child's issues might be, it was desirnbJe to keep the task as open ended as possible
and let the child take the lead (Garbarino et al., 1992; Gordon &Wraith, 1993).

Non interpretive: Gordon &Wraith suggest that 'recovery works best when based on the child's own

tenns and preconceived notions cl what the issues are or how ~ution is achieved is not iJq>osed'
0993:573). Interpretation is not seen as being necessary for the process to be therapeutic (lCraJrer, 1971)
and care I1IJSt be taken not to break through the child's defenses (Minas & Klimidis, 1994).

IndMdual: Each child's cirwmstances were unique and the effect their experiences have had
depended on the meaning they attached to these experiences (Wraith, 1995; AIIan, 1988).

Detailed description of the serial drawing sessions
The counsellor arranged for a weekly session with the child, in which the child was simply asked to
<haw a picture. No instruction was given to the child about what to <haw. There was a choice cl <hawing
materials available for the child each tirre. These included a set cl felt pens in twelve colours, a packet

cl ten coloured pencils, a box cl 24 oil pastels, and a box cl eight wax crayons. Each child was given an
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A3 sheet of white paper to draw on. Evety child drew on the paper as it MS presented with the longest
side running horizontally.

Time HmJted invo1ft:mcnt. The counseUor oontracted at the outset to see the child for six drawing

sessions. This MS ck>oe by saying these words or similar to the child:

'You cm come to see Ire six times. Each time you can draw a picture. I will keep the pictures in this

folder. Today is nwnber (one).'

This MS reinforced non-verbally by writing the nwnbers one to six (to designate each drawing session)

on a folder bearing the child's naIre. Each week, at the beginning of the drawing session the child would
cross off the nwnber corresponding with that day's session.

EIplanation to the dUJd. The purpose and forrmt of drawing sessions were explained simply to the

child in wolds such as these:
'lDmetimes drawing with a counsellor cm help children feel better; lots of children come
and draw with counsellor; my job is to help children; I will watch and !Sen while you
draw; sometimes I might ask you about what you are drawing; I will write down what
you say and do lD I cm reIrember; I will keep the drawing safe; you are not in trouble
when you see me ete.'

Counsdlor bebavIour. The counseUor watched, listened and offered reflective stitements about what
the child MS drawing (with the aim of tJying to understand and become attuned to what the child was

communicating both in the picture but also by their behaviour). One example of this kind of reflective
stitement follows the child's statement as he draws:

Child : And here Is the darll where are somefishes wUh lights on.

Counsellor: So even though UIs very dark, there are some fishes wUh lights ... they can shine a light?
Child: Yes ... big light. (Case l:V, Sessk>n 2)
Occasionally questions were asked to clarify if the counsellor understood the child's meaning, but care
MS

taken that questioning did not become intrusive, partirularly if the child appeared not to want to
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talk at that point (see transcripts ri dclwing sessions for full details, Appendix 2). With children who
offered no spontaneous language as they drew, the counsellor would occasionally describe what
appeared to be in the picture as a query and wait for the child to confmn, deny or clarify this e.g. 'That
looks like a person f.illing ... ?'. Interpretive comments were not made but reflections of feelings
conveyed in the picture were made, e.g •the people are frightened that the m>nster will hurt them" or

'the whole world seems very confusing?'

RecordJng. The counsellor made written records as it happened of what the child drew, said and did

during the session. Records were also made of what the counsellor said, as well as any other observations of the child's affect and behaviour before or after the dJ3wing session. Comments by the reacher
about outside happenings involving the child or class behaviour were also noted.

Study design
The study involved two main areas of focus:

1) DrawbIg Intervmtioo. Data WclS collected through serial dJ3wing interventions with a nuni>er of
cases. This information WclS Intended to address question 1.

2) Repeat measures/I'RF J'lIdnp of bchavfout. Teacher ratings (using the Teacher Report Form,
Achenbach, 1991) were made at repeated intervals of the behaviour of children Involved in a dclwing
intervention. This data WclS collected to address question 2.

Procedures
The study was conducted using cases who had already been referred for serial drawing and whose
parents had already given pennission for them to participate in this counselling.

Selection of subjects
Parental permission WclS sought and received for t;he inclusion in the study of the data of each child who
had received counselling by serial dJ3wing between July and DeceoDer 1996. This WclS done in an indi-

vidual interview with parents using an appropriate interpreter. Written information about the study and
consent forms (translated into the parents' respective languages) were also provided at the interview.

This yielded a total of fIve cases, two girls and three boys. Four of these children were refugees or from
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a war zone (cases 1,2,3 and 5) and the other was a temporary resident who had come to Australia to
join his father who was studying here (case 4) [See Table 1l.

Data collection
Data collected on each case included:

1)

The drawings produced by the child and the counsellor records made during the six drawing
sessions [see Appendix 3for drawings by case and Appendix 2for transcripts by case).

Background information about each case obtained from enrolment records, referral and other

2)

information reported by the teacher, class observations of the child by counsellor, and inforrmtion
given by parents at interview.

3)

Behaviour ratin~ made by referring teacher on two or three occasions, including at least one rating
before and one after the seriaJ drawing intervention. The Teacher Report Fonn CAchenbach, 1991)
was used in a repeat rreasures / multiple baseline design as illustrated below in Table 2.

Table 2:

Schedule of Behaviour Ratings and Serial Drawing Interventions

Sep.....

lenn 4

Dec.....r

1116

lit'

lIN

TRF
TRF
TRF

SO

TRF
TRF

TRF

TRF

SO

TRF

TRF

TRF

SO

TRF

July
1116

case 1
Case 2

case 3
case 4
Cue 5

Key:

TRF
TRF
TRF

'er. J
lIN
SO
SO

TRF - TeKher Report Fonn AdJnlnlstefed
SO - Seri.Jl Orillwlng Intervention Occurred
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Coding and analysis of dau
1. Behaviour ratInp: Behaviour ratings were scored and profiles cl problem behaviours completed
for each case. Pre and post intervention ratings for each child were compared using raw scores for each
problem scaJe and totd problem score, and T scores (see results Table 6). Each child's ratings were
entered on their own single profile sheet to enable immediate comparison of ratings across time (see
Appendix 5 for TRF profiles).

2. Analysis of dtawiop: Drawings were analysed (in the light of session records) using Template 1

(see Appendix 1) to describe them in tenm of main syni>ols, main themes, affect content of drawing or
session, and behaviour of child. The drawings were summarised in sequential order on the template
noting, in particular, symbols and themes which recurred across the series and observing how these
changed.

This summary information was then used to fill in Template 2(see Appendix 1) which showed whether

the drawings followed the stages predicted by Allal;l (l988).

3. RelJabWtr. RdiabUJty of codJng templates was improved by getting another counsellor to independently judge a set of serial drawings against the templates and compare ratings. No major
discrepancies arose although each counsellor noted sorre different features as being significant in the
drawings on template 1. This however did not affect the rating on the predicted stages template 2.

Inter ratcr rdiabfllty was checked by having another counsellor independently rate two sets of drawings. Judgerrents about whether the drawings showed the predicted stages were in agreerrent, although

reasons differed in sorre instances.
Feedback to parents

Permission was sought from each child to show their parents and/or teachers the

drawin~

after the

serial drawing intervention had concluded. Parents were advised when the serial drawing had fInished
for their child and invited to attend a follow up interview with the counsellor at which feedback about
the child's drawings was given and infonmtion shared about how the child was now. These interviews
were also conducted with the assistance of an interpreter.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Overview
Results of this study indicated that serial drawing could be a counselling approach that Non English
Speaking Background inunigrant children were able to use to express issues that seemed salient for
them. Three of the fIVe children studied showed evidence of following the stages predkted by AlIan
(988) in their series of six drawings. Behaviowal change, as ~ in the Teacher Report Form

ratings, included a significant reduction in total problem behaviours in two cases and little change
overall in the total problem scores in three cases. There was however sorre internal change in the types

of problem behaviours seen in two of these three cases.

This chapter will dOC\ltrent the detailed results in each case and then summarise patterns or trends that
errerged from the data.

Results by case
Five children who participated in serial drawing were included in the study. These children have been
referred to in the case descriptions by an initial, and in the general SUJ1Ulllry and tables by case nwmer.
This has been done to protect their identities.

Data for each case has been organised as follows:

1)

Background information (obtained from enroltrent records, teacher report, parent interview/s,
and in case 5, counselling records).

2)

Rcfernl reasons (including data from TRF ratings done prior to serial drawing).

3)

Data obtained

tbrouab

the scria1 drawing Intervention (including observations of the

chlld's behaviour by counsellor, content of the drawings including syni>olic and thematic
content, and analysis of the drawtnp for evidence of predicted stages). This data was used to
address question 1.
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4)

Behmour cbaogrs foDcnrioa setIaI dmvIna (including those reported by teachers, those seen
by the oounsellor outskJe the counselling context, and those reported on the TRF ratin~),11Us data
was used to address qur.sdon 2.

Case deseriptions
Case 1: V
Background ;nformation
Enrolrrent reoonh, teacher report and 2 parent interviews (with Jrother) provided infonmtion about
background issues in this child's life. Vwas a seven year old Bosn.ian Serb boy who had migrAted with
his mother from the war zone d fonner Yugoslavia. His parents were divorced and his father rermined
in Serbia. His rmther had rermrried an Australian citizen, prior to migrating, Vwas an only child and

according to his rrother also had a significant attlcturent to his grAndparents, who remained in Serbia.

According to his fIDther, V had had no clirect experiences of war related trauma back in Serbia. She
reported, however, that be had been living in a context of fear and uncertainty 1) because of the war

and 2) be<:ause of the relationsh.ip problerm of his parents. Referring to the WM. she reported that 'be
saw it all on television' and 'heatd the adults talking about it', although they did not speak directly to
him about it because he was 'too young'. His mother also thought that while there was no fighting where

they were, he would probably have been aware ,of the uncertainty and worry aroong the adults about

what mght happen. Vs rrother also referred to violence in the relationship between herself and Vs
father before they stpardtOO, of which V bad been aware. The teacher reported that Vtalked about his
father back in Serbia, and had told her that his father was coming to Australia to bring him a present. He

also had told her that after he had been to his new school they were going back to Serbia (ie.V and his
fIDther). Vs rrother sakI these stlte~nts were not true; she thought 'perhaps he wish it'.

Referral reasons
Although the teacher reported SOJre improverrent in the previous two rronths, V was referred because

d her continuing concerns about

•

attention problems in class ('He is very easily distClcted and fmds it hard to concentrate for long'
and ftnds it hard to complete wrttten work'; aoo TRF July

'96 items 8, 78, 100). The teacher

reported that be was 'always restless' (also TRF July '96 item 10), fidgeted often or very often O'RF
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July 96 item 15), WdS sometimes impulsive O'RF July '96 item 41) and demanded iJlurediate attention often or very often O'RF July '96 item 7). The teacher also described his work as JreSSY often
or very often O'RF July '96 item 72) and reported that he 'daydreatm, or gets lost in his thoughts'
often or very often O'RF July '96 item 17).
•

repeated pteSalc:e of tmJOJ. themes in his drawing, play, talk and writing (to rhe point

of sorre~ not being able to get his mind off these thoughts- TRF July '96 Item 9). The teacher
reported that V'talks, draws and writes about violent situations' citing such examples as making
weapons from playdough (e.g. gun, catapulO, stories (with illustrations) such as 'There are
roonsters under the sand and rhey are eating people. They have been stuck in the sand all night'
Similar material (shown to the counsellor) WdS appearing in his school work (drawings and stories)
on a daily basis. Violent therres were evident in rhe play obselVed in the classroom by the counsellor: [V and another boy played a garre involving cars falling down a hole in the desk, car (Vs
voice) shouts 'help rre! There WdS fighting with guns and rockets made of lego, and sorre conflict
between the two boys over how the garre should go (e.g. Kto V: I shoot you. V: Don't shoot rre!
... (playing with cars). I fue rocket (Other boy fues something at V. Vappears agitated by this.)
V: No! We are friends! We are fighting other people!)
•

IearoJng JH'OII'CSI being affected by his inability to concentrate. The teacher reported that V's

reading, maths and speaking were sorrewhat below grade leveL but that his written work was far
below grade level O'RF July '96 Current school petfonnance VIT).
Behaviour during drawing sessions

Engagement with counsellor
Vcarre readily to sessions but remained sorre~t detached in his relationship with the counsellor for
rrtJch of the serial drawing involverrent While he talked spontaneously as he drew and responded

readily to any queries from the counsellor in all sessions, eye contact was limited in sessions 1, 2, 4, and
6 as he looked rmstly at the drawing (refer to Table 4 and Transcripts, Appendix 2).The exceptions to
this were after session 3, when he talked with the counsellor as he walked back to class, and during and

after session 5 when he is recorded as having 'smiled and made JIUlch roore eye contact with rre than
on any previous occasion and walked back to class with rre and chatted as we went'. In sessions I, 2
and 6 he left the room imrrediately the drawing WdS fmished without waiting for the counsellor to walk

with him back to the classroom. After drawing 4 WdS finished, he got up from the table, went to the sand
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tray aM made hand prints for a minute or two before leaving the room. After fmishing drawing 6 he ran
from the room back to class well ahead cl the counsellor.

Engagement with drawing
V's drawing sessions were JmStly brief 0-12 minutes, sessions 1, 2,4, 5, 6). He spent rmst time on
drawing 3 (20 minutes), especially in drawing ropes to tie up all the dinosaurs in the museum so they
'can't fall off'. His behaviour during sessions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 was very 'focused' on the drawing. He rarely

looked up from the drawing while the session was in progress aM talked spontaneously or responded
to counsellor's queries as he drew. During session 4, Vappeared so involved with the subject matter of

the drawing that 'it seemCed) as if he (couldn't) stop drawing rmre aM rmre horrible things' (session 4
tra~pt,

see Appendix 2). His demeanour while drawing in sessions 1, 2, 3, 4, aM 6 was serious; he

was recorded as smiling once in session 2and once when he had fmished drawing 4. During session 5,
he smiled several times throughout the session and afterwards. He also is recorded as having 'seemed
happier' after session 3.

Content of Drawings (using child's own words to describe)
Drawing 1:

This is a time long ago where dinosaurs lived. Some dinosaurs are eating dinosaurs,

some are under the water ftghting, and the sun and the planet wasn't real ... it has been
red. Everything was being spoilt All the countries are spoilt.
Drawing 2:

This is a man who is aIive..him come from another planet- he's alive. Shark want to eat

him ... he can't... him have special circle..
Drawing 3:

Dinosaur rmseum; (models ofdangerous CfMlUres) just up in the air.. just tied not to
fall. At the end I draw me (tJisiting the museum, not scared) , because not real ... they

live in the past.
Drawing 4:

The planet is brokening and all cl the people are dying, and running because SOIrething fallen from another planet..The people are scared.

Drawing 5:

I was playing soccer with my friends and I win.

Drawing 6:

Car was going to a dty ... bridge broken..car crash ... bridge fall in water. Mountain

brokening. Adinosaur is stepping on the car..he eat people too.... If they stay in the
car they will die. If they get out ... dinosaur will smash them and eat them '"
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Vs dra~ contained some very tnnmade: material such as the presence of dangerous and threatening creatures (drawings 1, 2, 6), things being dead or being killed (drawings 1, 2,4,6), the world
falling apart (drawings 4,6) and people being powerless to save thermelves or anyone else (drawings
4, 6). However two drawings showed evidence of him takioa control of the fearful things. Drawing 2
is changed as the session proceeds; initially the 'man' was described as being dead, but later in the

session he is described as being alive and is given a 'special circle' of light which protects him from the
dangerous shark. In drawing 3 all the dangerous.creatures are made non threatening by 1) tying them
securely to the ceiling, 2) stating that they are 'rmdels', they are 'not real' and 'they live in the past'.

v put himscIf into two drawtnp: drawing 3 (at the museum when all the dinosaurs had been well
serored) and drawing 5 ( as the champion of his team in the soccer game).These were the only two

drawings depicting situations that could be seen as safe.

Dra~

3 and 5 also show activities which

could be described as being very age appropriate (3: visiting a dinosaur museum and 5: a game of soccer

with friends).

Drawings 1 and 2were the only ones containing any colour.The rest were done with black felt pen.

Symbols in drawings
Some of the symbols present in Vs dra~

in~ded:

•

dlnosaun and other cIaJlaetous aeatures such as sharks (drawings 1,2,3,6)

•

thiogs falUng or colJapsfng such as rocks(drawings 1, 4, 6),skeleton or bones (drawings 2, 4),

rock ledge or tmWltainside(drawings 1, 4) bridge (drawing 6), people(drawings 2, 4, 6), car
(drawing 6), soccer ball (drawing 5), hats (drawing 5)
•

sun (drawings 1, 4)

•

Under sea (drawings 1,2)

•

Night time (drawing 6) or dark (drawing 2)

•

people: people in general (drawing 4, 6}, man (drawing 2, 4), boy (drawing 3: self: drawing 4,
drawing 5: self), children (drawing 4, 5), ~r (drawing 6); baby (drawing 6)

•

Planet/world (drawing 1, 4) land (drawings 1, 4, 6)
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Themes in drawings
Themes of Vs drawings included:
•

Cft1l1s which wue tbreatenin& dangerous or dcstnIctift of Ufe (drawings 1, 2, 4,6)

•

nowhere Is safe (drawin~ 1, 4,6)

•

mastery of fearful thJngs or bdng In ~ (drawings 3, 5)

•

belplessness of anJOOe (including parents and big creatures) to protect or prevent destruction
(drawin~

•

1, 4, 6)

need to be alert to possible tbmat (drawing 1, 2,4,6)

Predicted stages
Drawings were rared in the foUowing way against indicarors described in Template 2.
Stage 1

a.

VIew of the chJId'slnternal world: (World is full of threat, bad dUngs can happen : Drawings
1, 2, 4, 6)

b.

Rd1ect a loss of Internal control and presence of feeU... of bopeJessntsl and despair
(Feeling that external world is not safe, threat is ever present: Drawings 1 2, 4, 6 and future will
J

continue ro be threatenmg, Drawing 6)
Co

Offer a vehicle for cstabUshfng rapport with counsellor (Drawing 2: special circle of light;
possibility of protection)

Stage 2

a.

Expression of emotion In its pure form (Drawing 3: fear of threatening things; Drawing 4
overwhelming feeling of whole world being destroyed; nowhere is safe)

b.

The stnJggle between opposites and the Isolation ofambJvalent fet:Unp (Drawing 3: ropes
tying up bad things; fear & terror versus fascination)

Stage 3

a.

Images that rdlect a sense of mastery, self control and worth: (Drawing 3: dinosaurs being

tied up, not falling, not dangerous, in past; drawing 5: self kicking goal, game is ordered)
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SeeMs reftectIng positIge Imagery: (Drawing 5: soccer game, winning, valued part of team)

Co

Central seJl symbol: ( self playing soccer: .Drawing 5)

cL

BumoUl'OUlllCCllcs: (drawing 5: hats falling off; losing team sad)

Vs drawings appeared to follow the stages to sorre extent until the fmal session, when they reverted to
the flfSt stage (See also Predicted stages Table 5).There was little evidence of the developrrent of a relationship with the helper, except perhaps in drawing 2when Vdraws in the possibility of the man being
helped by the 'special circle' of light and the certainty of death and desttuction is rerooved in the course

of the drawing.
Behaviour and TRF scores

After session 5, the teacher reported that although V was 'still very restless in class' he was showing a
reduction in attention problems and progress in his learning ('he had been writing more and his work

was less chaotic than it had been'). The trauma~c therres evident in his school drawings before had
greatly diminished (Teacher reported that 'he has drawn no more scaty pictures in his story book since

about the 20th August lsarre day as session 3) except for one on the 28th' [saJre day as session 4D.The
teacher also reported that Vwas talking about horre IIDre. However, in the week of the last session, the
teacher reported that these gains disappeared and all the previous problems reappeared. [Stories and
pictures in Vs school book at this time showed return of violent themes. e.g. 'The IIDnster eat one boy

up and the boy died') Session 6 coincided with the news that he was to leave the

lEe and the teacher

commented that he seerred very fearful about this prospect.
TRF Ratings

Although sorre positive change had been observed by the teacher in his behaviour prior to the last
session, this was not reflected in the TRF scores which were based on ratings after the serial drawing
ftnished. OveraU problem score increased slightly (from 28 to .3'0 to remain at a high level (T score 57)
(see Table 6). Vs individual problem scales showed slight increases both in internal O'RF Internalizing
score from 2 to 5) and external O'RF Externalizing score from 7 to 8) behaviours.

PTSD syrnptorm of traumatic themes in drawing/play ('I'RF item 9), hyperarousal and restlessness (TRF
items 10,15, 1!), SO), and learning problems due to concentration difficulties (e.g. TRF iterm 4, 8,17,78,
SO, 92, 100), and 'rressy and disorganised' approach (e.g. TRF item 72) all finished at a high level (fRF

..I.n

total score for attention probletm increased from 15 to 19; TRF totlI score for thought problems
increased from 1 to 3, placing it in the borderline clinical range). The teacher also noted on the fmal TRF
that V'never seems happy'. She described this as 'swface cheerfulness' and thought 'he (was) not happy
inside'. She reported that he 'plays with others but rermins self contained' and 'always has to win! be

ftrst' .The teacher also reported that V 'worries' (TRF item 112), was sorretimes too fearful or anxious
(TRF item SO), and noted that he 'fears unfamiliar/unknown situations e.g. terrifIed of the animlls on

recent visit to Aquariwn.'

Case 2: S
Background information
Enrolrrent records, teacher report and two parent interviews (with father) provided background inforrmtion about this child. Enrolrrent records indicated that S was an eight year old girl of Cambodian
origin who had corre to Australia with her parents and eight siblings as refugees after an indetenninate
time in a refugee camp. Her refugee status by defmition indicated that the family had suffered ttawna,

though the exact nature of their experience was not known. Time spent in a refugee camp in itself
amounts to an experience of deprivation. Enrolrrent records indicated S and her siblings had not
attended school previously. Her father also appeared at the parent interviews to be illiterate in
CanDodian and the interpreter confirrred that he was unable to read a letter that had been translated for
him into Cambodian. S's roother was reported to have been seriously ill when several of the children

were fIrst enrolled at the IEC six !Mnths earlier.

Referral reasons
Swas referred after six !Mnths in the lEe because of the class teacher's continuing concerns about

•

not speakJng at scbooI (TRF Julyl996 'until very recently she did not speak to rre' j also item 65,

refuses to speak often)
•

her atmDc timidity and passivity (TRF, July 1996 'extrerrely timid and passive' and was 'so

quiet it was easy to overlook her in class'; also items 32, feels she has to be perfect sorretiJres, item
45, nervous, tugh strung or tense sorretilres, item SO, too fearful or anxious sorretimesJtem 60,
apathetic and UJUOOtivated sometimes, item 71, selfconscious or easily embarrassed often, item 75,
shy or timid often, and item 103, unhappy sad or depressed sorretimes)
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•

her sodallsolation (1RF July 1996 'unable to relate well

to other children';

also items 35,

reels

worthless and inferior sometimes, item 17, daydreams or ge~ lost in her thoughts often). Some
improvement had been observed by the teacher in this area recently as S was starting to relate a
little to individual girls in the class. This was also observed by the counsellor in class when Sspent
time at the computer sitting next to another girl, although there was little talking ocauTing. Much

of the time Swas engaged in solitary activities, singing softly to herself. She did not approach other
children.

•

slow learnbIg progress CfRF July 1996: Teacher conunented that Swas 'very slow to understand
and retain what she learnt'. Attention and learnbIg problems are indicated by other TRF items:
4, fails to fmish thin~ she starts sometimes, 8, can't concentrate, can't pay attention for long sometimes, 17, daydreams often, 22, difficulty following directions sometimes, 49, has difficulty learning
often, 61, poor school work often, 78, inattentive, easily distracted sometimes, 80, stares blankJy
often, 92, underachieving often, and lOO, fails

to

carry out assigned tasks sometimes. Cwrent

school performance in reading, writing, speaking and maths were all rated by the class teacher as
being 'far below grade level' onJuly 1996 TRF. Compared to typical pupils of the same age, S was
seen by the teacher on July 1996 TRF as working and learning 'ORlch less'.

Behaviour during drawing sessions
Engagement with Counsellor
S was initially reticent; during the first session she engaged with the counsellor by drawing a bit, then
watching and waiting for the counsellor to respond. She appeared less tentative and sought permission
(e.g. to use colour, or to draw roore) less with each subsequent session. Sappeared to engage rmre with
the counselJor as the sessions proceeded, talking spontaneously roore frequently. 4 spontaneous utterances were recorded in session 1 compared to 38 in session 6. By session 3, records show S chatted
readily with the counsellor walking to and from sessions.

S was eager to attend session 2, coming 'readily' with the counsellor from class. She came 'happily and
enthusiastically' to session three, and took the counsellor's hand waJking from class before session 4. In
session 5 Sengaged the counsellor in helping her to spell words she wanted to use for her drawing. In
session 6, although she said she was 'not sad' about fmishing, she appeared reluctant to stop after
drawing one picture and she started another one using a sheet of paper she had been resting her
drawing on. This session lasted the longest (40 minutes), compared to the time taken for the other fIVe
sessions (15 to 1J minutes).
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Engagement with drawing
S MS extrerrely tentltive in her approach to the 'drawing in the ftrSt session. She MS uncertain about
starting and sat for a few minutes looking around the room before comrrencing drawing. She stated after
drawing a tree that she had fmished, and appeared to wait for pennission on three occasions before
drawing m>re or colouring the picture. Much cl her energy in drawing 1 MS directed at colouring the
picture, whereas she showed less interest in colouring in subsequent sessions. In session 2, she stated 'I
don't want colouring these' and left sorre cl the figures not coloured. In session 3, Sused oil pastels and
spent no titre colouring. Colouring MS only focused on again in the last session, on the second drawing
and seerred to function as a way cl prolonging the session (e.g. 'Wait, I colour that one') S's drawings
appeared to becorre progressively freer and less constrained by boundaries. For example drawing 1
consisted cl a nwnber cl different things which were contained by distinct outlines. Drawing 3appeared

m>re rressy and outlines were less distinct. Drawing 6b had a free form, and Sspent titre 'joining everything together' in contrast to the separation cl objects in drawing 1.

Content of Drawings (using child's own words where possible)
Dnwfng 1:

ThJs girl is coming out to the bus. (PeqJle In the bus) coming inside from the bus ...

When shopping is ftnished, they are coming horre.
Dnwfng 2:

(Childma at school) ... (oIIum children outside playing ... Teacher ... coming my desk.

Irs raining. Everyone corre inside to get out cl rain. This one house rre. Bus coming.
Me go horre. Me go sleeping.
Dnwfng 3:

I go shopping with my Mwnmy and Daddy. I draw house and bus and shop and play
game.

Dnwfng 4:

Three trees; m>nkey corres down from the tree; fairy, jewellry.

Dnwfng 5:

Butterfly flies from tree; Swakes up after sleeping out in open when it rains; goes inside
to other children; communicates with words.

Dnwfng 6a:

Two hands (own) walking to join each other, can make shelter from rain.

Dnwfng 6b:

Countries for each person an linked.
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Symbols in drawings
Some of the symbols present in S's dIawing included:
•

trees and flowers (dIawings 1,4,5)

•

People: a family (dIawing I, 2,3), children (Dclwing 2, 3, 6b), a girl (dIawing 1, 2,3), teacher
(Drawing 2, 6b)

•

BuJldJop: house ( dIawin~ 1, 2, 3, 5 ), school ( dIawings 2, 5?), shops (dIawin~ 2, 3)

•

a vehicle used by a f:.un.fIy for aolog out from the house (dIawings 1,2,3)

•

road or path (dIawin~ 1,2,3)

•

falry (dIawing 4)

•

clocks (dIawing 1, 6)

•

jcwe1h'y (dIawing 4, 5)

•

wonls (dIawin~ 2, 5,6)

•

butterfly (dIawing 5)

•

own bands (dIawing 4, 6a)

•

hearts (drawings 4, 6a)

•

umbrdlas (dIawin~ 4, 6a)

•

clouds and nJn(dIawings 2, 4, S,6a)

•

Countries (drawing 6b)

•

self (drawings 3, 5, 6a, 6b)

Themes in drawings
Themes of S's drawing included:

•

safety Inside familiar place yet isolation; not ftIlturlng out (drawings 1,2)
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•

IoosenJng ofboundarlcs/coostraJnts (starting with drawing 3)

•

vmturfoa out at first tentatively (drawings 3, 4), putting down roots (drawing 4)

•

tnnsformation involving waking up (e.g. self, drawing 5) or leaving the cocoon (butterfly,
drawing 5)

•

maldng connections with othct people outside the security of the house! cocoon (drawings 5, 6b)

•

communicating with other people using words (e.g. drawing 5) MS a theme of the last three
drawings

Predicted stages

Drawing were rated in the following way against indicators described in Template 2.
Stage 1
L

View of the chJld'. Intcmal world (Drawing l:safer to stay within secure place, observe others

going out, rather than participate
b.

Offer a veh1cle for cstabUsbJng npport with counsdIor (Drawing 2: path to her house;
teacher coming to her desk)

Stage 2
a.

An expression of emotion In i1s pure form (Drawing 3: Uncertainty, lack of control when she

leaves house, but feel secure with family members; Drawing 4: wants to participate, monkey
comes down from the tree)
b.

Isolation of ambivalent fecllnp (Drawings 3 and 4; uncertainty about going out vs isolation!
lack of connection or nourishment if don't)

Co

DcepeoJng of the relationship betwten chlld and helper (Drawing 4: FaiIy with Imgic powers)

Stage 3
a.

Images that rdIcct a sense of mastery, selfcontrol and worth (Drawing 5: butterlly leaving
tree; self sleeping out in open, waking up; being given a necklace by friend; Drawing 6: Shelter is

in her own hands; 6b: serority can be found in connection with others)
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b.

scenes rdledina posfdft bD.agcty (Drawing 5: tree, butterfly; happy children; Drawing 6a:
joining hands; Drawing 6b: ronnecti<>M with others)

Co

Accntnl self symbol (Drawing 5: self out in the open; Drawing 6: own hands)

cl.

Humourous scenes (Drawing 5: Children's' gatreS; Drawing 6 : hands walking)

eo

Pictures re1lecdng a ddacbment from helper (Drawing 5: necklace is hers, not mine; Drawing

6b: connecting to other friends, map of ronnections)
S's drawings appeared to follow the predicted stages reflecting her processing and resolution of issues

of fear of leaving a place which was safe yet separate from social rontact. These issues were clearly
represented symbolically in her drawings, and as was the rretamorphosis that took place. By the last
session the images were of fonning ronnections with others, including by using words, and fInding
strength within herself and through ronnection with others to rope with diftlculties e.g. drawing 6a
hands joining to make shelter from rain. This aJso symbolised the stage of detaclurent from the helper,
which is part of stage 3predicted by AUan. The change over time for Swas also symbolised by the clocks

in her first and last drawings. The fInal drawing shows two clocks with hearts on them, one is black
(closed? dark? fearful?) the other is JOOStIy not filled in (open? receptive?)
Behaviour change and TRF scores
Throughout the drawing involverrent the teacher reported seeing change in S's behaviour in the class-

room These changes were all reflected in the two subsequent TRF ratin~ and the teacher COD1frents
they contained. Following the serial drawing involvement,the class teacher reported (TRF
September,l9%) S's 'whole attitude and behaviour has changed and there are no concerns in these
areas. Her (schooOwork is (still) well below grade level but she is now keen to learn', and 'lack of any
previous schooling' now was the only remaining factor seen by the teacher 'which might be an ongoing
handicap'.The teacher reported that 'her personality now shows through.' 'She laughs, and jokes, jostles
(occasionally) to maintain her place in the line etc. She seem to be enjoying life, has friends, and is interested in everything and is beginning to show initiative.' The teacher stated that she rould 'hardly believe

this is the same timid, passive withdrawn child who eatre to the IEC a year ago'. The magnitude of the
change is indicated by the reduction in the total problem behaviour score on the TRF from 26QuIy,l9%)
to 3 (Sept I9%). All areas where problelM had been evident before serial drawing showed a redoction

from the July TRF rating to the September rating. This reduction was generally sustained in the
Decent>er TRF rating done three lOOnths after serial drawing fUlished. Withdrawn behaviour declined
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from 6 (July) to 0 (September), then increased to 1 (December). Anxious/depressed behaviour went
from 7 (July) to 1 (Sept!Dec). Social problerm went from 1 (July) to 0 (Sept.IDec.). Attention problerm
showed the biggest decline from 16 (July) to 2 (Sept.) then 0 (Dec.). All of these behaviourcll changes

represented a reduction in the PTSD symptoms of withdrawal, isolation, restriction of affect and learning
problerm due to inhibition of cognitive functions ,and difficulty concentrating. We learning problerm
remained, the teacher I3ting of them indicated improvement in S's performance relative to grade level.
The September TRF I3ting showed speaking had improved from being far below grade level to being

somewhat below grade level. By December, reading writing, oral language and maths were seen as all
being somewhat below grade level instead of far below grade level where they had been in July.
Compared to typical pupils of the same age: 1) S was I3ted by the teacher as working much less in July,
and slightly less in September and December; 2) S was I3ted as behaving slightly less appropriately in
July and Septeni>er, but about avel3ge by Deceni>er; 3) S was I3ted as learning much less in July and
September, but only slightly less by December; 4) S was I3ted as being slightly less happy in July, about
avel3ge in Septeni>er, and slightly rmre in December.

Case 3: T
Background information
Enrolment records (including preschool teachers' report), teacher report and two parent interviews (with
father) provided information about background issues in this child's life. T was a five year old girl of
Vietnamese origin whose father reported had spent the fIVe years of her life with her family in refugee
camps in Hong Kong and the Philippines. This was, according to the father, an experience of depriva-

tion which involved 'many restrictions' throughout her whole early life. Enrolment records showed T
had migrated to Australia with both her parenrs and her two older brothers as refugees, which by definition indicated they had suffered trauma. Ts father also described the major adjustJrent the whole
family was still making (18 rmnths after arrival in Austrnlia) from living in a Vietnamese community, to
living here in Australia in extremely different cira.unstances. He referred to not only the roltul3l, social
and language differences but also to their living arrangements in separate housing apart from other
Vietnamese families.

Referral reasons
T was referred because of the teacher's concerns about her adjustment and academic progress which

were still present after six rmnths in the
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concerns had been reported by the preschool teachers. TRF 1'2tings done in early August and late
September 1996 before serial drawing coJDJrenced incliated that the behaviours cl concern increased
over this period (TRF totlI problem score increased from 15

to

23). The specifIC issues c:i concem

reported by the teacher were:

•

lack of speaking in English or Vietnamese. The teacher reponed that T 'rarely spoke, even with
other Vietnamese children in the class' (The teacher coOllrented on the TRF that T 'does

not

comnunicate IlUlCh with adults or peers ... has great difftculty expressing herself to others' TRF
Aug.1996; , Non communicative. Usually nods/shakes her head as a means c:i response. Soortimes
she stares' TRF Sept 1996; 'Refuses to talk' soortirres lAug '96l or often [Sept '96l TRF item 65).
When she was heard to speak, T spoke with a 'lOOI10t0noUS tone' [TRF item 79, Sept. 19961, speech

was 'unclear' and 'very diffirolt to understand' fI'RF Aug. 1996: teacher coOllrents and item 791

•

socla1lsolation, and apparent inability to play. Obe teacher reported that T was soortimes shy
or timid [TRF item 75 AuglSept 19961; she was soortimes 'withd1'2wn, doesn't get involved with
others' ffRF item 111, Sept. 19961, she was sometirres loot liked by other pupils' ffRF item 48,
Sept.1996J and that she soortirres 'feels that no-one loves her' [TRF item 33, Sept 19961. She did
loot communicate DUJCh with adults or peers' ffRF Sept. 19961 and was seen as being soortimes
'secretive, keeps things to self [TRF item 69, Sept. 19961. Ts father also reported that at boor, she
'keeps to herself and she has 'little inte1'2ction with others'. During aclass observation inJuly 1996,
T was seen at group activity time for a forty minute period. She was intensely engaged in a craft
activity, making a stained glass window. she persisted with this activity even after the teacher had
said to change to floor play; she was not seen to speak to or make eye contact with any other
person in this time. The teacher also reported at this time that T never played with other children
and that her 'play' generally consisted of repetitive acts such as building a tower and knocking it
down over and over.

•

her oI:Jsesme enpgcmcnt In aaft adMtics. The teacher reported that T 'loves craft and
rotting out in her own time' TRF Aug '96; and that she soortirres 'repeats certain acts over and
over' [TRF item 66, Sept 19961: 'folds origami ob;ects she is familiar with over and over. Ts father
reported that this was the 'same at bome' and that T also only wanted to 'rot and make things all
day'. Some c:i this was ObseIVed in class [see above).

•

her lack of emotional expression (e.g. 'does oot smile very OUlCh. Seem; unhappy.' ffRF Sept.
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1996, also item 103 sometimes 'unhappy

sad or depressed'] The teacher saw her as sometimes

'confused or seems to be in a fog' ffRP item 13, sept. 19961 and sometilres 'shy or timid' lID item
75, Aug/sept. 19961, sometimes 'stubborn, sullen or irritable' ITRF item 86, Aug 19961 and often
staring blankly
•

mu: item 80 sept19961.

UmJtcd IearnJng progress ('does not seem to be learning an awful lot at school, below average

academic achievement' ID sept.1996) The teacher reported that T often 'has diJftCUlty learning'
lID item 49, Auglsept 19961, sometimes had 'diffirolty following directions' (TRF item 22,

AUg/sept.19961, sometiJres had 'poor school work' (TRF item 61, Aug/sept 19961 and was sometiIres 'underachieving, not working up to potential' ITRF item 92, AUG/sept. 19961. Language,

maths and reading were reported as being far below grade level in both August and september
1996 (TRF).
Other issues: Although not specifteally singled out as a reason for referral, it was also reported by the

teacher that Tsometimes had a fear of water (TRF item 29, Aug. 19961, which meant that her m>ther had
to stand next to her in the bath.

Behaviour during drawing sessions

Engagement with counsellor
Tcame readily to each drawing session, jumping to her feet when she saw the counsellor arrive at her
class and on several occasions(sessions 2, 3 and 4.) half running to the counsellor's room. In sessions 1,
2, 3 and 4she offered no spontaneous language but would mostly nod or shake her head and make eye
contact when she was asked questions about the drawing. Occasionally she did not respond either
verbally or non verbally (e.g. session 1-once; session 2-4 times; session 3-5 titres; session 4-3
tiIres). Verbal responses to counsellor queries about the drawing were limited to one to four word utter-

ances in the early sessions 0, 2, 3 and 4). Non verbal responses oumumbered vetbal responses in
sessions 1 00-4), session 2 (18-6), session 3 (2~), but the overall nwrber of interactions with the
counsellor increased from 14 in session 1, to 24 in session 2, to 30 in session 3. In the fourth session she
started answering with her hand over her IIDUth while making direct eye contact. Session records
include the comment 'I fek she was challenging me to understand her even though she had her hand
over her IIDUth'. In session 4 veabal responses outnumbered nonverbal responses 03-9). In the ftfth
session T was answering without her hand across her rmuth. Initially, when Tspoke while looking at
the counsellor in session fIVe, she ducked down behind the table except for her head. Spontaneous
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language increased greatly in session 5(non veroat responses-9; verbal responses 13; spontaneous utterances--8) and dominated session 6 (session 6 records indicate that 7% of utterances [2/291 followed a
query from the counsellor; 93 % ri uttecmces [27/29] were unprompted).

Engagement wjth drawjng
T became intensely involved in the drawing activity in sessions 1,2,3 and half ri 5, rarely rerooving eye
contact from either the picture or the

rmte~.

In session 4, records indicate she was 'roore restless',

'less intensely focused on the drawing' and 'wanting to fmish sooner' than in previous sessions, and 'up
and down out ri the chair especially when talking about the drawing'. During the second half ri the fifth
session she left the table where the drawing was and started to play with the water she was using to wash
her hands. From the basin she looked over at the picture, laughing and responding to counsellor queries
about the picture with statements such as 'this is a roonster' and returned to the picture to point with her
elbows (because her hands were wet) 'here and here is monster'. She also rmde such spontaneous
comments to the counsellor as 1'm looking at my picture' and returned only once roore to the drawing
to put ticks all over the page. In the fmal session, T drew quickly and without much care and said she

was fInished after spending a short period ri time on the drawing (about 10 minutes). The rest ri the
session she spent washing hands, talking spontaneously to the counsellor, laughing and playing with
the water in the basin and the drawing, putting some water on the paper at one stage. At the end of
session 6, Tdid not pack up the rmte~ as she had done in every other session. Her fmal picture was

ri a girl playing with water.

Content of Drawjngs (using child's own words, where possible)
Drawing 1:

Monster; he fIghting; roonster will eat little one ... girl.

Drawing 2:

This is a roonster. Girl. She have sword; girl have baby too; he die (monster)... and he
got the baby (Girlfights monster with sword, frightened that he wtll hurt baby and her,

girl SQ}S sup, girl gets water on monster's hand,. she wtU 'be alright,.
Drawing 3:

Monster, girl (in) bed, this head and this hand and this hand (of the monster) falling
down (uhen girl cuts monster with swortiJ, Baby died (because) monster no baby, ...
eat the egg.

Drawing 4:

Egg (is in) bubble; (other eggs on the ground); I not have any girl. 'Balloon (wtU go) to
the shop (to) get a horse (jor) the girl.
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Drawing

5:

Boy (and) girl (playing); hat for the person; here and here is monster (obltlerated at

bottom ofpage); Playdough (jor counseU<m; Ts hand.
Drawing 6:

This is little girl playing there. This the girl name. I draw my hand here. Here my hand
again; Water here.

Ts drawings contained some traumatic rmterial such as the presence of a threatening monster (drawings 1, 2, 3 and 5), and vulnerable people (gi.rI, baby, person or eggs) being killed or hurt by more
powerful monster (drawings 1, 2, 3). Several drawings showed evidence of struggle with and mastery of
the frightening things. These were drawing 2, where the girl takes the monster's sword and makes

several holes in him; in drawing 3, the girl fights with the monster and severs his head and hands; in
drawing 5, the monster has 00 fonn and is obliterated under heavy purple colouring and the children
can play unthreatened. The fmaJ picture (6) contains 00 threatening elements. The vulnerability and/or
destruction of the egg in drawings 2and 3 changes to the safety yet isolation of the egg in drawing 4,
with signs indicating a desire to be found. By drawing 5 there are no signs of vulnerability in the drawings. In drawing 5 the boy and girl are playing out in the open with a hat for protection and in drawing
6 the girl is playing in the centre of the page. T put her own hand into the last two drawings; these were
both pictures which contained no iJmges of threat or vulnerability. Drawings 5 and 6 were also the only

ones which could be seen as depicting developmentaUy appropriate activities: CS; a girl and boy playing;
6: a girl playing with balls, water and sand).

All drawings contained colour and a range of rmteriaJs was used. Oil pastels were used in all drawings
except drawing 4. Arainbow or rainbow colours were present in every drawing exce~ drawing 6 though
the position of the rainbow/rainbow colours changed from the bottom left corner of the paper (drawings

1,2,3 and 4) to the top of the page in drawing 5. The rmnster aJso occupied the central place in drawings 1, 2and 3, was absent in drawing 4, and was placed at the bottom of the page in drawing 5, unable
to be seen under the crayon shading. In drawing 6 the girl occupies the central place on the page.
Symbols in drawings
Some of the symbols which were present in Ts drawings were
•

a girl (Drawings 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6)

•

a monster (Drawings 1, 2, 3 and 5)
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•

clouds and raln (Dra~ 1, 2)

•

water (Drawin~ 3,4,5 and 6)

•

• rainbow (Drawings 1, 2, 3 [rainbow oolows around nx>nster's severed head) 4 [rainbow with no

colour) and 5 [rainbow colours at top of pageD
•

1cUers, words, and signs (Drawings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6)

•

umbrella or bat for protecdon (Drawings 2, 5)

•

baby or ca (Drawings 2, 3, 4)

•

sword (Drawings 2, 3)

•

stars/moon represcndng nJght (Drawing 3)

•

play1hfnp (cups, water, ball, playdough, sand( Drawings 4, 5 and 6)

•

own hand (Drawings 5, 6)

Themes in Drawings

Therres in Ts drawings inchxled:
•

situations whk:h Inwlved threat to, or wlnerablHty of, the girl/baby/egg, (Drawings I, 2, 3)

•

coo.f1Jct and struaIe for 0l2Stety of threatening tbiop (Drawing I, 2, 3, 5)

•

communJcating with words and sp (Drawings 1, 2,3,4, 5 and 6)

•

wanting to come out of separate place (bubble) (Drawing 4; self in drawings 5, 6)

•

possJbllity of hmng fun In play, including with water (Drawing 5, 6)

Predicted stages
Drawings were rated in the foUowing way against indicators described in Template 2.
Stage 1

a.

VIew of the chlJd'. interDal world: (Drawings 1 and 2: lots of black, threat; fear for girl and

baby'legis safety; trying to communicate with words and signs)
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b.

IId1ec:t • Iou of Intaml control and preseocc of fcdJ. . of despair and hopdasDCII:
(Drawings 1 and 2: feeling threatened and vulnerable to the JOOnster; feeling impotent to prevent
injury or killing-girl says stop, rmkes holes in monster, but rmnster still kills baby)

Co

Offer • fthJde for es1abUsIdng rapport with counsdlor: (Drawing 2: umbrella for girO

Stage 2
a.

An expression of emotion In Ms pure form: (Drawing 3: extreme vulnerability of girl in bed,

egg. Girl has to defend self by rmiming monster; Drawing 4: rainbow has no colour; wanting to
end separateness of egg)

b.

Struggle between opposites (good vs. had) and the isolation of ambivalent feelings: (Drawing

3: girl vs. monster; strength vs. vulnerability; Drawing 4: egg is in bubble-protected yet isolated)
Co

DcepmJng of the relationship betwttll chlld and helper: (Drawing 3: lot of eye conract with

counsellor, waiting for counsellor to supply language; Drawing 4: Balloon wilJ go and get horse
for girl)

do

DrawIng as bridge to talk about paJnfu11ssue: (Drawing 4: Fear of coming out of isolation!

vulnerability but attempts to communicate with ralk-band over IOOUth)
Stage 3
a.

Imar' that rdIect a sense of mastery, self control and worth: (Drawing 5: Rainbow colours

at top; JOOnster now has no form; presence of own hand-drawings 5 and 6; enjoying water play:
drawings 5 and 6)

b.

Scenes tdlecting posftift imagery: (Drawing 5:boy and girl playing; drawing 6: girl playing)

Co

AcentnI self symbol: (Drawings 5, 6: 1"s own hand; Drawing 6: girl playing in water)

do

Bumourous scenes: (Drawing 5: boy and girl playing and funny creature catches haU; Drawing
6: girl playing with water, water on page)

eo

Pictures reflecting a detachment from helper: (Drawing 5: playdough for me: Drawing 6: girl

on her own, not fearful)
1"s pictures clearly followed the predicted stages and showed a progressive rmstery of the traumatic
rmterial so that by the end the whole tone and thematic content of the pictures had changed from being
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fearful and threatening to vibrant and playful.The roooster which had been so threatening in drawings
1 and 2 was Wsmeni>ered in drawing 3 and bwied in drawing 5.The egg in the protective bubble and
the rainbow with no colour at the bottom cl the page (drawing 4) MS replaced with umges cl children

playing together under a coloured rainbow (drawing 5) and a celebration of age appropriate play and
fun in drawing 6.
Behaviour and TRF scores
Changes seen in l"s behaviour during the drawing sessions such as an inCftaSC in the amount of
ft1'baI communication, outwanI signs of bappbless and desJre to playwere also reported by the

class teacher as occurring in class. From session 4, the teacher started to report that she had seen 'a big

change' as Tbegan to talk in class, she started to play and she began to develop a social connection with
another girl in the class. This behaviour was also observed by the counsellor in class on collecting or
returning T. After session 4 'I noticed her laughing and talking loudly with her hand over her mouth'.She
also appeared 'happy' and was seen to 'interact roore with the other children' When she was coUected
for session 5, the teacher reported that 'she's talking noW. After session 5 the teacher described the
change as a 'tl'ansfonnation' that had occurred over the last two weeks. The teacher reported that Twas
not only talking, but that she (T) 'wanted to sing an item by herself for the end of term perfonnance'.

According to the teacher, her outward nood in class became happy and playful and 'even a bit naughty'
compared to the expressionless and closed state she had presented before.

TRF Itadop: TRF scores reflected

SO~

of this change, showing a reduction in total problem score

between September and December TRF ratings from 28 to3 as well as a reduction in attention problems
over the satre period from 19 to 10. The scores for withdrawn behaviour and social problems showed

little reduction

~

serial drawing (Withdrawn score changed from 5 to 4; Social problem score

remained the sa~ at 2). However this does not correspond to the report from the class teacher about
how much T had increased her speaking and social contact with other chiJdren and the teacher
compared to before the drawing sessions began. (The fmal TRF rating was made by a different teacher
from the initial two ratings.)

Teacher reports (see above) indicated that PI'SD symptoms (reported at referraO cl elective mutism,
restriction of affect, social isolation, and repetitive play (obsessive engage~t in craft activities) were
all significantly reduced p<N serial drawing. TRF rating[December,l996] showed that repeating certain
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acts over and over (Item (6) was not seen as a problem any IOOre. Some of the changes reported by the

teacher in withdrawn behaviour and social isolation were less evident from the final TRF rating
[December,l9961 as iterm 48, 65, 71, 75, and 111 were still reported as sometiJres being uue of T.
Leamfng problems were, however, not reported as being a problem in the December TRF rating:

items 22, 49, 61, 92 and 100 were all rated as now not uue of T, when they had all been rated as being
sometiJres or often true on the two previous ratin~. The teacher commented that T 'Listens well in class'

O'RF December,l996} and is 'able to sit at a task until it is completed'. While this persistence at a task
had been reported on previous TRF ratings [AuglSept.l996J. the teacher reported that tasks had not
always been appropriately done. Other changes noted in the fmal TRF rating were in the areas of
emotional expression; in December she was not rated as being unhappy (item103), feeling unloved

(item 33) or seeming confused or in a fog (item 13) or staring blankly(item SO) whereas these iterm had
previously been rated as sometimes or often uue of T prior to serial drawing. TRF rating in September
indicated that Thad not wanted to partkipate in dancing and singing activities. This had clearly changed
by December when the teacher reported Ts desire to sing alone at the end of term performance.

One other change noted was the apparent reduction in Ts fear of water. Play with water was central to
her activity in sessions 5and 6 accompanied by laughter and a sense of fun. There was no report on the
fmal rating that this was a continuing fear [TRF rating, December,l996, Item 29].

Case 4 : C
Background information
Enrolment records, teacher report and two parent interviews (with father) provided information about
background issues in this child's life. C was a five year old boy of Chinese origin who was an only chikl.
He had come to Australia with his nx>ther so they could both rejoin his father who was temporarily in

the country to study. The father reported that this terq>oraIy relocation to Australia had involved an
abrupt separation from Cs grandparents in China. According to the father, because both parents
worked, C had been raised by his grandparents and he had developed a clooe attaelurent to them The
father reported that C missed his grandparents greatly and was finding it hard adjusting to being with his
parents with whom he had previously had much less conl3ct. The father also reported that he and C had
been separated from each other for a long time because he had been in Australia for two years prior to
Cs arrival. Consequently, they were having to get to know each other again, and the father described it

as a diffICUlt adjustment for both of them
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Referral reasons
.",

Cwas referred by··the class teacher after he had spent six rronths in the IEC. Her concerns about C are
reflected in two TRF ratings which were made prior to the cornrrence~nt of serial drawing with C. The
flfSt one was done in July,1996. Another TRF rating was made in September and while improve~nt was

noted in

so~

areas,

~

of the problems the teacher was concerned about were still present The

teacher reported concerns about:

•

hissoda1 behaviour, Iochxlfng isolation (Teacher commented on TRF July 1996 that 'he is very
,

mucb a loner, plays by himself rrost of the ~'. Other problems with social behaviour identified
on theJuly TRF include item 25: doesn't get along with other pupils sorretimes, item 38: gets teased
a lot so~times, item 42: would rather be ~ne then be with others often, item 48: not liked by
other pupils sorretimes, item 75: shy or timid

so~times,

item 111: withdrawn, doesn't get

involved with others. Some improverrent was reported on the Septermer TRF(C is 'beconing
more friendly to his peers /teachers') but the teacher was concerned that he 'often gets bullied by
others' "TRF September rating showed items 38, 48 and 75 were still a problem so~times and she
added item 37:gets in many fights sometimes.)

•

lack of bIking or rcsponsJventsl In EnglBh or QlInese. In July (fRP) the teacher reported
that 'he does not comrmmicate with students or teacher'. The class teacher even wondered if 'be
could possibly have a hearing problem' as he did 'not respond to his own name immediately', but
the father said this was not so. The teacher reported that he 'used to face his back to me', he had
'poor listening skilJs' and 'does not follow instructions most of the time' (TRF, July 1996). TRF items

identified in July included 13, confused or seems to be in a fog often, 22, difflculty following directions often, 60, apathetic or unmotivated sorretimes, 65, refuses to talk often, 79, speech problemnon collUlllllicative SC>fretimes, 80, stares blankly so~times, lOO, fails to carry out assigned tasks
often. By September TRF rating the following items were still identified by the teacher as problems:
13 (sorretimes), 22 (sometimes),

100(~times).

Sorre items reflecting lack of responsiveness

(items 60,65,79,80) had been replaced with items reflecting some inappropriate responding (53,

talks out of turn SC>fretimes, 67, disrupts class discipline) The teacher conmented in September
that while C 'is becoming more friendly', 'responds to teacher's requests' and 'responds to pnWYe
reinforce~nts',

he 'does not always perfonn tasks appropriately' and 'often does his own tbing'.
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•

attention problems la daII aft'edina IcamIoa prop'Cll. The teacher reported in July (TRF)

that Chad a 'very short attention span' and he was' not picking up much school and class routines'
even though it was 'his third tenn at this sc~'. She described his behaviour as 'very off task and
does not follow instructions IIDSt of the time'. Item; identified as being problem; in July (fRF)

included: 4, fails to finish

thin~

he stuts often, 8, can't concentrate, can't pay attention for long

often, 10, can't sit still, restless sorretimes, 13, confused often, 17, daydreams often,22: difficulty
following directions often 49: has difficulty learning often, 60, apathetic or unmotivated sorretiJres,
61, poor scbool work often, 78, inattentive, easily distracted often, BO, stares blankly often, 92,
underachieving often, lOO, fails to carry out assigned tasks often. The September TRF rating indicated that sorre of these attentional problem; had diminished in magnitude, but were still a
concern to the teacher as they were affecting his learning. In SepteoDer the teacher reported that
C 'is more attentive and tries harder' but 'is not totally on tlSk with class work and often does his
own thing'. C's work effort, appropriateness of behaviour and amount of learning were rated as
being slightly less than pupils of the same age on the Septeoi>er TRF. (In July they had been rated·

as mx:h less.) Items still of concern on the September TRF included 4, (often) and 8, 10, 13, 22, 49,
78,92, 100 (sorretirres).
•

App2mlt unbapplac:ss. The teacher reported in July that C was sorretimes stubborn, sullen or

irritable ( TRP item 86) and sorretimes had sudden changes in mood or feelings (TRF item 87). She
rated him as being sorrewhat less happy than typical pupils of the same age. In September (fRF)
the teacher described C as 'seem(ing) happier', and rated his happiness as average compared to
typical pupils of the same age. However, she was concerned that he was not liked (item48), was

teased a lot (item 38) and 'bullied by others' (TRF, September 1996).

Behaviour during drawing sessions
Engagement with CounseUor
C seemed initially uncertain and apprehensive about what was expected in the fU'St session with the
counsellor. However he t2Iked readily, and started drawing a little as he talked. The IOOre he tlIked, the
more he drew (see increase in amount of drawing from session 1 to session 4), and the more his apprehension appeared to decrease. Sorre of what C said was hard to understand and seemed chaotic and
disconnected at tiJres. (see session 1,2 transeripls, Appendix 2). As the sessions proceeded the amount

of talk from C increased (e.g. from 36 utterances in session 1 to 75 utterances in session 4). He becatre
easier to understand and there were more logical connections between what he was talking about and
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the pictures. Session records iOOicate that nu:h of Cs talk was a rmnologue-and two way interaction

with the counsellor was limited. In the last two sessions there was less engage~t with the counsellor;

sessions were shorter (11) and 15 minutes) than the preceding three (24, 25 and 33 minutes respectively)

and he seemed less interested in coming. He took longer to leave the classroom and walked slowly
down the colTidor several ~ behind the counsellor on the way to the counseUor's room. Overall
there appeared to be limited energy put into the relationship with the counsellor.
Engagement with Dra-mng
C took a while to Sl2rt drawing in ~ions 1,2,5 and 6 and spent several minutes looking around the
room, rmking conurents about what he might draw before he actually drew anything. [e.g. Session 1 C:
'draw snake. A snake can eat a man. Couo8dJor: A snake can eat a man. C: Yes. (Seemed uncertain

and apprehensive and still had not drawn anything) CouDsdIor. You want to dr3w 10 C: He got a black
... I can't do it ... hard. I draw snake. (Only now 00es C stut drawing)l C started m:>re quickly with less

prepamtory talk on drawing 3, and drawing 4. The nature of the talk while he drew was mostly about
the drawing subject rmtter and his thoughts related to this. He seemed to be thinking aloud as he drew,
rmking such conurents as 'she have something ... I think ... (looks at my necldace) ... necklace ... this
is a princess's necklace' (session 3) or in session 4 'duck looking for food." don't know what's their food
... is egg? Not Maybe a flower? No ... he don't eat ... srmll snake over here ... he bite something ... he

can eat '" he get bigger ... (moves off topic of d~ food, but returns a few minutes later) ... trying to

think of what duck can eat

how about ... maybe a butterfly? Yes. He opens DDuth ... butterfly is tiny

weeny little bit he can eat '.

Cseemed to become quite involved with the drawings once he had commenced as talk about the drawings was rrostly spontaneous and not requiring a response from the counsellor. The two preceding
excerpts exemplify this paaern of tillt Session records (see Tr.mscrlpts, Appendix 2) indicate that in
session S, Cshowed 'less urgency' in his approach to the drawing and seemed 'less interested'. In session
6 it was also noted that he seemed 'less engaged' with the drawing. Towards the end of session 6, Cwas
distClcted by noises outside in the corridor, then said he was finished drawing. He only talked about the
drawing again when asked to

ten a story about it before he left. TUre spent on drawings increased

progressively from IS minutes in ~on 1 up to 33 minutes in session 4, then decreased again to IS
minutes by session 6.
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Content of Drawings: (using child's own words where possible)
Drawing 1:

Snake can eat sleeping ODn ... horse will help him (man).

Drawing 2:

man in boat, catching fISh to eat; shark can eat baby fISh, JOOther fish have to look after
babies so they won't be scared.

Drawing 3:

King .,. gives princess diaJmnd, diatoond falls in water, someone swimming to look for

diaJoond. he sees the shark eating diatoond and he will kill the shark and gets the
diaIoond to give back to the princess again.
Drawing 4:

Bird COftS down to get food for the baby birds; black stonn,not white one; baby look
for the rmther and then not 5Ca(ed. Stonn come away, then the sun is coming. Moon
and sun friends.

Drawing 5:

An elephant and a crocodile ... elephant wants drink

crocodile will not eat elephant

because he doesn't know what it is ... monkey in tree

eating lots of bananas ... one

eye looks after eggs, the other eye looks after bananas.
Drawing 6:

The dragon is eating the lion. The lion is bad because eating the man. The dragon is in
the big water. Him eat the whale and snake..that why him big. Him not the naughty
dragon. Him not make horrible noise. the tree will keep growing ... lot of water for the
tree to grow.

Symbols in drawings

Symbols recurring in C's drawings included:
•

dangerous crcatura such as a lion (drawing 6), snake (drawing 1,4,6), a shark/whale (drawing
1, 2,6), a crocodiJe (drawing 5), and a dragon (drawing 6). Sotre of these creatures were drawn as

lurking in water, often as an unseen threat (e.g. drawing 1, 2). The dragon was identifted as 'not
the naughty dragon' (drawing 6)

•

man (Drawings 1, 2)

•

famJlies (mothers, fathers and babies and eggs) e.g. fish, birds, ducks, snakes, and royahy were
seen in drawings 2, 3, 4 and 5
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•

watu was often present but changed from being a place hiding threatening thinw; (drawings 1, 2,

3) to a neutral place or a SOUJt:e of life and nourislurent (drawings 4, 5, 6)

•

tree featured as a home (drawinW;4, 5), a safe haven (drawing 5), and a symbol of future growth

(drawing 6)

•

food e.g. bananas, (drawing 5), snails, butterfly (drawing 4), fish (drawing 2), icecrearn (drawing

3) as well as creatures eating each other (drawinW;1, 2and 6)

•

benign animals e.g. fish, nx>nkey (drawing 5), elephant (drawing 5), horse (drawing 1)

•

sun (drawing 4, 5)

•

moon (drawing 4)

•

people or creatures sleeping e.g. man (drawings 1,2), babies (drawing 4), dragon (drawing 6)

•

jewe1lry, e.g. crown, diatrond, necklace, b;utgle (drawing 3)

•

beach (drawings 1, 6)

•

clouds, rain and storm. (drawings 4, 6)

•

nes1s (drawing 4)

Themes in drawings

Thematic content of C's drawings included:
•

daogerom thiJII' threatening tbevu1ncrable (sleeping rmn--<lrawing1, baby flSh---drnwing 2).

•

parent's ablUty to protect, provide and ranaJn steadfast even when tested (drawing 2) and
parents deroonstrating that they will provide for the needs of vulnerable offspring (drawing 4, 5)
including keeping a protective watch (dra~ 5). The testing of the parental relationship was also

shown in drawing 3 when the child (princess) lost the jewel given to her by her father, the king.
•

dangerous creatures beJna dJsempowered (drawings 5, 6).

•

Eatlog featured in every drawing. C's talk was also a lot about eating or being eaten. This was either

more dangerous or bigger creatures eating (or threatening to eat) less powetful, more vulnerable,
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or srmller creatures (e.g Session 1: snake can eat man, fISh, lions and tiger; fOOnkey can trick oocodile, big fISh, to avoid being eaten;) or the provision ri, or obtaining ri food especially by JYMents
for children (e.g. sesmn 3: 'king having a yurnmy icecream because he has everything to eat ... he
has another boy and he says what do you want eat'; session 4: both bird parent and duck parent are

engaged in the search for food for thermelves and their babies). The last two dra~ feab.lred
themes of not being eaten, either by being clever (like rronkeyand elephant in drawing 5), or
because only bad things are eaten (snake, whale,and lion have been eaten by dragon because they
were bad, but tree, man/people wilJ not be eaten by the dragon in drawing 6).
Predicted stages
Drawings were rated in the following way against indicators described in Template 2:

Stage 1

a.

VIew of the chfId's Internal world: (drawings 1, 2: presence of threat in world and uncertainty

about whether wJnerable man/baby fISh will be safe)
b.

Reflect a loss of Internal control and p~ of feeUogs of hopelessness and despair:

(Drawings 1, 2: VuJnerability, need for protection; fear of what is lurking in depths)
Co

Offer • vehicle fOt' estabUsblog rapport with the counsellor: (drawing 1: horse corres to
save rmn; drawing 2: man has vessel safe from shark, and ladder to get off boat)

Stage 2

a.

An expression of an emotion In its pure form: (drawing 3: losing the jewel, depending on the

parent to retrieve, protect and kill shark; drawing 4: totlJ dependency of babies on parent; need
for nurturance and protection when out on a limb)

b.

The stnJaIc between oppositfS and the isolation of ambiwlent feeUnp~ (Drawing 3: shark
has to be killed to retrieve lost diamond; drawing 4: totll trust of babies in parents vs totaJ wJnerability of babies to parents)

Co

Bridge to talk about • paInfullssue: (Drawing 4: babies out on a limb; parent has put them
there, where they are very wJnerable and dependent on the parent)
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Stage 3

a.

Images

that rdlcct a sense of mastery, self control and worth: (Drawing five: 'beautiful

colours', rronkey in conb'Ol of food and babies; drawing 6: tree will keep growing; water now
nourishing to the tree, not harbouring threat)

b.

Scenes rdIccdng posldft Jmagery: (Drawing 5: sun, food and protection for babies, no threat

from crocodlie; drawing 6: dragon is protective not ~nacing, tree will keep growing)

c.

A cmtrallldf symbol: (drawing 6: tree)

cl.

Bumourous scenes: (drawing 5: rronkey and elephant as tricksters; roonkey with one eye on
food and other eye on babies; drawing 6: lion dis~mbered, body in pieces)

eo

Pk:turcs rdIecdng a dcfacbmcnt from the helper: (drawing 5: monkey can manage, has

plenty of food and is clever; drawing 6: tree will keep growing)
Cs drawings showed evidenre of the stlges predicted by Allan as the vulnerability to external threat

diminished and the parents showed they would protect and provide for the offspring. The fmal picture
showed that in Cs mind many of lhe anxiety provoking things were stilllhere but had lost lheir ~nace
for him and future growlh was expected. Disengage~nt from the counsellor was derronstrated both in
Cs behaviour as well as the drawin~ in sessions 5and 6.

Behaviour change and TRF scores

The class teacher reported that C's 'unhappiness and inability to operate socially and academically'
which had been the main concerns leading to referral were no longer an issue.The teacher co~nted
in the fmal TRF rating chne in December after serial drawing finished that C 'has made a dramatic
improve~nt

in his attitude to school and is now happy to learn and content within the classroom'.His

withdnwn bebmour had decreased overall (from 7 [August TiP) to 2 [December TRFD as had his

problems with attention (from25 [Aug TRf1 to 9 [Dec. TRt1).

However, as he had

beco~

more outgoing, there were rrore problems wilh aaressivt bebmour

(from 6 (Aug.TRF'I to 17 [Dec.TRPl and a smaller increase in aoDety (from 0 [Aug.TRPl to 51 Dec. TRFI
and soda1 problems ( from 2 lTRF Aug.) to 4 ITRF Dec.D. These teacher's comments and TRF scores
show that PTSD symptoms of withdrawal, social isolation, and attention problems were significantly
reduced, although aggression and anxiety and
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registered an increase in the overall level of externaJ probleJm (Externalizing score increased from 8 in
Aug. 1996 to 19 in Decemr 1996). The total score for all problem scales remained high (Aug. TRF, total
problem score-45, December TRF total problem score-4l).

IamJog problems were also rated in the December TRF as having decreased in IOOSt areas. Current
school perfonnance in language was still seen as somewhat below grade level in December, the satre
as the September rating. Other subject areas (Maths, craft, gross Imtor, music and dance) were all rated
in December as being at grade level, compared to the September rating when all except Maths were
'somewhat below grade' level. In December, compared to typical pupils of the satre age, the teacher's
rating of how hard C was working was sUghtly Imre (September rating was slightly less), how appropriately he was behaving was slightly less (satre as September), how 0JJCh he was learning was about
average (September, slightly less) and how happy was about average ( satre as September).

Case 5 : H
Background information
Enrolment records, teacher report, two parent interviews (with mother) counselling records and contact
with a conuwnity support ageocy provided infonnation about backgrowxl issues in this child's life.
When referred by his class teacher Quly, 1996), H was an eight and a half year old boy of Vietnarrese
origin who had arrived in Australia two years earlier with his rrother and stepfather. ~llor records
showed he had spent eighteen mnths in the IEC because of very slow progress in developing adequate
English language (average stay is nine mnths) and was now attending the rminstream part of the satre
school. Prior to arrival in Australia, H had spent fIVe years with his rrnther in a refugee camp in Hong
Kong (from the age of eighteen mnths). The rrother met her second husband in the refugee camp and
the three of them came to Australia together when H was six and a half years old. His natural father had
died in the escape from Vietnam and his stepfather was severely depressed as a result of his own traurmtic experiences associated with the refugee ffight H himself had spent IOOSt of his early childhood in
the camp and had at three years sustained a fractured skull on two occasions as a result of falls from
three metre high bunks. His rrother had another child with the stepfather, boy of about two years who

also lived with the family. Acomrrunity worker had reported that H's stepfather frequently drank as a
way of dealing with his depression and post traurmtic symptotm. H's Imther came infrequently to the
school and teachers reported that she seerred to be preoccupied with all the other issues in her life and
appeared to have little titre for H. Teacher and parent reports indicated that he spent a lot of titre alone
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watching 1V or vkJeos of superheroes (e.g. ninja turtles, power rangers etc). The counsellor became
aware during the serial drawing intervention that there was domestic violence occurring at H's borre.
The counsellor was also aware of past episodes in which the boy and his rrother were assaulted by the

stepfather. H had previously reported that after drinking his stepfather was sorretimes violent towards
the boy's nx>tber and himself. Acommmity worker also reported that H's rmther had reported violence
by the stepfather towards herself and H.
Referral reasons

TRF ratings done in August and October, 1996 indicated specifiC areas of concern to the teacher about
H's behaviour:

•

hAs sodal iIolation and adjus1mcnt (I'RF items:1, acts young sorretimes (October); 11, clings

to adults sometirres (Aug.); 12, complains of loneliness sometirres (Aug.); 14, cries a lot sorretimes

(Aug. &Oct); 25, does not get along with other people sorretimes (Aug. &Oct); 33, feels unloved
sometirres(Oct); 34, feels others are out to get him sorretimes (Aug. &Oct); 35, feels worthless
or inferior sorretilmi (Aug. &Oct.); 36, gets hurt a lot sorretimes (Aug.); 38, gets teased a lot sorretimes (Aug. & Oct.}, 48, not liked by other pupils sorretimes (Aug.& Oct.). Total TRF social

problem scores in August (9) and October (6) were both at the 93rd percentile or above. Other TRF
items indicating H's isolation were items 42, rather be alone sorretimes (Oct.), 65, refuses to talk
sorretimes (Aug. &Oct.), 69, secretive sorretimes (Aug. &Oct.), 75, shy sometimes (Oct.), and 111,

withdrawn sorretimes (Aug. & Oct.). Poor cof1lf11llnkation skills were seen by the teacher as
contributing to these socia1 diffirolties (August and October TRF item 79, speech problem).

•

bJs poor attention and bmfng In class. The teacher ~ concern about H's 'erratic v.OOc
peRormaJX:e and attitude' (August TRF).

Qlrrent

school petformaJX:e was rated in August and

October as being far below or sorrewhat below grade level in the areas of language, Imths, writing,
society/environrrent., and science. H was seen as being at or somewhat above grade level in physical education and the arts. Attention problems totilled 14 on the TRF rating August and 1:7 in

October. Attention and learning problems identified by the teacher on the TRF ~ included these
items: 2, hum; or rmkes other odd noises in class sorretimes (Aug) or often (Oct.}, 4, fails to finish
things he stuts sornetinrs (Aug. &Oct.), 8, Can't concentrate for long sorretimes (Aug. &Oct.), 10,
can't sit still sometimes (Aug. &Oct.},13, confused or seems to be in a fog sorretimes (Aug.& Oct.),
15, fidgets sometimes (Aug. & Oct.}, 17, daydrearm often (Oct.); 22, diffICUlty following directions
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~tin6

(Aug) or dten (Oct.), 41, ilq>ulsive sometin6 (Aug. & Oct.), 49, has diff'lCU1ty learning

sometin6 (Aug.) or dten (Oct.), ID, apathetic or \1IlJOOtiva1ed ~ (Aug. & Oct.), 61, poor
school worlc: ~tin6 (Aug.) or often (Oct.); 72, treSS}' 'M>lk sorretiJoo; (Aug. & Oct.), 78, i.oaUenlive ~tirres (Aug.) or often (Oct.), 8), stlres blankly ~tiJreS (Oct.), 92, undel3Chieving often
(Oct.), 100, fails to cany out assigned tasks sorretin6 (Aug.) or often (Oct.).

•

his unhappy demeanour: TRF items identifted by the teacher in August and October which indicated that H did not seem happy were 14, cries a lot sometina; 45, nervous, high strung or tense
sometimes (Oct.), SO, too feaJful or anxious sometina; 86, stubborn sullen or irritable sometiJres;
88, sulks a lot sometiJres (Oct.), 102,

un~ractive

often (Oct.), 103, unhappy,sad or depressed

sometiJres (Oct.), 112, worries sometiJres.
•

his Ifmked abmty to apftSS himself onDy. Speech problems were ~ on both August and
October TRF ratings. Ifs 'communication ski&' were one thing the teacher was IlDSt concerned alxu
(Od TRF). Item 79, speech problem ~Aug.) or dten(Oct.) was identified by the teacher.

•

repetfdvc themes In dtawfnw'play: The teacher reported that H's drawingVgames were aIIOOSt

always about themes of conflict, and typicaUy involved superheroes.

Behaviour during drawing sessions
Engagement with Counsellor
Session records indicated that H showed Ii~ affect throughout the wtk>le serial drawing intervenOOn except

for lWO occasions in session 1 where he smiled at the counsellor. There was a balance of spontmnJs talk
and responses to coonseJkx' queries. He talked readily about the pictures, but rarely about anything else. The
exceptions to this were in session 1 when he referred to cards of the ninja tw1Ies characters that he had, in

sessbns 3 and 5 wren he referred k> some toy figures of superreroes he had in his pocket, and in session

3, the Jll)vies of the Stu' wars characters he had seen. After session 2, the oounseJk>r asked H directly aboot
the assault by his stepfather. At. first he diJ oot ackoowledge it bad occurred, until he ~ what the counsellor knew. Then he spoke briefly aboot wmt had happened, smwing Ii~ affect except for some physDl
restlessness and twitching cl one qe. He then asked to leave am went back to class. The following week

before session 3, the counsellor asked him I there had been any ~r vblenre at ~. H said no, and
that his rrother was going to tre police that day. He then turned his atlention to tre dr.lwing as if ~ were
anxious talking about the • . (This was the session in which he drew conflict between Darth Vader and

his son Luke Skywalker). No aher direct refereoce was rmde to the smaoon at home by Hor the counsellor.
Session 3 was the longest session (26 minutes) and sessions 4 and 6 were the ~ (l7 and IS ninlES).
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Engagement with Drawing
H started all drawings without delay except for session 6. He became absorbed in the drawing in session
1, 2, 3, and 5, looking at the drawing and talking continuously as he drew. He typically used a black felt
pen or pencil and only added colour at the end in sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4. Some drawings he <lid not
colour (drawing 5, 6). When he did use colour it was deliberately to designate who the figure was and/or
their relationship to the others e.g. (drawing 2~ guys were red, bad guys were orange). He seerred
less engaged with the drawing in sessions 4 and 6; in session 4 he wanted to leave after about seven
minutes; in session 6 he finished the drawing in fifteen minutes, got up from the table and left the room

Content of the drawings: (using child's own words to describe where possible)
Dr.lwing 1:

This the teenage mutant ninja lUrt1e. He live with the other turtle and they live underground. They know how to fight and they are the good guys ... too many weapon.

Them have a father rat Rat have ,too many power.
Dtawfng 2:

The castle and the bad guy and the king. The bad guy try to steal the castle but the king
will kill all of them up. He has special power and he gave this guy a light sabre sword,
and can't dead. The king will be safe.

Dr.lwing 3:

Star Wars. Darth Vader is going to hurt Luke. (Luke) shot one hit at his father. (Luke)
doesn't want to kill his father. Just wants to stop Darth Vader hurting him

Dr.lwing 4:

Captain Planet No baddie in the picture. This the end one. The baddie all dead....

Happy ever after. They only want to say goodbye..they're all right now, they don't need
Captain Planet to help them

Drawing S:

I draw Spider man and Action man. Two different picture. This his (Aaion man i) real
face here. Him have two masks.

~

for both man. He can steal something. No one

will see him. Spider man good guy, Action man good guy. Action man frightened of

Spider man. Spider man have roore billion.
Dr.lwing 6:

Or Paradigm and street shark story. Some are good and some are bad. Octopus shark is
the bad one. He going to (set oJ/J bomb. It's going to blow the house up in 7 minutes.
good ones get in hole. Still be one bad one. Still be Danger.
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Symbols in drawings
Symbols which were seen in Ifs drawin~ included:
•

fantasy superherocs with special powers, masks, weapons and armour for protection in situa-

tions of conflict, or past, current or future threat e.g. Ninja Turtles (drawing 1), Luke Skywalker
(drawing 3), Captain Planet (drawing 4), Spidermm and Action man (drawing 5) and Or Paradigm
(drawing 6)
•

means of prokdlon andIor strength seen throughout the drawings include special weapons
(e.g. nwn chucker, swords, knives, guns, bomb, or powers (drawings 1,2,3,4,5, and 6), masks
(drawin~

1, 3, 4,5,6), special clothes designating who you are and other anmur (drawings 1, 2,

3,4, 5,6), helmets, (drawing 1, 2,3,4, 5,6), and rooney and material possessions (drawings 5) and
strong muscles or power (drawin~ 1, 4, 6). Masks are also represented with different purposes
(e.g. mask for stealing, drawing 5,)

•

people/or characters: fathers (drawings 1,3), sons (drawings 1,3), good guyslbad guys (drawings 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6)

•

fortresses or safe bunkers (drawing 1 underground house; drawing 2, castle; hole, drawing 6),

•

ladder (drawing 1)

•

1V (drawing 1)

•

vdlklcs: skate boards, car, (drawing 1) spaceship (drawing 3)

•

colours designating role/function or goodnesslbadness (drawing 1,2,3,4,5)

Themes in drawings
Themes which were evident in Ifs drawings included:
•

undulyina or direct themes of confllct and roost involved superllero figures or good and bad

guys. (drawin~

•

1~

powerful but often malevolent father (e.g. rat, drawing 1; Darth Vader, drawing 3) against
whom the son has to be prepared to protect himself.
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•

Undcmcath the mask is a gIiJq>se of people who are capable of good but who rarely rennve
the masks to reveal this. (dawings 3, 4, 5)

•

some mastery of the threat seen in drawin~ 2 and 3, and absence of threat in dawin~ 4 and
5, but this did not last, and the fmal drawing showed an apectation that the threat would
contlnue.

•

fantasy superberoes with special powers could hdp survival (drawings 2,3,4,)

•

weapons, money, masb and armour 13ft one more strength in the struggle for survival
(drawin~

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6)

Predicted stages
Drawings were rated in the following way against indicators described in Template 2:
Stage 1
a.

View of the chBd's internaIlrorld: daily life is an ongoing struggle between good and bad;

protection needed (drawin~ 1, 2), threat rermins, 'still be danger' (drawing 6)
b.

Ret1ect a loss of Internal control and presence of feeUngs of hopelessness and despaJr:
(drawin~

1, 2:

feelin~

of being under threat from outside; drawing 6: future will still be

dangerous)
Co

Offer. vehicle for estabUshlng rapport with 1he counsellor: (drawing 1, friend will help;
drawing 2: king will have special power, good outnumber bad)

Stage 2
a.

An expression of an emotion In bs pure form: (drawing3: son fears father, son isolated, no

one helping him)
b.

The struggle between opposites and 1he isolation of ambivalent fedfnp: (drawing 2, 3:
struggle between good and bad; drawing 3: son doesn't want to kill father but has to protect

himseJO
Co

Bridge to talk about a painful issue: (drawing 3: preceded by talk about father's violence at
home)
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Stage 3
L

Images that rd1ect • sense of mastery, self control and worth: (drawing 4: People can
manage without Captain Planet)

b.

SCenes tdlecdoa posltift Jmagcry: (Drawing 4: absence ri conflict)

Co

A ccntnl self symbol: (drawing 5: Action man with rmsk rermved? feeling that his worth is less

than others)
cl.

BumoUtoUS scenes: (Drawing 5: possessions and lOOney ri two U1lJlllSked Superheroes)

e.

Pictures tdIecting • detachment from the helper: (Drawing 4: Clptain Planet not needed;
drawing 5: safe to rermve mask)

Ifs drawings showed some change in line with the predicted stages but as in case 1 they appeared to
revert to stage 1 with the last drawing. This seerred to signal that H saw the future as continuing to
present a threat for which preparedness and protection would be required.

Behaviour change and TRF scores
No significant improvement was reported in Ifs behaviour or learning by the teacher in direct
conunents. TRF ratings indicated that the overall nuni>er ri problem behaviours rermined IUgh (Dec.:
44), but lower than both previous TRF ratings (Aug.: 57; Oct.: 72). TRF total problem score in December
was 45 compared to 57 in August and 86 in October. This shows that not only were fewer problems iden-

tified in Deceni>er than previously, but roost problems were rated as occurring less often than in the
October rating.

The TRF problem scales showed a reduction in aggression (from 13 and 12 in August and October to 7
in December) and deBnqucnt problem scores (from 5 (Aug.) to 4 (Oct.) to 2 (Dec.). AoIiolll/deprascd

symptoms also reduced in Deceni>er after an increase in October. (Aug.-10, Oct.-IS, Dec.-8) Over the
same time as an increase in somatic mmplainll was seen from 1 (Aug.) to 3 (Oct.) to 4 (Dec.).

Withdrawn behaviour and attention problems fUlished at about the same level they had started in
August, although an increase had been seen in both in the October rating ( Withdrawn behaviour went

from 3 to 10 to 3; attention problems went from 14 to 27 to 15). SodaI problems changed little, but the
trend was downwards (from 9 to 8 to 6). Overall, internalizing symptolM (14) fUlished higher than
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externalizing symptoms (9), whereas in August internalizing score (14) had been less than externalizing
score(17). Concern was still expressed by the class teacher about his lack of affect and continued problems expressing himieJf verbally.

PI'SD symptoms of isolation, attention problems, and anxiety remained after serial drawing, though

anxiety was down from previous Jevels. Somatic complaints were up slightly on pre serlaJ drawing

ratings. Repetitive therres in drawing and play were reported by the class teacher to be still present after
serlaJ drawing in December.
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Summary and trends
Data and fmdin~ in each case are sununarised in Table 3 below.

Table 3:

Summary of Main Findings

CASES IN SAMPLE

CASEl:Y
BOY 7yrs

Migriltion type
Origin

Ex Wu Zone
Fmr Yugos~v

CASE2:S
GIRL 7 yrs
Refugee
Cambodia

CASE 3: T
GIRL 5 yrs
Refugee
Vietnam

CASE4:C
BOY 5 yrs
Temponry
China

CASES:H
BOY 8 yrs
Refugee
Vietnam

YES

YES

YES

YES

Rarely spoke

DId not speak

Rarely spoke

Problems

REFlRRAL REASONS
wtthdrilWll
Lack of
communication
SodaUy 150~ted/
problems
Repetitlw themes
In Drilwtngf Play
Trilumatlc
mater1.ll
constantly
In drilwtngs

YES

YES

YES

YES

Drilwtngs
always
the same:
constrlcted

Played
alone

Superheroes
and conftkt
repeatedly
In drawtngs

EmotionaUy
COl1Sb1cted

Showed
no emotion

Obsesstwly
engaged
In craft
activities:
did not play
Showed
no emotion

Showed
no emotion

Showed
no emotion

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
past

YES
past

YES

YES

resolving

continuing

NO

NO

Occastonal
Issues
(School)

Issues
remain

Coming out
of safe place:
Usfng words:
Connecting
wtth others.

Threat
diminishes:
Coming out;
Using words:
puylng.

Parental
rNtIonshlp:
Threat
diminishes

Conftlct!
Threat

Seemed

happy on
outside

Attention
Problems
Restl.essness
Slow to learn

YES
YES

ISSUES IN CHILD'S UFE
Trilumatlsatlon
YES
Disrupted
Attachments
YES
continuing
Current
Issues remain
Safety Issues

THEMES IN
CHILD'S DRAWINGS

YES

YES

Nowhere 15
safe: bWng
Threat 15 f!'M
present;
parental
relationship.

f!'M

present:

Protection
needed;
parental
re~tIonshlp.

PREDlCTtD STAGES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

TRF PROBLEM
SCORE

SUGHT
INCREASE

SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION

SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION

MORE
EXTERNAL

SMALL
REDUCTION

-tncl\cata& when
..rill dlawllll 0CCIIfNd

28-*34

26-*3-2

15-23-*8

45-22-*41

57-86-*45

NO
(after S.D.
reverted:
durfng S.D.
symptoms

YES

YES

YES

NO

(\II!rbal &
emotional
expression
Increased)

(verbal &
emotional
expresston
Increased)

(verbal &
emotional

(aggresston
reduced but
somatic
comp~lnts up)

REDUrnON IN
PISD SYMPTOMS

expression
Increased)

reduced)
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Background issues in the child's life
Information obtained from parents, teachers and e~nt records suggested that all five children were
likely to have experienced tranrnatlutJon as a result either of past or continuing traumatic experiences.
These experiences included living in war zones (Cases 1, 2, 3 and 5), refugee and detention camps
(Cases 2,3, and 5), sudden or involuntary separation from, or loss of, signiflClnt atta<:hnrnt figures such

as parents or grandparents (cases 1, 4, and 5), or currently being in circumstances they perceived to be
unsafe, uncertain or threatening (Cases 1, 4 and 5),

All children were seen as having experienced profound change as a result of the immigration experience, sorre degree of cultural bereaftmcnt, grid' and loss, and varying degrees of dJsruption to
significant attachments. For cases 2 and 3 these issues appeared to arise largely out of past events;
for cases 1, 4, and 5 these issues appeared to be linked both to past and current events.

Referral reasons
The two most conuron reasons teachers referred these children to the counsellor were because they

were having problems with attention and IeamJng (cases 1-5), The next rmst conuron (cases 2 to
5) referral reasons were 1) lack of, or probkms with, communication, 2) sodaIlsolatJon, 3) withdrawn behaviour, 4) lIOdaI problems. Other referral reasons included rcpetitift tbrmcs or

activity In drawing or play (cases 1, 3,5), anxiety or feats (cases 1, 2,3,5), unhappiness or lack
of ~otiooal expression (cases 3, 4, 5). Most of these behaviours may also be PTSD symptolM (see

Appendix 6 DSM N diagnostic criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder).

Serial Drawing: patterns and trends
Behaviour during sessions

Engagement of the child
a) with the drawing activity
All children referred for serial drawing with the school counsellor came and participated in six drawing
sessions. Some hesirated before starting to draw in the initial session (cases 2, 4) and one (case 5)
delayed starting in session 6. All children engaged in the drawing task without any direction from the
counsellor about what to draw. Some children (cases 2 and 4) sometimes waited for pennission to
choose own colours, materials and to start. ThJs typically occurred in the fU'St one or two sessiom. No
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child refused to rome, and none displayed anxiety (e.g. tears, hiding when counsellor arrived, clinging
to teacher) about coming after the initial session. Amount of involvement in the drawing activity varied

between children and with the nature of the IRlterial being drawn (see Table 4). This is ~y indicated
by the time taken by the chJld for each session but also by the chJld's behaviour and aft'cd
during the session including :umunt of spontaneous talk, desire to fmish or continue the session,
choice of IRlterials and in some cases nmning from the room when the drawing was done (e.g. easel).

There were patterns evident for each child, but no clear trend evident across cases.

casc 1 appeared om engaged in the drawing which involved mastery of trawmtic IRlteriaJ, (drawing
3, tying up the dinosaurs). This session was his longest (20 minutes), compared with the two shortest
sessions of 7 minutes. The two shortest sessions were the ones containing both the least (none-drawing
5) and the am (drawing 4) trawmtic therres. In sessions containing trawmtic IRlterial 0,2,4 and 6),
he left the room quickly without waiting for the counsellor to accompany him.

casc 2 became rrore involved with the drawing activity with each session, as indicated by a trend
shoWing increasing time taken per session 05-40 minutes).

casc 3 was intently focused on the drawings which contained trawmtic IRlterial or the mastery of it
(drawings 1, 2, 3, and 5).

casc 4 became rrore involved in the dra~ with each session till session 4, then seemed less interested in sessions 5 and 6. This is seen both in the delay before drawing in session 1, 2, 5 and 6 and also
the tiJre taken for sessions. This increased from 15 minutes in session 1 to 33 minutes in session 4, then
. decreased again to 15 minutes by session 6.

Case S becaJre quickly absorbed in the drawings in sessions 1, 2, 3 and 5 and he spent between 20 and

26 minutes on each. The rrost time was spent o~ the drawing containing the rrost trawmtic IRlteriaJ,
the father~n conflict (session ~26 minutes). least titre was spent on the last drawing OS minutes).

b) with the counsenor
Some (Cases 2, 3) were frequently eager to attend and would jump to their feet, anticipating their
drawing session, when they saw the counsellor come into the classroom. Towards the end of the six
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sessions, ~ children (Cases 1,4&5), displayed less intensity of engagerrent in the activity; session 6

was the shortest or equal shortest session for these boys. The other two children appeared to be
prolonging the sessions (Cases2,3) and their two last sessions were their longest.

Three children (boys) showed less engagerrent (as indicated by the

amount

of eye contact, smiling,

responses to counsellor queries, and dialogue) with the counsellor over the whole series of sessions
(cases 1, 4, 5). The two girls (cases2 and 3) showed IOOre of these behaviours of engagerrent with the
counsellor and this increased with each session: Case descriptions and Transcripts (see Appendix 2)
provide detail of these.

Table 4:

nme taken for Session, Behaviour displayed, and presence
of traumatic material

SESSION NUMBER
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6

T
10
9
20
12
1
1

CASE I
BA blip
Irf y
1st y
lse
1st y
se
1st y

CASE Z
BA blip
srf
srfe
srfe
sme
sme
40 sme
T
15
19
11
25
21

T
25
34

CASE :I
BA blip
rI
rI

25 rle
23 re
45 rlen
50 rsen

y
y
y

CASE 4

T
15
24
25
33
20
15

BA tmp
y
si
y
si
sle
sle
sit
sit

CASE 5

T
21
20

26

BA blip
si
si
Y
si
Y

11

sf

20

si

15

sf

Y

KEY:
T. TIme bken for session (minutes)

B/A. Behivlour/ Affect during session
s: Sponbneous blk

r: Responds to Quertes
f: Wintfng to finish

n: Not wintfng to finish
I : Intensely Involved In picture
e: Engiged wtth counsellor
blip. TriUmitfc miterlil present In picture (Y/N)

Understanding 0/ time limits, task, boundaries
All children delOOnstrated by their actions that they understood what they were asked to do Oe. draw)
and that drawings remained with the counsellor and were stored in a folder bearing the child's name
with the session numbers marked on the outside. Children also displayed understanding that the serial
drawing involverrent was tirre limited. Each child readily muited off the nwnber on the folder corresponding to the session nunDer for the day. Most children could state at each meeting when asked
which nunDer session they were up to and could say how tmny sessions retmined.
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Recording
No child displayed concern about the counsellor reoording in writing what they were drawing and
saying. Most children (cases 1, 3, 4, 5) paid little or no attention to the counsellor writing during the
session. One child occasionally watched the counsellor writing down what she had said or done (case
2) and checked to see what had been reoorded. She expressed surprise at the aJOOuot recorded,
coJ1llrenting in session 1 'long time!'. Another child told the counsellor to write something down in the
final session (case 3) 'You like to play. You write thatl'
Content of drawings

Symbols
Symbols evident in the children's drawin~ varied both between cases and within each child's series.
Comparison across cases showed the use rJ some COllllOOn symbols.There were:

•

symbols of ducat, destnIction and dtath, including tJIrcaten'ng or daogcrous aatures

or charactets (cases 1, 3, 4 and 5) and the destruction or collapse rJ the environment or world
(cases 1,5)
•

symbols rJ self protection including weapons (cases 3, 5), armour (case 5), masks or dothJoa
which hides true self (case 5)

•

symbols of Isolation including bdng alone (cases 2,3,5), bubble (case 3)

•

symbols ofwlncnblUty including cgp (cases 3,4) and babies (cases 3,4,1)

•

symbols ofhclpet including forcdlcJd, umbreDa or spedal powCtl (cases 1,2,3,5), anotbcr

person pmem (case 3), rescuer e.g. horse (cases 3,4) or superhero e.g.Captain Planet (case 5)
•

symbols of IF appropriate behmour including playing soccer with friends (case 1), going to
school or rmseum (cases 1,2), playing with friend/s (cases 1,2,3J and playing with water, ball,or
sand (case 3)

•

symbols of growth and transformation including trees (cases 2and 4), babies batdUng (case
4) flowCtl and butttrfly (case 2)

•

symbols of nurturance and protection including (cases 2, 4), nests (case 4) and parents (cases
1,2,4,5)
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•

synrols cl lIdf wotlh inchxIing jcftII (cases 2, 4), trophy (case 1), mooey/poucssioos (case 5)

•

symbols cl mood iocluding wcatha' (rain, douds, stonns, sun, rainbow) (cases 2, 3, 4), and
day/night (cases 1, 2, 3 and 4)

•

symbols of sdf including house, tree, girl, own hand and self (cases 1, 2, 3, 4)

Within each case symbols frequently reamed in several drawin~, and changes were often evident case
1, for example, drew dinosaurs in three pictures Cl, 3 and 6); case 2drew trees in pictures 1, 4 and 5;

case 3 drew a roooster in pictures 1, 2, 3, and 5; Cases 4drew dangerous creatures in pictures 1, 2, 5and
6; case 5 drew fantasy characters in pictures 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Themes evident in the drawings
Themes COIIUOOn to more than one case induded:

•

mastery of 1raUmatk material such as by obliterating the monster (case 3), tying up the
dinosaurs and describing them as being only models or in the past (case

n, good guy defeating

bad guys (case 5), dragon (not horrible) has eaten all bad creatures (case 4)
•

need for protection or nurturantt (e.g. cases 1, 2,3, 4, 5)

•

wandng to communicate (e.g. cases 2, 3)

•

rdationships with parents (e.g. cases 1,2,4,5)

•

fedingI ofvulnerablUty andIor Isolation (e.g. cases 1,2,3,4,5)

•

feellnp of being threatened (e.g cases 1,3, 4, 5)

•

apectation offuturc danger, dcstnJction (e.g. cases 1 and 5)

•

comIng out of separate place (e.g. cases 2,3)

•

making connections (e.g. cases 2, 3)

•

confUct or stnJggIe (e.g. cases 1, 3, and 5)
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Evidence of predicted stages (Question 1)
Three of the fIVe cases followed the stages predicted by Allan (988) in their serial drawings, and two
did not

The two children (cases 1 and 5) who did not follow the stages were both boys who were reported by
teachers (cases 1,5) or a conununity worker (in case 5) to be living in circl.umtances where there was
WlCertainty about their current and future safety. The drawings of these two children appeared to follow
the stages to some extent tilJ the last session, when they reverted to stage one (see Table 5).The thematic
content of their drawings included the presence of continuing threat (e.g. cases 1and 6, drawing 6) and
Jack of protection (case 1, drawing 6) or actual threat (case 5, drawings 1, 3) provided by parent figures.

One other child (case 4) was reported by the teacher to have had some safety issues, feeling threatened
by other children at school, but according to the teacher, these only occurred occasionally and were
being addressed. His drawings did show evidence of the predicted stages, and their thematic content
showed progressive mastery of threatening things.

The children whose drawings followed the stages predicted by Allan (988) were two girls (cases 2and
3) and a boy (case 4). The analysis of all the drawings against the predicted stages template is
summarised in Table 5.
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Behaviour Change (Question 2)
Teacher Report Form Ratings
A significant reduction in behaviour and learning problems as rated by the referring teacher on the
Teacher Report Form (Achenbach,l99l) was seen following serial drawing in two cases (2 and 3). In
case 2, total TRF problem score decreased from 26 before serial drawing to 3 afterwards. In case 3, rotaJ
TRF problem score decreased from 23 before serial drawing to 8 afterwards. These were also children

whose drawings followed the predicted stages, and they were both girls.

The third child (boy, Case 4) whose drawings followed the predicted stages showed an increase in his
overall problem score (22 ~tely before serial drawing to 41 afterwards). However, his ratin~ did
show a reduced score for attention problems (13 to 9) at the sarrr time as an increased score for aggres-

sive behaviour (3 to rn, and an increase in externalizing score (from 3 to 19),

Of the two children whooe

dra~

did not fol;low the predicted stages, one child's total behaviour

problem score showed a slight increase (CaseI, from 28 to 34), rile other showed a decrease (Qlse 5,
from 86 to 45) folloWing serial drawing but their overall scores rermined high er scores c:i 57 [percentile

75] and 60 [percentile 84] respectively). Scores are detailed in Table 6.

Table 6:

Teacher Report Form Ratings

1ItF PROBLEM SCAL£

WITHDRAWN
SOMATIC COMPLAINTS
ANXIOUS/ DEPRESSED
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
THOUGHT PROBLEMS
ATTENllotl PROBLEMS
DELlNQUENT BEHAVIOUR
AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR
TOTAL SCORE
TSCORE

CASll: V
Pre Post

CASl2: S
Pre Post

Pre

S.D.

S.D. S.D.

S.D.

t 2 3

1
2
0
0
0
1
6
0
1
15
53

S.D.

t

2

0
0
2
1
1
15
0
7
28
55

1
0
4
1
3
19
0
8

34
57

6
0
7
1
0
16
0
0
26
57

o1
o0
1 1
1 0
o0
2 0
o0
0,0
3 2
4341

CAS( J:T

2
5
0
1
2
0
10
0
0
23
56

CASE4:C

Post
S.D.

Pre
S.D.

*3

1
7
0
0
4
1
25
2
6
45
60

4
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
8
48

CAS(S:H

Pon

Pre

Post

S.D.

5.0.

S.D.

2 *3
1
1
0
3
1
13

2
0
5

2
2
9
o 2
3 17
22 41
52 59

1 *2 3
3
1
10
9
2
14
4
13
57
63

10 3
3 4
15 8
a 6
3 0
27 15
5 2
12 7
A6 45
72 60

Ratings completed by teacher other than referring teacher (See Table 6*)
On

three occasions TRF ratin8s were COlJ1>leted by teachers other than thooe who originally referred the

child. 11Us occurred with case 3 rating 3and case 4 rating 3 beouse the original teacher had left the scboo~
and case 5 r.lling 2 when two other teachers conferred with the referring teacher. These
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rmrked variance from the previous ratinWs and it is unclear how 0IJCh the difference in score was a reflection of the actual changes observed in the chikl's behaviour or variation caused by a change of rater.
Reported behaviour changes not measured by TRF

The changes in the child's behaviour seen by the referring teacher did not always show up in the m
rating scores. Anecdotal information provided by the teacher throughout the whole

~

of the study

gave important infonnation about when changes happened and this could be lined up with what was
being seen in the drawing sessions. Two examples of this were seen with Cases land 3. During session
4 for the fU'St time T (case 3) began to say a few spontaneous words behind her hand. The teacher
reported that this had also started occurring in the classroom, a signifteant change for a child who had
rarely spoken since her arrival in the IEC nine Ironths earlier. Teacher information about case 1 indicated that positive behavioural change was being seen until the last session. She reported after session
5 that V 'has drawn no Irore scary pictures in his book' for two weeks, except on the day of session 4.
She also reported that he had 'been writing Irore and his work was less chaotic than it had been'; he
'was also talking about home Irore'. This positive change is not revealed by the m rating (which was

made after session 6 when all the previous symptorm had re-appeared).
Changes in PTSD Symptoms

While PTSD symptoms (according to DSM-N diagnostic criteria, see Appendix 4) were

not

directly

assessed there was some evidence to indicate that several children showed a reduction in PTSD symptoms following

serial drawing. The biggest reductions were seen in attention problems for the three

children whose drawing followed the predicted stages (cases 2, 3, 4). Pre serial drawing attention
problem scores were 16, 10 and 13 respectively and these reduced to 0, 0 and 9 respectively.

Teachers reported a reduction in withdrawn behaviour in these three children though this change is
not obvious in the TRF ratings of cases 3 and 4 (withdrawn scores case

2: 6 to 0; case 3: 5 to 4; case 4: 1

to 2). Teachers also reported a change in the sarre three cases(2, 3, and 4) from alnDst no talking to

talking frequently both to peers and adults (see case descriptions for details).
These changes had further benefits in the classroom, and teachers reported improved IeanUoa by all
three children. Areduction in the PTSD symptoms of attention problems and traumatk matma1 In
cIrawmp/pJay with corresponding improvements in learning was also reported by the teacher in case
1 between sessions 4 and 6.
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Case 5 showed reductions in TRF scores for aoxIouIIdeprased problerm 05 to 8), social probIerm (8

to 6), thought problems C3 to 0), ckUnqur1lt behariour C5 to 2) and ~ behmour ( 12 to 1)
(~me of which

include PTSD S)'Il1ltOIm) but somadc complaJnts increased ( 3 to 4). For case 5, with-

drawn behaviour ( 3,10,3) and attention probIerm 04, V 15) rermined at the saIre level as when the boy

was referred, though scores were reduced from the TRF rating inurediately prior to serial drawing.

Responses from parents and teachers
All parents and all referring teachers expressed thanks that ~mething could be offered to help the child
that was accessible (in that it did not depend on language) non threatening to the child and could be
provided at school.Teachers of cases 2 and 3 rmde such statements as 'I don't know what you've done,
but she's a different child'(ease 3) and 1 can hardly believe this is the saIre timid, passive, withdclwn
child' (ease 2).

Parents also responded with less anxiety when symptoms were nonna&ed by describing them as a
typical reaction to the stresses the child had experienced. Interpreters reported that parents were
worried that the school was going to teD them there was ~mething wrong with the child, and were
relieved to know that these problerm were not seen as being extremely abnonnal for these children.

All children agreed to allow their parents and teachers to be shown their drawings after the counselling
involvement fInished. All parents attended for the foUow up interview after the serial drawing intervention.They all expressed a wish to see the drawings when asked and looked attentively at the pictures as
the content was explained. All parents expressed increased understanding and support for their child in
words such as 'Yes He's veay fearful. what else can I do to help him" (case 1); 'it's as if she's woken up
from a sleep, she seem ~ I1IJch happier now' (case 2); 'yes, she's happier at home too' (ease 3); 'I can
see he has been worried about a lot of things' (case 4), Yes, I think ~metimes he wants to escape' (case
I

5): Teachers who saw the drawings also rmde similar comments. This occurred even in the absence of
interpretation of the drawings. Some parents rmde interpretive conurents themselves e.g. ease 2's
father, who commented that she seemed to have woken up after being in a sleep.

All parents found viewing the drawing revealing about how the child had been feeling, and roost
reported that the child did not show them these feelings directly, such as by talking. Some parents
expressed guilt about how the child felt (e.g. cases 1 and 4), these also happened to be parents of only
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children. One parent admitted avoiding disaL\~ng the ~ because it was too diffkult for her and she
believed the child was too young to de2l directly with traumatic

~

(CISe 1). Sorre (cases 2,3,4)

expressed relief that the child seeJred happier.

However, supportive state~nts were not always followed by supportive actions on the part of some
parents (ases land 5) partly because they perceived further action to be too diffICUlt for them in their
current cirrumstlnces. At the rmther's request, Case 1 was referred to a commmlty support agency for
follow up counselling with the rrother. However a week later she changed her Rind, saying she mought

her son was too young for her to talk with him about difftcUlt things. In case 5, the roother's own safety
was an issue, which meant she had limited power to ~rove her son's safety.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
Overview
The purpose of this study was to examine and evaluate the use of serial drawing as a non verbal c0unselling approach in facilitating the adjustment of immigrant children presenting with behaviour and
Jeaming problems. The. five children included in the study were referred to the counsellor with problems which had persisted for six or rmre rmnths. They were assessed as being troubled by issues linked
to experiences of profound change, loss, trawna and disrupted attachments. Therefore the study was
designed to examine the effICaCY of titre linited serial drawing, with the school counsellor, ~ facilitating
the children's expression, processing and lor resolution of these issues. The two specifIC indicators of
healing considered in the study were 1) whether the child's serial drawings showed evidence of the
stages predicted by Allan (988), and 2) whether the child's behaviour, as seen by referring teachers,
showed positive change following the serial drawing intervention.

The study found three of the five children showed both the predicted stages in their drawings and
behavioural change which could be described as positive, suggesting that healing Imy have been facilitated for these children by their participation in serial drawing. The study also found that two children
did not show the predicted· pattern of stages in their drawings, or signifICant positive behaviow2l
change, suggesting that they did not experience resolution of their issues through serial drawing.

Several possible explanations are suggested for these ftndings. Afeeling of safety Imy be a prerequisite for healing from troubling issues (including trawnatisation). Children who appeared to feel safe
(both in a physical and psychological sense) seemed able to express, process and resolve their issues

using serial drawing. Those who did not appear to feel safe, including in attachment relationships,
while able to express issues, were not able to process and resolve them through titre limited serial
drawing. Absence of healing in these children Imy also be linked to the time constraints, the counsellor's avoidance of interpretation, and their reticence in developing a therapeutic relationship with
the counsellor. Intimacy avoidance, part of a pattern of swvival behaviour developed by a child to
create safety for hiImelf, Imy be one explanation for the failure of these children to engage sufftciently
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with the counsellor. Continuing attachment problems may also impact on the child's ability to reoover
from traumatisation and other troubling issues, and may hinder developmental progress as behaviour

and learning problems remain.

This chapter will consider the ftndings of this study, ronurent on their possible meaning and expand on

explanations for these findings.
Presence or absence of predicted stages

AIIan (988) predicted that stages would be evident in the serial drawing of children reflecting
processing of their issues and their relationship With the helper. Evidence of these stages was seen in
three of the fIve cases studied (cases 2, 3 and 4). This may suggest that these children were able to use

the serial drawing sessions as a way of expressing and working through bOubling issues. Moreover, the
results indicate, as Allan (988) and KraIrer (971) have suggested, that the process of attunerrent that
takes place as the counsellor carefully follows and reflects what the child is doing, may be therapeutic

in itself without the need for interpretation of the child's drawings. Ni Crompton (992) has suggested,
the critical eleIrent may be in making an empathic connection with the child.

Background infonnation obtained from parents, teachers and enrolment and counselling records

suggested that all five children were likely to have experienced some degree of traumatisation as a result
of their pa& and/or present circumstances. Direct evidence to confirm or deny this was dilflCUlt to obtain

(as other authors have also reported, e.g. A1nxIvist et al. 1995j Zivcic, 1993) given the inability of the children and the reluctance of their parents to talk about these issues. Rousseau (994), Garbarino et al.
(1992), and others have argued that children who have had these kinds ofexperiences may only be able
to express their issues indirectly, such as in their drawings or play. Drawing content of four of the cases

(1, 3, 4 and 5) included the presence of traumatic materiaL perhaps providing indirect evidence that at

least four of the children were traumatised and still had unresolved issues at the time serial drawing
occurred. The observation that some children's drawings (e.g. cases 3,4) showed symbolic mastery of

traumatic material at the same time as their outward behaviour was seen by teachers to improve,
suggests that serial drawing may have functioned as a vehicle for trauma processing. This accords with
previously reported wodc by Wraith 099S) and Gordon and Wraith (1993) indicating that trauma

processing could be facilitated if the child were able to express material in a safe empathic relationship,
where the emotion expressed could be received by the counsellor.
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Changes in behaviour

The reduction in overall problem behaviours in two cl the cases-(2 and 3), whose drawings showed the
predicted stages, may be seen as evidence in support of the drawing intervention facilitating the expression, processing and resolution cl the child's issues. The reductions in PTSD symptoms (such as
isolation, elective mutism and attention problems) observed by teachers during and after serial drawing,
add weight to this argwrent At first glance, it appears to support the idea put forward by Magwaza et
al. (1993) that the nx>re a child is able to express trawnatic material in their drawing, the fewer PTSD
symptoms will be evident in their behaviour.

The behavioural change seen in the third child (Case 4) whose drawings showed the -predicted stages
was more complex. While a reduction in PTSD symptoms (e.g. withdrawal, attention problems and elec-

tive lJl1tism) was eviden~ behaviour problems overall were rated as remaining at about the sarre level
However the reduction in sorre of the internal

~

(withdrawn behaviour) and an increase in

external symptoms suggests that drawing may have facilitated a greater ability to express problems
outwardly.

There is also a possibility, in this case, that the post serial drawing rating may have been less reliable or
valid because it was completed by a teacher other than the referring teacher. While she rated the behaviour problems highly (overall score 41), her written comments on the TRF (Deceni>er) indicated that her

only remaining concern about Case 4 was that the positive gains in learning and behaviour should
continue. There were two other examples cl ratings done by non referring teachers (case 3, rating 3 and
case 5, rating 2) in which scores were also marlcedly different from previous and! or sulRquent ratings
by referring teachers, or inconsistent with verbal reports made by the same teachers. The questions that
arise from this data are 1) Were non referring teachers less reliable? or 2) Does this indicate that referring teachers may have habituated to the TRF? Perhaps the referring teacher may have habituated to the

child's behaviour, am non referring teachers were more ob;ective? The most likeJy explanation is that
non referring teachers' scorings cl problem behaviours were less reliable, given that their veIbal reports
were consistent with the trend indicated by referring teachers. Perhaps this was because they were less
familiar with the child.

The continuation cl behaviour problems in the two cases (l and 5) whose drawings did not follow the
predicted stages could also be seen as evidence to indicate that while these children were able to
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express their issues through serial drawing, they were Wlable to roove on and achieve resolution d these
issues. Cases 1 and 6 appear to confound Magwaza's proposition that if the child were able to express

traumatic material in drawing, they would show fewer PTSD symptoms. Results in these two cases
suggest that the relationship between expressing traumatic material in drawing and PTSD symptoms is
rmre complex. Perhaps if the child already has ~ avenue for the expression d traumatic material, (as
both d these boys appeared to have in their drawing and their play before serial drawing ), then giving
them an opportunity to express this material in serial drawing is not offering them anything new. This
explanation also fits with the other three cases, who did not appear to have used any other existing
avenue for the expression of such issues prior to the serial drawing intervention.

An alternative explanation is offered by Terr (1991) who views the repeated presence of traumatic mate-

rial in drawings as a PTSD symptom itself. Terr (1991) reported that a traumatised child appears

compelled to re~nact or recreate traumatic material with no psychic relief obtained by doing this. For
these two boys (cases 1 and 5), relief did not appear to be gained by the expression of the traumatic
material. In case 1, the drawing d traumatic material (sessions 1,2,4,6) was generally followed by an
urgency in leaving the room and a lack d smiling or eye contact with the counsellor. In case 2, after baumatic material was drawn, in sessions 3 and 6 in particular, the child's affect also remained flat. He also
'seerred anxious to go' after finishing drawing 6. This finding may also highlight the difference between
expressing and resolving or processing baumatic material.
Expression versus resolution

While all five children were readily able to synmlica1ly express troubling issues using serial drawing, only

three showed evidenre in their dra~ d resolution d these issues by the presence d the predicted
stages. Moreover, the children who did not show healing (predicted stages) in their dra~, aW did not

show a signiflCaDt reduction in problem behaviours, and in particu1ar PTSD symptoms. This fmding can be
interpreted as suggesting that a) expression d trauma in

dra~ is not

the

~

as processing and

resolving it, and b) other factors rrust also impinge on the child's ability to proress and resolve troubling
(especially baumatic) issues. This finding questions Magwna's suggestion that if children were able

to

express trauma in their drawings they would show a reduction in PTSD symptoms in their behaviour.

Johnson (1989) has previously distinguished between expressing and processing trauma; opportunities
to express trauma

may be supportive but not necessarily therapeutic for all children, and that additional

therapeutic intervention may be required if problematic symptoms persist.
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Past versus continuing trauma-safety issues
There is ample evidence to indicate that before expression of, processing of, and recovery from trawm
can proceed, safety must fust be attained (Hennan, 1992; Wraith, 1995; AIIan, 1998; J:ures, 1994). In the
words of Henmn (1992: 159), 'the flfSt tlSk of recovery is to establish safety. This tlSk takes precedence
over all others, for no therapeutic work can possibly succeed if safety has not been adequately secured'.

Circumstances reported by their parents and teachers suggested the three children whose drawings
followed the predicted stages (cases 2, 3 and 4) Imy have experienced trauma in the past, but this was
no longer current Cases 2 and 3 by definition of'their refugee status Imy have been traumatised prior
to their arrival in Australia. Case 4 Imy have been traumatised on leaving China by the disruption of his

attachment relationships with his grandparents. The likelihood that they were safe in their current
ciccumstances (according to parent and teacher reports) Imy have been a critical factor in their ability to

process and resolve their issues through the serial drawing.

The safety Factor Imy also explain why the other two children (Cases 1 and 5) did not go through the
stages as predicted by AIIan,(1988). Both of these children had identifiable circumstances in their lives
which meant, for the child, that they or their relationships were not currently perceived as safe. Case 1
appeared to be living with fear and uncertainty which the teacher reported was linked to the m>ther's
immigration status. Case 5 was known to be living in ciccumstances of domestic violence, in which his
rmther was currently unable to protect him. This the~ of being in danger and not safe was evident in
these two children's drawin~, where threatening creatures (case 1, drawings 1, 2,6), conflict (case 1,
drawings 1,2,6; case 5, drawin~ 2, 3,6) and destruction (case 1, drawings 1, 4, 6; case 5, drawings 2,
3, 6) figured repeatedly. This was especially evident in the fmal drawing of both boys (drawing 6) where
an expectation that future destruction or danger would occur was a the~. If as Sloves and Peterlin
(1994) have suggested, that in a time limited intelVention, time itself functions as a ~taphor for past,
present and future, these last drawings might be seen to represent the child's view of the future, i.e.
continuing to be threatening and unsafe.

Terr, (1991:14) obselVed that for the traumatised child, who has 'an ongoing belief that trawnas are

bound to follow', 'the future is a landscape filled with

cra~,

pits and rmnsters'. This

~taphorical

description of a feeling of futurelessness mirrors what is depicted in the Ia& drawing of case 1, and less
directly, drawing 6, case 5.
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Psychological safety
The requirerrent for safety before tcnum recovery C2ll proceed encompasses not only physical safety

but also psychological safety. such as that found in the context of a healthy attaelurent relationslUp

Oames, 1994). It includes the child's perception that the parent not only will not hanD them, but is able
to provide protection from hanD for them Oarres. 1994), For children who have experienced trauma. the

perception that their parents are unable to protect them may result in the children feeling 'psychic abandorurent'; this may be part of what traumatises the children or compounds the original trauma (Wraith,
1995; james, 1994; Pynoos, 1993). Sorre of the fmdings of this study conftrm this earlier work, and
suggest that for children who perceived thermelves to be rorrently safe both in a physical sense and aOO
in their relationships with their current main caregivers (cases 2&3), serial drawing provided them with
an opportunity they had not previously had to express, process and resolve sorre troubling issues. They
were then able to J1X)ve on (as their behaviour changes indicated) and resume their developrrental
pathway, develop social relationships and healthy separation from their parents. These changes were in
line with similar outcolreS reported by AlIan (988) and Wraith (995) with children who had been

helped to conduct their own recovery.

Conversely. the results of this study aW suggest, the children who did not perceive thermelves to be
currently safe. either physically or in their relationship with rmin caregivers (Casesl & 5), were unable to
use serial drawing as a way of resolving their issues. even though they appeared to be able to express these
issues very clearly in their dr.1wings. It is suggested that as a consequeoce, they did not show a reduction

in behavioural sytnptolm of traumatisation. and their behaviour showed in many ways they were unable
to roove forward to engage rmre in age appropriate tasks of learning and socialising with peers.

Perceived lack of rorrent safety appeared to be less of an obstacle to trauma recovery in a fIVe year old
boy (case 4) when it occurred in less crucial relatiOnships such as that with peers. However, the fact that
he continued to show a high level of behaviour problems. suggested that serial dr.1wing may have faciJitated the resolution of sorre of his issues (including attachment issues), but others still remained.
Another explanation for the behaviour changes seen in this case is that serial drawing may have facilitated the outward expression of his issues and this improverrent was reflected in the increase in external
and decrease in sorre internal behavioural problems.
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Attachment and empathic connection
Attachment issues appeared to fIgUre in every case included in dm study. Every child was seen to have
experienced some degree ofdisruption to significant attaelurent relationships. For all children who were
refugees (cases 2, 3 and 5), trawnatic events and long stays in refugee camps appear 1:0 have affected
the parents' ability to remain psychologically available to and protective of their children. These parents
reported being preoccupied with external stresses, and sometinrs their own trawm. Athey and Abeam
(1991) similarly reported that, aroong refugees, family stress lessened parents' ability to respond to their
children. Events beyond their conuol often meant they were unable to protect their children, a COllllOOn
experience for parents in these circuJmtances (e.g. AfmIvist et al., 1995; Tam, 1991).

In a similar way, for case 1, living in a war zone as well as in a violent domestic situation is likely 1:0 have

resulted in a feeling of being unprotected by both parents. In addition, separation from his father and
grandparents (to whom he was reportedly very attached) is likely to have compounded the attachment
issues for this boy.

Case 4 was reported by his father 1:0 have been having difflCl.llty adjusting to the abrupt separation from

his grandparents and the relocation with parents with whom he was less familiar.

For some children this disruption to attachments appeared to be past (Cases 2 and 3), for one child (Case
4) it was a resolving issue and for two children (1 and 5) it appeared to be a continuing issue. When seen
as a reflection of perceived safety, it rmy explain why these children's drawings did or did not show
evidence of the stages of healing.

Attachment behaviour was also itself part of the serial drawing process. AIJan and CIark (1984) suggested
a positive transference (a type of attaclurent process that develops in the context of an empathic counselling relationship) would develop with the counsellor as part of the serial drawing process. In this
study, the children who del1X>nstrated the roost attachment behaviour in their relationship with the
counsellor (cases 2 and 3: responses with eye contact, nodding/shaking head, smting and dialogue)
were the ones whose drawings showed the stageS and whose behaviour showed overall improvement.
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Some interpretations ci these findings (in the light ofJ:ures' work, 19')4) may be:

1)

the presence, developroolt or repair ci a relationship ci a~nt, which may include perceived
safety, is a prerequisite to, or element of, healing from b'auma in children;

2)

expression of the b'auma in the context ci an empathic relationship but in the absence of the child
forming an auachment ( or positive transference) with the counsellor (in the way Allan suggests in
his stages) is not enough to enable healing to take place; and

3)

if an issue remains that is continuing to disrupt primary auachment relationships, this may prevent

the child fonning other relationships of auachment, including temporary ones with counsellors.

James 09')4:15) reported that intimacy is conumnly avoided by b'auma survivors because the 'inherent
ermtional closeness leads to feelings of vulnerability and feelings ci loss ci control, and both of these
feelings are intolerable to victims of violent abuse and other b'auma. Intimacy represents a threat, not
safety'. In this way, intimacy avoidance in children is viewed as an adaptive response, which is not only
directed at adults who are the source of the b'auma, but to other adults as weU Qames, 19')4). As such,

the relative lack ci engagement with the counsellor seen in cases 1 and 5 may represent a protective
response, or be part ci a pattern ci'survival' behaviour developed by both boys to keep themselves safe.

Further questions are raised when the child's engagement with the drawing is considered. All children
were readily able to engage with the drawing but not aJJ engaged signifacandy with the counsellor. The
absence or weakness ci such a connection with the counsellor was roore noticeable in children whose
drawings did not go through the predicted stages. Does this suggest it is the lack ci aU3chment per se
that is preventing b'auma recovery (as J:ures' work appears to indicate) or could it aJso be the child is so
engaged with the b'aumatic materiaJ in the drawing, that he is unable to invest energy in engaging with
the heJper? Terr (991), Wraith 099S) and others have described the apparent need a b'aumatised child
may have to continue to re-enact b'aumatic themes in drawing or play and their apparent inability to
rmve on from this fIXation. Some authors have suggested that the child could be assisted to depict repair
as one way of gaining mastery over this b'aumatic materiaJ (Nader and Pynoos, 1991), but they are referring to cases where the b'auma is clearly in the past.
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Albn (1988) suggests that counsellors who notice the child is stuck in repetitious cycles, and who feel a
need to strengthen the att2Chrrent bond aOO b3nsferenre, can rmke linkages from the drawings to the

therapeutic relationship Of to real world siluations. At the same time, however he cautions against too
rrnch questioning, reflection or interpretation as this can sometirres block the spontaneous healing
process of the child. In this study, interpretation MS avoided because of the time linited nature of the
involvement as weD as the cautions advised when working in cross ailiural situations (Minas and
Klimidis, 1994). These factors meant:

1)

the child's issues were not always clear until the serial drawing involvement MS nearing conclusion (e.g. cases 5 and 6}, and

2)

the counsellor was reluctant to break throu~ the children defenses when it was not certain this
would be helpful, (Minas & Klimidis, 1994),

Moreover there was concern they may be left without support if issues were opened up but not resolved
before tennination. Perhaps the avoidanre of interpretation in this study meant for the two children who
appeared to be stuck (cases 1 and 5), resolution and behaviow' change were not achieved because, as
Albn (1988) suggested, they needed to be 'initiated and invoked at the synDolic level' by the counsellor.

Time limiting the intervention
SeriaJ drawing for each child in the study was limited to a six session involvement with the counsellor

because of tiIre constraints on the child's length of stay in the s:hooL This condition was not part of
Albn's original description d how serial drawing could be done, although he incUcated that children's
drawings often showed evidence of the stages over a six to ten session involvement Therefore it was of
interest to see how this factor Imy have influenced both the process aOO outcomes of the serial drawing
intervention.

The rmding that all children clearly understood the involvement with the counsellor was limited to six

sessions suggested this could be colD111lllk:ated without the need for advanced language undelStanding.
Cases 2, 3 and 4 provided evidence to confum Sloves and Peterlin's (1994) prediction that an awareness

of time limits could conrenb3te an intervention process, as they still followed the stages within the six

sessions. Questions remain, however, about the two cases (1 and 5) whose drawings did not go through
the predicted stages. Is the time limit only suitable if children are known to be safe, for whom the traUIRI
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is past, or for whom a short term atl3chment would not be threatening? Did the tiJre limit mean these
two children were unprepared to form an attaclurent because they knew it wouJd be short tenn, and

perhaps this was not long enough for their needs? James 0994:61) reported that 'children who have
learned not to trust adults and who are intiJmcy avoidant may not show signs of relationship develop-

ment with the therapist for many months'. This suggests for some children who have developed a
pattern of behaviour which involves avoiding intiJmcy as a way of survival, short term intervention is
unlikely to aa:omplish deeper therapeutic work because the development of a trusting relationship with
the therapist cannot be achieved in a short time.

Perhaps avoiding engagement enabled them (cases 1 and 5) to protect themselves against relying on
another attachment they knew wouJd be disrupted before they were ready to move on. The last drawing

of case 1 might indicate the child's feeling of being unprotected yet again by a separation that occurred
too soon.

However it is believed that this did not represent anxiety about the termination of the coun-

selling sessions but more likely sjgnaUed the child's fears about the impending move from the school to
another new setting, as this fear was being conununicated verl>ally to the child's teacher.

Facilitating parental understanding
Sharing the child's material with the parents conf&rmed other research ftndings that parents mostly were
unaware of what issues were salient for the child (Zivcic, 1993; Alnxtvist et al., 1995). Parents reported

that their children did not taJk direct1y to them about issues which appeared to be troubling them, as
Rousseau 09(4) and Garbarino (993) have previously observed.

As

~

et al. (995) also found, sharing the child's expressions with the parents improved the

parenfs understanding of the child and gave them the opportunity to support their children.

However, in this study, supportive statements were not always followed by supportive actions on the
part of some parents ( cases 1 and 5) partly because they petteived further action to be too diffICUlt for

them in their current circumstlnces. At the mothe~s request, Case 1was referred to acommunity support
agency for follow up counselling with the mother. However a week later she changed her mind, saying
she thought he was too young for her to talk with him about diffICUlt things. In case 5, the root:her's own
safety was an issue, which meant she had limited power to improve her son's safety.
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The therapeutic value c:J inaeasJng the parenfs psychological availability to the child has already been
deroonstrated by pares (994) and Imy be one way to begin addressing some of the ongoing altlCbment issues which appear to be hindering the child's recovery from trawna. For children who appear to
be still b'Oubled by trauma and attachment issues ( e.g. cases 1 and 5), inability cl their parents to take
supportive action (even when they are aware of how the child is feeling) suggests that the child's view

cl the future Imy be quite realistic and their 'swvival' behaviours will need

to

continue. Hence,

improved adjustment (reflected in fewer behavioural and learning problems) is unlikely to be seen in
these circumstances.

This fmding also appears related to Johnson's finding (1989) that unsupportive responses by mothers in
particular were linked to maladaptive behaviour in adolescents who had suffered trawna. Kinzie and
Sack (1991), reporting on longer tenn outconrs for trawnatised south east Asian refugees, also
suggested that the absence c:J a healthy attachment relationship in early childhood appeared to be assodated with adolescent anti social behaviour.

One clear message to parents from this study is that the child needs to feel safe, not only in a physical
sense, but also in hislher relationships cl signjfteant attachmen~ and that without this, the child's abilily
to resolve losses and trawnas and roove forward on the developmental pathway may continue to be

impaired. The results may be seen in continued behavioural and learning problems at school.

Nature and effects of traumatisation in children
The nature and effects cl trawnatisation in children have

IIDSt commonly

been addressed under the

umbrella cl Posttrawnatic Stress Disorder (e.g. Terr, 1991; Wraith, 1995; Rousseau, 1994; Kinzie and
Sack, 1991). There has been debate about the application of this label in some cases, particularly when
the trawnatisation Imy not definitely be the result cl an aaJte trawnatic event or events.

Rousseau (994) has argued that the experience cl refugee children could be described as Terr's (991)

n Trawna. Terr (1991) herself suggested the trawna cl refugee children might be described as
Crossover Type I and nTrawna. Kinzie and Sack (1991) have suggested the overlay cl early diwption

Type

cl attachments on other trawnas experienced by refugees from a repressive regime may result in the
development cl chronic PTSD and anti social behaviour.
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For people who have suffered abuse over a long period as children, Herman (992) advocated a label
of Complex POSUI3umatic Stress Disorder. Garl>arino et al. 0992: 221) made a further distinction ror chi1-

dren living continuously with a world in which 'horrible experiences becorre j:W1 of the fabric or life'.
They suggested lhe description 'Chronic traumatic stress disorder' ror children who 'experience horror
not

as an event that disrupts the normal flow, but as sorrething that is constant' (Garbarino et al.,

1992:221).

]arres (994) has described the ways in which trauma and attachment issues cm interact and have a
compounding effect on each other. Athey and Abeam 0991:8) reported that severe experiences such as
trauma, loss and deprivation 'happen to refugee children cotenninously' and that one cofilJlicates the
other, rmking each m>re difficult to successfully resolve.

~

0993:229) has argued that traumatic stress in children should be considered within a develop-

rrental

rra~work

and that 'pathology also derives rrom the interaction or other pathogenic

environmental factors, the ongoing influences of secondary stresses and traumatic reminders, and the
damlging consequences or the use of fillladaptive coping mechanistm.' Pynoos (993) suggested the
DESNOS (disorder or extrerre stress not otherwise classified) classification, viewed through a develop~ntal

rr-.urework, might reflect a layering of many of these factors.

Results of rhis study raise similar questions about how traumatisation in children should be regarded. Is
the PTSD label applicable or encompassing enough ror the kinds and extent of traumatisation suffered
by sorre or these immigrant children? Use or the PTSD label requires the symptotm to be able to be
directly linked to an event or set of events (DSM IV, APA, 19')5-see Appendix 6). It also precludes
psychic distress which filly be the result of experiences which do not involve death, threat, or injury to
setr or others. Children involved in this study manif'ested symptotm associated with traumatisation, but
the experiences which caused their traumatisation were not necessarily discrete events. Sonr cases (e.g.
cases 1,3,5) appear to have had traumatic experiences which overlaid one another and lead to further
traumatisation. In another case reported in this study (case 4), trauma linked to the disruption or attach~nts

did not necessarily appear to involve threat, but was still associated with a high nwnber of PTSD

symptolm.
Results of this study (considered in the light or other work by J~s, 1994; Burgess and Hartrnan, 1993;
Kinzie and Sack,1991; Terr, 1991; Pynoos, 1993) also suggest that there filly be qualitative differences in
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the types of traumatisation suffered by refugee children; these differences may depend on whether the
outeorres of their experiences have included:

1)

long tenn damage to attachment relationships (e.g. case S),

2)

occurrence of ongoing trauma during early developrrental period such as that experienced by
those who grew up in refugee camps (e.g. cases 3 and S), and

3)

a feeling of safety in current circumstances.

Ftnally, results of this study raise the question whether different types of traumatisation may subse-

quently lead to the developrrent of different types of disorder and symptorm? Saigh (991) did not find
different levels of psychopathology aJOOng PTSD cases in a study of different levels of exposure to war
related traumatic episodes annng Lebanese children. However the work ofTerr (991), Henmn (992),
Garbarino et al. (992), Kinzie and Sack (991) andJarres (994) suggests that when traumatising factors

other than event exposure are considered, there may be different outoorres. Pyooos (993) argued there
is a 'complex interaction on developrrental progression and personality of serial or sequential traumati-

zation' and that the interplay of all these factors will influence both short and longer tenn outoorres for
the child. This appears to be clearly reflected in the results of this study, and may explain why, in the
absence offurther support for both parents and children, the irllJrediate outlook for cases 1and 5seerm
pessimistic.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study aimed to examine the effICaCY of serial drawing as a non verbal counselling approach with
primary school aged immigrant children of Non English Speaking Backgrounds.

Children included in the study were referred by teachers to the school counsellor with persisting behaviour and learning problems; these problems were seen to be affecting both their academic progress as

well as their ability to engage in developmentaJly appropriate activities such as social engagement with
peers. The five cases studied were assessed as being troubled by issues arising from pre-migration,
migration, and post migration experiences of profound change, loss and grief, extreme stress and
trawna, and disruption d attachment relationships.

Serial Drawing was conducted with each child over six sessions and data (children's drawings and
records of counselling sessions) was collected throughout this process. Referring teachers also rated the
child's behaviour on at least two occasions, including before and after the serial drawing intervention.
The Teacher Report Form (Achenbach, 1991) was used for this purpose.

In order to judge the efficacy of serial drawing, two researth questions were asked:

1)

Do the serial drawings of primary school aged immigrant children d Non English Speaking

Backgrounds follow a pattern of stages (Allan, 1988) reflecting their processing d troubling issues
and their relationship with the helper?

2)

What changes are observed in their behaviour (by referring teachers) following serial drawing?

Overview
The results of this study indicated that time limited serial drawing can facilitate the expression, and in

some circwnstances, the processing and resolution of issues troubling primary school aged immigrant
children of Non English Speaking Backgrounds. Titre limiting the intervention appeared to concentrate
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the process for children in satisfactory anachment relationships, and for whom troubling issues appeared
to be in the past. These children's drawings showed the presence of stages (predicted by Allan, 1988)

reflecting healing and the developrrent of a therapeutic relationship. Their behavioural and learning
problem; present at referral (including some PTSD symptoms) diminished markedJy following serial
drawing, or showed a shift towards rmre outward expression of issues. A rebJm to developrrentally
appropriate behaviour for these children was seen as a reflection of their recovery.

Children whose troubling issues did not appear to be past, or whose current circwnstances did not
provide a feeling of physical or psychological safety, were able to express issues but were unable to
resolve them through tirre limited serial drawing. Survival behaviours, including intimacy avoidance,
(maintained by the child to provide safety for him/herself when it was lacking in attachment relation-

ships) appeared to prevent the child developing a therapeutic relationship with the counsellor in the
time available. In the absence of the developrrent of such a relationship, healing did not take place, and

predicted stages were not evident in their drawings. Behavioural and learning problem; (including PTSD
symptoms) reported at referral were seen to continue after serial drawing fInished.

Efficacy of time limited serial drawing
The results of this study, considered in the light of other work that has informed it, allow the following

conclusions to be drawn. Tune limited serial drawing can:

1)

facilitate the expression (in symbolic form) of a mnge of troubling issues including those arising
from experiences of profound change, loss and grief, extrerre stress and tl3uma, and disrupted
attachrrentsj

2)

facilitate processing and recovery from these issues in children who feel safe;

3)

be used with children with lirrited ability to articulate their issues, including immigrants with little
English;

4)

be used with children from a range of cultural backgrounds;

5)

facilitate parents' and teachers' understanding of the child's issues;
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6)

be used to assess what issues may be troubling the child and how well they are processing or

resolving these issues;

7)

facilitate behaviour recovery and improved learning in sorre primary school aged immigrant chi1dren presenting with persistent problems;

8)

be used in school settings with limited resources; and

9)

facilitate the developrrent of an empathic relationship with sorre children without relying on
language.

In these ways, serial drawing (even when used in a tinr limited way) can be seen to be an efficacious

approach for use by school counsellors faced with similar problems.

Trauma in immigrant children
This research confmned that immigrant children presenting with persistent behaviour and learning problerns may be troubled by issues arising from experiences of profound change, loss and grief, extrerre
stress and trauma,

and disruption of attachJrents. All of the children in the study showed sorre sympto-

matology suggesting they had experienced trauma. These were

not issues

the children were able to

speak about directly, but all were able to express synDoIically through drawing.

Parents did not initially acknowledge or recognise that the child's experiences could be troubling them,
and had avoided direct discussion of these with the child. The results of the study suggest that parents

and teachers can gain an insight in the children's issues by viewing their serial drawings, and can show
increased support and empathy as a result Lack of supportive action by some parents may, however,
continue to delay recovery, as the child maintains 'survival' behaviours to keep safe. This may prevent
forward moverrent on the developJreOtal pathway, if the child puts energy into vigilant, defensive and
self protective behaviour and fails to develop trust in relationships.

Thera peutic relationship
The developrrent of a relationship of trust within the counselling process appeared to be essential for
the child to begin recovery. Where this did not ocrur, either because of tinr constraints, or avoidance
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of intimlcy by the child, recovery was not seen and behavioural and learning problems continued. In
the absence of precooditions (such as a feeling of physical and ~choIogicaI safety in relationships of

attlcturent) empathy shown by the counsellor may not be sufficient to establish such a reJatiooship, at
least in a short time. Whether such a relationship coukl be established over a longer time through serial

drawing remains unclear. Perhaps roore protective and supportive responses from parents, or rmre
interpretive responses to the drawings from the counsellor, are prerequisites.

Limitations of the study
1)

This study documented five cases with whom serial drawing was done. The limited me of the

sample rreans that conclusions drawn are seen to be indicative only, and caution should be taken
not to overgeneralise the findin~ without further corroborating studies.

2)

No examination was made of the pnWbIe dlcdI of gender or •

on the results. Some patterns

were noted, but because of the smau size of the sample, conclusive explanations based on gender
or age were not possible. Other authors have indicated differential effects and symptoms of trawna
and grief according to age, developrrentallevel, and/or gender of the child. (e.g. Dawes et al,
1989; Johnson, 1989; Wraith, 1995; Dyregrov, 1991; Pynoos, 1993) Counsellor gender may also

have affected outrorres but this was not treasured.

3)

No examnation was made d the impact d cultural dift'tftOCCI on the outcorres of the study.
This would need to be considered not just in relation to the children, but also their parents, and

possibly their teachers.

4)

Different migration categories of the children were not treated separately, because of the smau
sample size. However, there may weU have been effects, given that some d the children's parents
were voluntary migrants, while others were not. Moreover, the effect of refugee status (which indicates by defInition that ttawna has occurred) was not separately measured.

Another condition not explored was the likelihood that all children in the study were involuntary
migrants, though some of their parents we~ not. This could have affected the meaning attached
to some of the children's experiences, and feelings of being able/unable to control what was

happening for them.
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5)

lack of availability of clear infonmtion about what may have trawnatised the child, rreant that
strtssfuI or traumatic evarts were rarely addressed dJrectly in the counselling sessions.

Some authors (e.g. WJ2ith, 1995; Nader and Pyrl<o, 1991) consider that this is essential for trawna
processing to occur, so the child's miscooceptions can be corrected, as well as the meaning the
child has attached to their experiences be uncovered. It was not possible to assess the effects of
not directly discussing events or their meaning with the child; it may have enabled the child to
maintlin necessaIY defenses and prevented re-trawnatisation (as Minas and Klimidis,

1994 and

Kinzie and Sack, 1991 have advocated), or it may have hindered recovery in some children.

Need for further research
Results of this study suggest that further research is needed into:

1)

The use of time limited serial drawing with other populatlons of children to see if results can be
delOOnstI3ted roore widely.

2)

The use by school counsellors of drawing as a counselling approach with children who have cliff.cuJty verbalising troubling issues, including measuring effects on behaviour and learning.

3)

The effect ri attachment problem; on children's ability to process and recover from issues arising
from experiences of profound change, loss and grief, extreme stress and trauma.

4)

The effects of different cultural backgrounds on children's processing and recovery from
profoundly stressful and traumatic experiences.

5)

The use of serial drawing over a longer period with children who showed a pattern ri intimacy

avoidance, to see if a therapeutic relationship could be developed, and they be assisted in
processing and resolving outstanding issues.

6)

The use ri serial drawing compared with other methods of intervention with immigrant NESB children to see if behaviour and learning outcomes differed according to type ri intervention.

7)

The effICaCY of this approach with oider children.
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8)

The effect of rore inteqxelive rounsellor responses when children appear stuck in repetitious cycb.

9)

The differential effects for children depending on the gender of the counsellor.

Wider research questions

Wider issues are also raised by some of the results in this study indicating a need for further investigation. Questions remain about:

1)

the eft'edI and oat1ft of traumatisation In chlIdtaa, including al whether the PfSD label is

applicable or useful in cases where there is a complex interplay of possible trawnatising factors
and bl when a dndopmcntal framework is used;

2)

what types of preventift Inta'ftndoos are suitable for refugee and other immigrant children
or their families in settlement countries ~esting trawna related symptoms, and whether these
need to vary according to the type of trawnatisation experienced by the child;

3)

how to assist parents and children to stmJgthen attachment relationships, partirularly in cross

cultural situatioos, including where the parents themselves may not feel safe; and

4)

whether ament lack of safety (in a physical and psychological sense) is the rmin factor hindering
recovery in children who have experienced trawnatisation.

Conclusion
School counsellors often feel limited in what they can offer a child who cannot talk readily about their
concerns. Primary school aged immigrant children of Non English Speaking Backgrowxls, who present
with persjstent behaviour and learning problem; i'eflecting diJflCUlty resolving experiences of profound
change, loss, extreme stress and trawna and disruption of attachments, may be offered counselling
support through serial drawing.

As GaIDarlno et al. (1992: 2(4) argued, play and art activities 'enable the child to give voice to trawnatic

experience without the prerequisite of cognitive understanding, verbal capacity or overt cultural
permission'.
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Serial drawing, even when used in a time limited way, C3Il be provided in the non threatening, f.uniliar
environment cl school, and be seen as a nonml part of a transitional progJ3Jl1 for immigrant children.
Serial drawing

C3Il

also be used to identify children whose troubles are continuing, so that further

support can be offered to them and their families, including through referral to outside agencies.

Empathy and the process cl attunerrent are at the heart cl the serial drawing approach. This study has
shown that these C3Il be developed without relying on talking. School counsellors prepared to try such
an approach, may fmd they can not only offer support, but also develop their own skills of listening and

empathising with a child who may previously have been reg:uded as inaccessible.

Those of us who work with children and their parents are charged with the responsibility of fulftlling the
promise made to children in Article 39 of the United Nations' Convention on the Rights of the Child
(989). As Magne Raundalen t reminds us, 'childhood lasts for life' and 'time does not heal trauma; we

have to help heal'. If we do not, he warns, the quality of life for some children who have been traumatised will be tremendously reduced

1

Talk given at TRANSACT', Canberra, ACT' on 14th Apr~, 1997.
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TRANSCRIPTS
CASE l:V
Session 1: 7.8.96
{Class was discUSS'tng dinosaurs tdJen / collected him!
S/arts drawing a dinosaur in the lower left section ofpage.

V:

It's a dinosaur in the water ... he's down there.

e:

You can't see the rest cl his body because he's underneath the water?

V:

Yes.

u~

blacIl felt penj dm~ flying creaturej draws another dinosaur addtng teeth.

e:

This one has sharp teeth? ... This one is dangerous?

V:

Yes--and this one too. (poIms to flying creature).

Draws another dinosaur on a ledge in the top left corner of the page.
V:

It's Tyrannosaurus.

Draws creatures under the waIer (shar*, squid, fish).
V:

Giant squid is Cltching the fISh .. , they are fighting ... he's eating the fISh ... him catching and

him eat

Draws another creature in the lower left corner.
V:

Lobster ... under the water.

Draws another creature near the lobster.
V:

... like a snail.

Draws crack in the overhanging ledge and a rockfallingfrom the ledge to the waIer below.
V:

Tyrannosaurus pushed the rock down and him kill the fISh.

Draws cloud, yellow sun.
V:

Daytime ...

Colours red andyeUow aet'(m the clouds.
V:

Sky is red when there was dinosaur.

e:

Are all the creatures dangerous?

V:

(Flying creature) not dangerous ... just eating fISh. Dangerous ones under the water
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AgJears calm, focused and ab!m'bed In drawtng. Not much talJdng except to reply to queries.
Draws another dinosaur on right ofpage.
V:

He's a good one. One dinosaur e2t him-one little one.

Draws a little dinosaur eat1ng the btg one and red blood pouringfrom the wound.
C:

He's biting him while he's still alive?

V:

...... (no reply)

C:

Will he live or will he die?

V:

He will die.

Draws another dinosaur on the ledge with tyrannosaurus.
V:

Plesiodor-Tyrannosaurus push him ... he going to faU.
It's frnished.

C:

Can you tell me a story about the picture?

V:

This is a time long ago where dinosaurs lived. Some dinosaurs are eating dinosaurs, sorre are
under the water faghting, and the sun and the planet wasn't real---it has been red. Everything was
being spoilt All the countries are spoih.

C:

Was it a scalY time?

V:

Yes because tyl3nnosaurcome from the bush.

Draws green bush behind tyrannosaurus on the ledge.
Sesstoo concluded and I accompanied him back to class reminding him that um session 1 and there
were five more to go so I'd see lam again next wee•.

V: Session 2: 13.8.96
I collected him from the Itbrary after gWtng him Nme to get his library booJzs as he seemed concerned
that he would miss this if he went wUh me. En route to my room I reminded V that today um
drawtng sesston 2 and after today there would be/our more times.
Sesstoo commenced at 1O.13a.m.

Cs

What are you going to draw today?

V:

Ashark ... what's in the water.

Uses bIacJz/elt pen; draws mouth, teeth.
V:

...... an old shark

Draws the sharil's body then a small creature near Us mouth.
Cs

Is this a fISh?
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V:

Yes (Smiles) Here a man---bere a ske&eton-<draws a head, then outline ofa body's slleleton) ...
he's falling ... ... it's a dead man. The shark eat him. The man falling.

C:

Where's the man falling froiW

V:

He's falling from the Mter.

Draws surface ofthe water in blue fell pen across the 1C4> of the page.

v:

All under Mter '" and here is the dark wh~re are some fISh with lights on. (indicales right side
ofpage and draws vertical line 10 delineate 'dark: then draws two sea creatures in blackfell
pen. Finally he adds 'lights'lo lhese creatures with red fell pen.)

C:

So even though it is very dark, there are SOIre fIShes with lights, ... they can shine a light?

V:

Yes, a big light

C:

The fIShes with lights, can they see the skeleton?

V:

No it's a long way, ... deep down.

Cl

So they don't know the skeleton is there?

V:

He's alive this skeleton ... ... ... This is ftnished.

C:

What will happen to the skeleton?

V:

Nothing ... It's fUlished.

C:

OK Can you tell Ire a story about the picture?

V:

This is a man who is alive ... him OOIre from another planet-he's alive. Shark MOt to eat him
... he can't .,. him have special circle (draws circle around man wUh blackfell pen then adds
yellow rays).

Cl

You rrean like a force faeld that protects him?

V:

Yes. Nothing can eat him. This light fISh he MS giving him light (indiaUes fish on right side of

page as gluing light 10 the man). Now him have lots of lights. Nothing can stop him. Now shark
is running aMy. Shark can eat fish. When him bite the fISh, yellow light scares him and shark
will run aMy. Finished.
10.22a.m.

V has been absorbed in the drawing task, Ialldng spontaneously mostly. LillIe e)t' contacl, serious
demeanour, does not smile throughout session exceplfor on one occaston. Wants 10 leave immediately he has finished and does not wanllo interacl much with me as we return 10 the classroom. I
reminded him that next week it would be session number three, i.e. four sessions 10 go.
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V: Session 3: 20.8.96
Class is discussing dinosaurs when J col/ect Vfrom class.
Sesston commenad l.j5p.m. V starts drawlng wUh blackfelt pen as soon as Jgive him the paper.
Draws a dinosaUl' on the /ower left part of the page.
V:

Dioosaur rooseum '"

How to write 'RIDe'

T. REX'?

J teU him how 10 speU T.Rex and he writes U below the dinosaur he has just drawn.

C:

What are these? (V is dmwlng linesfrom the dinosaur up 10 a horizontal line drawn across the
top part of the page).

V:

They're holding the roodel?

C:

Are they bones or a roodel?

V:

Model.

C:

So it's not a live one, it's a roodel.

V:

Yes.

V started dmwlng another dinosaur on the right side of the page but the blackfelt pen he u.w using

u.w running out, so J aslled him if he would liJIe 10 use a newer one which Jshowed him. He took U
and went over all the lines he had dmwn so far Including 'T. Rex' and the lines 'holdIng the model'.
V:

'This is Tricel3tops.'

He continues going wet'the black outlines of this dinosaur, maJdng sure he has redone the whole
thing In the stronger felt pen. He is very focused on the task and dmws lots of lines linking the
dinosaur 10 the U1J line.
C:

There are a lot c:J ropes securing it to the ceiling?

v:

Rod.

C:

so it is very well sewred?

V:

can't fall off ...

Draws a flying creature, also anchored In the same manner 10 the roof
C:

This is ... ?

V:

Pterodactyl

Draws afish shaped object near Us mouth.
C:

... with a fish?

V:

Db-hub

Starts drawing another dinosaur.
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C:

This one ... ?

V:

Pteranodon.

C:

... a rmdel too?

V:

Yes.

V draws lots of lines Hniling all the models, tnduding the fish, to the roof.
C:

... all tied in place?

V:

The fISh can't go like this ... around.

C:

Everything is tied in place?

V:

... just up in the air ... just tied to not fall.

C:

And it's a museum beause all these animals don't live now-only in the past All these

dangerous animals don't exist now?
V:

Uh-hub.

I>ratM lots more SIrlngYrrp!S tying the creatures up. Goes wer the ouJ/ine if T.Rex in the blacJierjell pen.
V:

Finished.

C:

Who comes to the musellfIi

V:

At the end I draw rre.

Draws person In lower left corner.
C:

What does V think ... is he scared?

V:

I never saw it.. .! say Yeh! Wow!

C:

You oran he thinks it's exciting?

V:

Yes.

C:

So even though they are dangerous V is not scared?

V:

... beause not real ... they live in the past

Draws chimney on the roof oj the museum wUh bladl wisps of smoMe comtng out.
C:

Anything up here? (lndical1ng chimney)

V:

Nothing ... just the chimney ... not fife rren make a fife in a different room ... Finished.

155p. m. V was very jocused throughout the session and seemed haJpter at the end. He tallied wUh

me as I accompanied him back to the classroom.
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V: Session 4: 28.8.96
(Commenced 10.05a.m./ reminded V that it was drawing number jour today and that after today
there were two sesskms left. He slarted with the blackjelt pen today, drawing an overhanging ledge in
the IIp right corner of the page. 7hen he drew a cracIl through the ledge and a large round object
below in the centre of the page.)

V:

It's a rock fall ... somebody push the rock with a big long tree. (Draws person on ledge). This is
brokening. He is shouting 'Help!' He has pushed the rock down. Rock is falling into a city '" all
of houses are gone ... psh! ( makes crashing noises) ... all the people are ronning '" all the
people are running as fast as they can--«nd the planet is brokening. (Draws cmelts in the big
roek which is jalling; Draws a person immediately below the jalling rocII.)
The one man is thinking the planet is brokening (maJles noise of explosions) Booft Boom! Boom
Boom! (Draws in thought bubble from the man under the jalling rock: thought bubble goes from
the man to IIp left corner of the page).... and the planet really is brokening (Draws pe<pIe jalling,
fleeing. calUng out 'Helpn Some people fall into another planet ... lots of planets around.

C:

Are they falling off or falling down?

V:

Falling down.

C:

Will they land on another planet?

V:

Not catching ... planet is long way away. (Draws anotherpiece of rockjalling on lower right
part ofpage.) The bit of the planet is broke~
people very scared him said
'Help!'(Draws speech bubble comingfrom person who is jaUing.)

C:

Can anyone help them?

V:

No!'

C:

What will happen?

V:

They will all die.

(V IIeeps drawing more people jalUng)

V:

... and some people just falling '" and some people are falling on the sun (draws sun in the
centre at the bottom of the page) and they are hot and they are gone '" the fire eat them ... and
a little boy ... and one man is a long way down ... he's not little, he's a long way down (rejerring 10 two Itny figures he has just drawn in the lower right corner oj the page.) Here another
planet down there ... (draws dot in lower right corner} ... they will fall and never stop ... maybe
they fall onto another planet

C:

Are they frightened ... are they scared?

V:

Very frighterm and Deed ... and some other rocks will full' (Draws person jalJi'f!,jrom werhangi'f!,

ledge and rocIl in ~ left cornerjalJi'f!, on a petDJ) Him didn't pushed the rock ... rocks falling
from aood1er planet ... ore people were ~ ... ore people are dead ... rock failed
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(Moves to lower right sectton ofpage and dmws rectangular shape and more JH!f1Jle both In the house
andjalllng from it.)
Here city and a house is falling. Sorre people are dead.(Draws crosses on eye.s) Eyes closed .
they are dead. One man was being squashed into sorrething. There were fare and one man .
his le~ falling on fare. (Draws an objectjalllng on anotherfigure, mtddle left ojpage.)
Sorrething from a planet killed a man (Draws sun andfigure jaDlng on sun.) The sun eat his
skin ... '" here is a skeleton hand ... Here sorre bones are falling ... (seems as if he can 1 stop
dmwing more and more horrible things.)
C:

It JlIlst seem as if terrible things are happening to everything.

V:

Sorre people are falling a long way.

V sUs quietly looking at the picture. He then adds somepelplejaUing a long rmy and smiles to
himself.
V:

Finished.

C:

What will happen to the boy?

V:

No boy ... The boy is in the house ... one boy is stuck on the house.

C:

Would you like to teU a story about the picture?

V:

The planet is brokening and aD ci the people are dying, and running because sorrething fallen
from another planet The people are scared. (Adds an exlm jagged edBe to the large rock.) This
man is falling onto a sharp rock.

Finished.
10.15a.m.(Gets upjrom the table and goes to sand tmyand makes handprintsjora minute or two.
1hen goes out door, to walk back to his cJassroomJ10.17a.m.

V: Session 5 :3.9.96
SessIon commenced 2.17p.m. Jremlnded him, as he crossed offnumberftve on hlsjolder, that today
was session five which meant there were only two more times, today and next week. Vjound the
blackjelt pen again and started drawing straight away unprompted.
V:

I draw ... playing soccer (dmws rectangular shapes with verttcaJ Hnes.)

C:

Who's playing?

V:

Lots of kids (draws a number offigures) ... and the ball (Draws afigure Jdcldng a ball touxJrds

the goal and anotherfigure In the goal jumping sIdewa)5 to try and block the ball.) I kick the
ball in the goal. (Draws afigurt with arms raised) He's shouting yeh! (Draws anotherfigure
with a downIumed mouth) This person is sad ... yeh, because I kick the ball in the goal. (Draws
downtumed mouth on anotherfigure on the right side of the page) He's sad too. These two on
the other team. There are sorre rmre people.(Dmws afigure in the goal at the other end,
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bottom left ofpage.) Here's another man in ~ goal '" he's jumping up and down, sOOuting ...
he's happy I kick the ball in ... his hat flew away (Draws hat flytng of/. Draws another flgUlT!
below the first drawing ofhimselfkicking the goal.) Here's me again. Somebody give me the
championship. (Draws himselfholding up something.)
C:

Is this a big trophy?

V:

Yes ... big trophy. (Draws a hat falling 10 the groundfrom the head of the other figure

repre-

senting himself) My hat ... because when I kick the ball in the goal my hat flew away. Fmish.
(2.24p.m.)
C:

Can you tell me a story about what you have drawn?

V:

I was playing soccer with my friends and I win.

C:

... and you felt very pleased with yourself?

V:

Yes.

V was smiling and made much more eye contact today than on any previous occasion. He waJlIed

back 10 the classroom wUh me and chatted as we went.
The class teacher reported that he has drawn no scary pictures in his story book since about the 20th
August except for one on the 28th, which was also the day he came to mefor session 4. She also
reported that V had been writing more and his
was less chaotic than it had been in the past. He
was also talking about home more. He said he'd been to Australia before last year and then he went
back to his own country. He also said that after he'd ftntshed at his new school they'U go back 10
Serbia for good. The class teacher felt that some of this talk was fantasy.

wo'"

She also reported that V was still very restless in class.

V Session 6 :10.8.96
V was playtng with !ego in the class when I arrived 10 collect him. He was making a car. I reminded
him that today was the last day he would be comtng 10 draw with me.
Session commenced at 9.19a.m.

Vstarted drawing as soon as he had crossed the last number off his folder.
V:

It's a car. It's broken. (Draws jagged line across rear ofcar.)

C:

What happened?

v:

The car fell ... the other IOOUOtain broken ... the car broke (Draws edge of cliffcracking as if it
will fall inlo the mvine below, and rear of car hanging over the edge as if it too will break ofj)
Sad.

C:

Who?
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V:

(Draws threeflgum in the ca,.) AD the people in the car. (Draws afigure in the

hac. of the

CIW

and another one wiJh Us mouth open as if crying.) The IOOther ... she's holding the baby. Aaah!
Aaah! Makes a loud noise.
C:

Who?

V:

The baby ... ... and it's nJght (Draws light on at the front of the ca,.) The car is brokening ...
This kind cl bridge is brokening (~ wobbly li~ across the gorge to represent the breaking
bridge and sorM rocks falling into the rrwine.) And a dinosaur step on the car (Draws a
dinosaurfoot on the ca, roof and the dlnosaur's face looming over the CIW. Draws crocks in the
car windows.) Cracks in the windows .. ,

C:

How do the people feel? Are they scared?

V:

People are frightened ... door can't opened.

C:

Will they be safe?

V:

Not safe anywhere ... even if they open door, dinosaur will eat them. Pi1Ushed.

C:

Where was the car going'

V:

Car was going to a dl)' '" bridge broken .. , car crash '" bridge fall in W3rer, Mountain

brokening. Adinosaur is stepping on the car ... he eat people too.
C:

The people are not safe anywhere?

V:

If they stay in the car they will die. If they get out ... '" dinosaur will srmsh them and eat them
... he's a tyrannosawus.

(9.26a.m. VtUns a~y after he hasftnished He runs
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TRANSCRIPTS
CASE 2:S
Session 1 : 7.8.96
Folder prepared and Stold she would come six t1mes to draw wtth me. She was very tentative a.~

uncertain about starting.
S:

Me draw a picture ... three ... like this (pomting to a plant in the room By this I guessed she
rreant 'tree' rather than 'three') three trees ... (pointed to trees outs~)

Sdraws one tree on the upper right side of the paper using felt pens. She makes a purple outline 10

represent a tree.
S:

Finish.

C:

You want to put something else in the picture?

S:

Yes ... apple.

Draws orange oval shapes around the edge of the tree.
C:

What are these? (I indicate the orange shapes.)

S:

Leaves. (points to plant in the room)

Scolours the rest of the tree brown.
C:

You've fInished the tree. Would you like to do anything else in the picture?

S:

Yes. Draw clock. (She draws a round shape in the top centre of the page and puts numerals
around the edge.) One, two, three, four, fIve, six fInish.

C:

You've drawn a clock, and a tree with leaves on it .

S:

... and howe (Draws a house in the centre of the page using brown felt pen with two windows

in owostte tC4J corners.) That window. (Draws a person in the house.)
C:

Who is this person?

S:

Person ... I don't know.

C:

Does the person know the ttee is there?

S:

Person can see the tree.

Ssees me laking notes and looks at me quizzicaJJy. I explain that I am writing down what she does
and SQ)S so I can remember it.She is surprised that it has already amounted 10 a whole page of notes.
S:

long time! (referring 10 the quantity of notes already taRen)
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C:

Can you reU me a m>ry about the picture?

S:

car. Dfaw car. (Draws car on lower right ofpage using brown fell pen.) car is
going to the house. (Drtlws road undemealh car.) car comes to the boose. (Drtlws two figures
in the car and anolher object at the frrml, i.e. left, ofthe car.) Big steering wlleel at front This
one, girl, coming on the car (indicales person in the house).

C:

You rrean she comes out to meet them when they get out of the car?

S:

Yes

C:

You want to colour the picture?

.. No

I want colour. (Look5 at me watltngfor go ahead)

Scolours the windows omnge, green, yellow, and blue usingfelt pens. She starts carefuJJy, then talles

less care with the colouring. 7hen she colours the door brown and the girl in the housepurple. She
spends a lot of time colouring. She colours the tree brown with less care, then the road brown. 7hen
she dmws a green chimney and colours the roof in diagonal sIrlpes, slaftingfrom the left with green,
then yeUow, blue, darll green, purple, pink, aqua, red and blue.
S:

Finished.

She colours the chimney yeUow.
C:

Shall I write the story down bere? (indicating at the bottom ofthe pidure)

S nods and dictates as I wrlIe.
S:

This girl is comng out to the bus. This one (indicales ~ in the car) coming inside from the

bus. The bus will go. She (indkating P«1J1e on 'bus' goes on the bus to go shopping. When
shopping is fmished, they are coming h<>rre. (Points to tree.) This tree belongs to this home.
(Points to clock.) The clock says one o'clock. (Writes name at tC1J ofpaper and the numeral one
which she then crosses out to indicate today's session number.)
I put the dmwing and the notes I have taken and place them inside thefolder with her name and
lock them in thefiling cabinel. I remind her that I wil/ see her again next week and that wil/ be
session two.

Session 2 : 13.8.96
7ime commenced 9.50.a.m. S comes readily with me when I collect herfrom class. I remind her Uis
session 2 today and she crosses off number 2 on thefolder. She points to my necklace chain and says
'Bead'then choosesfell pens from the shelf to dmw with.
S:

What draw? (SUS thinkingfor a moment.) This is a house. (Draws a house outline in blacJzfelt
pen on left side ofpage. DrtIws windows, door, doorlmob, chimney, path and a vehicle on the
path.) Finish. (Draws lines on path/road.) Finish. Can I colour?

C:

You'd like to colour it in?

S:

Yes and I like drawing. (7hen tallnng to self) Is that red or orange? (Colours roof orange,
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chimney green and windows brown. 7hen she colours the door dark grwn and shades the path
blaclt Next she colours the vehicle purple with ptnk windows.)
C:

What is happening in the picture today?

Se

'I'lUs one bus coming to school. (Indicates ~Jicle on palhlroad) Oh, wait! (Draws a table in the
building at whidJ two figures are sitting) Finished ... No! (Draws another table wUh another two
figures seated on either side) Finished. (DrtIWS something on the tables in front of each child
and each figure with their arms touching U.) This is a book, a book, a book, peocUs (Indicales
each uem on the tables.) It's drawing.

C:

Children are drawing at their desks?

Se

Yes. (Draws legs on the tksJIs) Finished. (TaIIes a purple felt pen and colouts one deslt) It's a
haich (looIdng at desJI picture side on). Green. (Colours oIher desk green.)

C:

Who are these children?

Se

That my (points to figure at far left) '" This one Ire, this one my friend M, this one it's a boy, this
one P, this one K.

C:

Children in your class?

Se

Yes.

C:

Do these children like being at school?

Se

yes ...... wait (Draws name in big letters at the bottom of the page). Finished my naJre S-

C:

Can you teU a story about the picture?

Se

This one draw flower. (Points to each child in turn.from left to right.) This draw dinosaur is bit

'I'lUs one draw flower. This one draw tree.
C:

Are the children by them;elves?

Se

The children outside (Draws several children outside the building, to the right explaining as she

draws.) This one children outside. This one play ball. And this one coming in the baJJ. (Draws
two smaller sticJlflgures.)
C:

They're kicking the ball to each other?

Se

Yes. 'I'lUs girl play skipping. This one skipping ... 'Teddy Bear Teddy Bear turn a-round'. This

one fInish and come in school. (Indicates one person .mo hasfinished sJdMJtng.) This one
teacher ... coming my desk (Draws figure and dolled line indtcaltng path taken towards left
des; inside the building.) It's l3ining. (Dra~ raindrops across sky.) This one (indicates children
outside) ... everyone come inside to get out of rain. (Draws object in lower right corner.) This
one house Ire. Bus coming '" (Draws bus on roatVpath between school and house.) Me go
horre. Me go sleeping. Bus go, go, go, go corre in school, then bus go horre. (Piclls up purple
coloured felt pen.)
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C:

You w.mt ID colour?

S:

Yes (staru colouring bus) but I don't want colouring Ihese. (tnt1lalles chJldren and ~) These
one children say 'Come in! Coft in school ! It's raining!' and the girls say 'Ha ha ha ha' It's very
funny. They laugh. This one bus say Bye Bye ... his go ho~. Finished. (lO.09a.m.)
(Packs up felt pens.Rnds crayons.) Oh yes I like.

Session 3 : 21.8.96
(Sesston commenad 10.23 a.m. Scame ho[{>tJy and enthustasticaJly when 1co/kcled herfrom class.

awe 10 we oil pastels today)
S:

I go shopping with my Mwnmy and Daddy. I dJ2w house (draws house In UMJer left rot'fIef' of
page then road /eQdlngjrom house) and bus (Draws bus on road.) ... and shop (Draws outline

of building In uwer right corner) '"
In UJP!r mlddle of/KJ8e.)

and play garre (Draws objects In between ~ and ship

That house f t (IndiaJtes house). Bus go here go go go here (lndialles rouJe bus taJlesjrom
house 10 ship) and this one ... shopping here.
This one my Daddy.(Draws figure In house.) Walking, walking. This one my mwn ... my sister

'" my brother ... walking ... bus coming ... here like this '" over here and here bus. This
one bus here ... and mwn sit here.... Go. go, go. go. Here shopping No here. Road
(spiral) This one toilet Desk This one eating ... both eating ... This one from toilet playing
... This one is shopping ... stlirs BC name) shopping centre. S notices and comments on the
amount of writing I am doing, recording the session. FirUsh ... Can I colour please?
C:

You w.mt to colour?

S:

I w.mt ID colour ho~. Finish.(10.j4 am.) Garre (Puf'/k spirals) This one COrWlg ... play gaIre.
Can I colour?

C:

Is this a pattem1

S:

Yes. Colours pattern. Finish.

C:

Can you tell Ire a story about the picture?

S:

~ one walking

... bus comng ... go. go shopping. Murrmy and f t and my brother and ~ go

play ganr shopping. Mwn, Dad, sisrer. brocher went 10 roiIet. Who go shop~ Brother and Rr
eating. F"Ulished. This one tree '" This one fk>wer. This one flower, flower too. This is a pallem.

Session 4: 28.8.96
ShaWY to come today. Took hDld of my hand on tM tmy doom 10 the room. She chatted continu-

ously (about her Iong/rlnse and whether her mother or her stsIer would cullt). SesUon commenad
10.25am.
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S=

I want to draw three flowers. Look. Flower. Colour ... little bit Colours each petll separate
colour. Blue, red. Look!

C:

Yes, it's very colourful.

S=

Draws a second flower. Orange, blue, and red, Wow! ~ of ... green! Draws leaves pointing
down.

C:

These are the leaves?

S=

Yes. (Draws a third jIower on the left.) I can't be my sister, my sister draw ... Wow I say. What,
what you looking? '" I looking you draw picture of flower. I say 'I like it Wow! Goodl'

C:

You admire your sister '" you think she does good drawing'

S=

Yes '" and say What you draw a picture? ... Rubber broken. Can I have fIVe dollars? I go shopping ... COIre in ... rubber off ... I say thank you ... my sister. This one is (draws root.) like this
(points to pot plant.)

C:

Roots?

S=

Yes, roots. I draw copy my sister.

C:

You wouJd like to be able to draw like your sister? (Says she is ccpying sisler's style ofdrawing
flower. Colours carefuJly, blue, purple.)

S=

This one is brown, yellow. Yellow and green and purple and blue ... like that is the song ... a
rainbow '" in the song.

C:

You like to sing?

S=

Yeh and like drawing. Why you know. (5 chooses coIoursfromfelt pens. Uses ptnk. Colours roots
black.)

C:

Roots in the ground to get food and Welter?

S=

Yes. (Looking around the room. Not sure.) This one is grass, green. (Draws under the roots.
Draws stalk of a secondflower.) Rain. This one coming ... This one is the same like this but little.
This one my hand ... I draw. (Traces hand. 'Draws two' rings' with hearts on them. Draws
another round object.) This one like this ... (PoInts to my necklace. Draws jewellery and names
each one as she draws. Necklace with heart, bracelet, watch, bangle. Crawls under table to ptek
up drrpped pen. Loom up at me from under the table.) One roore triangle. One rectangle. Hair.
Fairy ... flies.

C:

The fairy flies over and sees all these things?

S=

This one fly, fly ... and this one on chair. Sock and shoe, shoelaces ... Fairy's shoes. This one
she house little. (Draws IUtIe house.) This one she paper draw.

C:

Does the jewellery belong to the fairy?
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S:

She has same hand you and me. Saying Happy Birthday. This one roonkey off the tree, walking
up on sky. (Draws clouds, star. 1, 2, 3, 4 crossed. 10.47am.)

Cl

Can you teU me a my about the picture?

S:

This one is flower little and this one is biggest. This one rmnkey up the tree, three flower. This

ooe is grass. This ooe is shoe, and this one is sock. This ooe is falling down from the fairy on the
chair. Clouds, sw, sky, jewellery, bangle, house, triangle, raining. Finished.

10.5Oam. 5 walked back to class wUh the counsellor1 fell she dtdn't want to finish today.

Session 5: 3.9.96
5 shows me her band aid on the way from the class. She is singing to herself. She appears not sure

what to draw. Session commences 12.15.
S:

Can I write?

C:

Do you want to draw

S:

I draw tree. This one is butterfly. This one is Sky. This one is rain. This one is bed. (Draws all
these objects as she names them.)

C:

It's a bed?

S:

This one is pillow. This one is children sleep. Girl s1eep. (Draws rainllke marks.)

C:

It's raiJting outside?

S:

Girl is sleeping in bed inside. This one house. This one stairs. This one is school. Table. This one
someone sit on chair. This one a book. Everybody outside. Me come in, me draw. Playing game.
Car. This one is V. Running round and round ... Ris ... ... bus.

C:

The children are in the bus?

S:

Children are coming ro school on the bus. I writing. (rules line to malle section QJ t~ ofpage to

rust?

write In.) Yesterday. How you speD 'yesterday'? We go friend and house friend give me a neck-

lace. like this. (5 potnts to my necklace). Thankyou friend (Writes labelsfor aJJ the items she has

drawn and as~ me to show her how to spell the following words. YesletrJay, friend, and, house,
give, neckJaa, thank)OU, sky, bed, pillow, school, table, play, draws apicture, bus, butterfly,
on.)
C:

Can you teU me a story about the picture? ,

S:

Ssleeping. Rain. Goes inside and draws picture. She is happy. Happy if it rains on me. (She
menJtons her own and her sister's name.)

Sesston ends QJ 12.42.
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Session 6: 10.9.96
I mention that today's the last session. SessIon commences at 9.45 am. S chooses colour that she has

not chosen beforefor crossing off the last number on herfolder ...
S:

I am sorry. (S maIIes a mistalle with the colour she has chosen.) I draw my hand too. (7races left

hand first) My sister, ~ school. I not new school. Just saarted.
C:

Which school? Is it close to your house?

S:

Yes.

C:

Nails? This is your hand? (S draws lines on the hand.)

S:

This one is this. (Places right hand down and traces U.) Different

C:

What is differenO

S:

The lines. Your hair is different like my sister short ... I like hair do like that but my rmther say
no. Oh different-different.

C:

There are lots of different types of lines.

S:

I have to draw. My hand walking.

C:

Where to?

S:

This one coming here .. , this one coming here ... together to join.
FinW:l. Sky ... this one r.Uning.

C:

The hands are running to join together?...

S:

Make a shelter. What hand colour? (S loolls for an fJ/J/J'ffJrlate colour among thefelt pens and

chooses brown, purple, red, aqua and green.)
S:

Finished one. (S lightly colours the other ... right hand). Ymish. And green rain. (S writes her
name on the picture.) Not ready. (S draws a heart.) Heart is on the clock.

C:

Is there a flOry?

S:

I told you ftnished.

C:

Are these hearts?

S:

Heart. This one is on the clock. This one is on the clock too. This one name~. This one

number 6. This one name ~. This one name V (class maIe's name).
10.00 am. S does not skp and conlinues to draw on scrap paper which was underneath her paper to
protect the table from felt pen marm. It had dots on Uwhich were felt pen marm that had come
through from the tqJ paper ...
S:

OK I draw ... ... (S traces the dots.)

C:

You want to keep drawing) (S nods.) Are you sad that today's the last day.
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S=

No not sad. You sad?

C:

No. Are you joining everything together?

S=

Yes. (Joins dots 10 maIIe shapes and colours each shape a different colour.) CoJour, colour. This
one my country. (Designates each shape as a different person's country). Where's your country?
(Colours and marlIs a countryfor me.) This one V country. (She names all the children in her
class and nornlnates a countryfor each.) This one your country, P (teacher) ... Mrs. B (teacher).
Spare country.

C:

All the countries are joined together?

S=

Yes. Blue, brown, pink, have to draw pink. Red, fm laughing, smiling. This one I like this one
colour beautiful. Where P (teacher)? Wait I colour that one. Another one P (teac~. Yellow.
Where P (teacher). P (teacher) here. Finished P (~ ...

Counsellor concJuded session when the beUfor n1CeSS went at 10.35 am. Ifelt she dtdn't want to finish
and the session uouJd have gone even longer if the beU had not sounded. S left hajpIly on her own.
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TRANSCRIPTS 3
CASE 3:T

Session 1: 23.10.96
SessIon commenced al 2.2qJm. T qutel, no spontaneous language. Chooses oil pastels to use; stands

up altable, breathing heavily. Draws red OUlline in centre ofpaper, colours Ugrey, then fawn. 7hen
she draws an orange outline to the upper left and colours U blacJz.Colours vigorously and hard wUh
yellow and then blue. Puts ~ oil pastels. Still no language.
C:

What is this? (potnltng to shape on page)

T:

Monster.

C:

What is the monster doing?

T:

He fighting.

C:

Who is he fighting?

T:

So.re people. (Gets out oil cm)OOS asain. Draws outline ofpersoo in black to the right of and

slightly below the monster.)
C:

Are these arms? (potnltng to horlzonJaI shape below person i head)

T:

Yes. (Colouts shape grey andpurple. Coloursface green, feet olive. Draws curoed ltnes in bottom

left corner using all colours. I.ook5 for red, can t find one so gets out other box of cra)OOS. 1J:Joks
in other box till she finds the destred colour to add. Draws blue hal on person. Draws green sky
abooe the halo Draws clouds in the sky.)
C:

Is this a rainbow? (potnltng to curved coloured ltnes in bottom left corner)

T:

Yes. (Draws letters c and t on person and monster. Colouts clouds. Writes letters along bottom of

page. Appears very intent and absorbed in tasll and does not taRe eyes offdrawing or materials.
W~ more letters at bottom ofpage using grey. Colours imide monster with blue then mauve.
Adds more colours to rainbow. Draws olive shape above rainbow and colours Upale pink.)
C:

What's this one? (indicating the shape just 4rawn. Tdoes not answer or maRe eye contact. She
draws anothergreen outline abooe rainbow and colours Uin a Hghter green. 7hen she looks
directly al me and watts.)

C:

Are you fmished now? (T nods andpacks up the cra)OO box. She sees another colour andpicks

Uup. 7hen she draws and colours brown in the while space below the monster. Tgets out
colourr!d pencils and tries the pink one on the page in the mtddk of the rainbow. 1here is an
urgency about her manner.)
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C:

Can you teU me a story about the picture? (T looks at me and walls. Jsuggest The monster is

fighting the person? T looks at me and nods. J continue The peoon will get hurt? T looks at me

and nods. The person will be hurt but will be alright? Tgels out ochrefelt pen and near the
tnl>mIer's mouth draws another person. Another person? T nods.)
T:

Monster eat little one.

C:

Is the little one a boy or a girl?

T:

Girl. (Draws one leg red and the other leg purple. Coloursface green. Packs up felt pens.)

Session finished at 2.4/fmJ. J reminded T there were more 5 sessions, then J walked her back to class.

There was no conversal1on.

Session 2 : 29.10.96
Session commenced at 11.52 am.

T halfran along the corridor to get to my office. Once again there was an Uf1le1JCy about her

manner. She seemed anxious to start and chose felt pens to draw wUh. With a blackfelt pen she drew
the outline ofa shape in the mtddle of the paper; then made dots inside it.
C:

What's this? (No reply. TIIeeps drawing wUh no talking. With a bluefelt pen she shades the end of

the shape, then uses purple, red, pink, brown, aqua, ochre. As she does this she is brealhJng
heavily through her mouth. Her hair hangs over herface and she pushes it back. Colours orange,
green, yellow, light green, and black, ~ng the felt pens in the order they are in the box. T then
puIS felt pens auKly and gels out one um CrtI}OO. Is this a picture of somethinW T nods but does

not speak. She colours with the bladl crap; on the shape, then uses a yeUow crayon to colour the
rest of the shape. 'Jhen she puIS the um crayons away. Tgels out the oil pastels again and looks
at me and wails. You want to use ~ now? T nods slightly, then using the red one draws a
circle, then an orange circle, then colours it orange. Then she goes over the yeUowarea with a
yellow oil pastel and colours the rest of the shape. She puts the oil pastels back. Then she draws
roore with the black felt pen. Then she gets the oil pastels out again, then puts them back. She
gets the felt pens out again and in the lower left corner draws a dark blue auve, a purple OlIVe
and a red curve. T, this looks like a rainbow. Is this a rainbow? T looks at me and nods. She draws
other colours on the minbow. You want all the colours to be in it? No response, but she uses each
colour in turn, replaces the lids and puIS the felt pens back on the shelf. Then Tchooses the other
packet offelt pens (one misstng), uses orange then puIS the box back. AgaIn, Tgels out the oil
pastels and draws another rainbow curoe in green, then replaces box. She gels the other oil pastel
box, ~ white, draws a curoe in the rainbow and replaces it in the box. She does the same
wUh afawn colourpastel. Next T chooses a bladl felt pen and draws a circle on the right of the
paper. She goes back andforth with the fJIac!l as ifshe is drawing hair on a head. Is tM hair? a
touch paper then point to her hair) No reply. She then draws eyes, nose, mouth, ~ pupUs. Is this
a girl? Tlooks at me and nods. She colours one ~ ochre and the other one orange, the colours
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the nose and mouth OfTmge. Ustng ochre she maJaes Itnes on the mouth. Teeth? T Iook5 at me and
nods. She colours the Jace grren. DrrIu5 rest of body wUh black then something else in the hand.
Is she holding ~lrething? No replyfor a momenl, then T Iook5 at me.
T:

She hold sword. (Tthen wrlIes letters on the sword.)

C:

What does this say? Sword? (T nods. Colours Joot green then puts away Jell pens. 7hen she gels
penctls and coloun the oIherJooI ptnlt Feet? T nods. 7hen she dmws red Jelt pen patterns in the
shces and clothes. Are these patterns on the clothes and shoes? Tlooks at me and nods. Wuh the
green pendl she colours the sword more. 7hen she looks at me and watts. Finished? T loolls at
me and nods. Can you teU Ire a story about the picture? Tnods. Draws clouds wiJh blackfell
pen alllfJ ofpage. Clouds? Tnods.

T:

This is a IOOnster. (T states each word very emphatically) Draws black marlls below clouds.

C:

It's raining is it? TDraws a shape above the girl wUh a handle beneath U. Is that an umbreUa for
the girl? Does she hold it up so it doesn't rain on her? T nods. Draws a sun 10 the left of clouds
and mtn. The sun is coming out? ... The rain is stopping? ... ... The mtn ts failing down. ...
The gM has an umbrella. Tgels red penctl andpresstng hard, dmws dots and drcles on lhe
monster. Holes in the IOOnster? T nods.

T:

Baby.

C:

Monster's baby?

T:

Egg. Sun have egg too (Draws brown drcle on sun) Girl have baby too (draws drcle on gtrl) He
die and he got the baby.

C:

The IOOnster took the baby from the girl? Tnods. She is going to ftght the IOOnster to get the

baby back? T nods. Baby will be OK.? Not hurt? T nods. Here is a rainbow, because rain is stopping? No reply... ... ... You're writing down ~rrething important? Wrlre51etters at bottom of
page. 7hen T wrlIes letters all through the mtnbow, then lines. Draws a shape wUh the word
'stop' on U. The girl says stop? Tnods. Draws 'water'. The girl gets water from here? She's
ftghting with the IOOnster? T nods. She gets water on his hands? T nods. Is the girl scared? ... Is
she frightened that the IOOnster will hurt her? Tnods. Will she be hurt or will she be alright?
T:

Be alright

C:

Finished? T nods.

Sesstonflntshed 12..26pm. Tgoes 10 basin and washes hands before returning wUh me 10 class. No
conversation.

Session 3: 6.11.96
Session commenced 9.45 am. T made a lot of eye contact on rmy 10 counsellor's room. She came
enthustasttcally, half running down the corridor.
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C:

It's number three session today. Did you reJrember?

T nods and smlks at me. TaIIesfelt pens offshelf. Starts drawing Immediately. Seemed Impatient to
sta,t Draws numbers one, trm, three In kp left hand corner. Uses green felt pen. Drawsface. Uses
brownfeltpenformowh. Writes numbers 4, 5,6, 7, 9,10, 11, 12,16 at kp ofpage.
C:

Are you writing down all the nwnbers you know?

Tlooks at me, 110 response. Takes blackfelt pen, sits for a uMe, marks last number, 16. Takes green
felt pen, draws body attached to face. Draws hands, sword In hand.
C:

Sword? (pointing to objea. T nods.) Who's this?

T:

Monster.

C:

A IOOnster?

T nods. Puts felt pen bad. Gets out UKIX cra)01lS. Colours swordgreen with

Us1ng
yellow crayon, colours acnm bottom ofsword. Us1ng purple cra)On colours left leg lightly. GeLs out
rest of CTQ)OOSfrom box so she can see. Uses brown to colour arms. Absorbed, utterly involved In task,
Intensity about her Involvement. Colours right leg red, coloursface orange, colours one eye bJac1l,
other eye blue.
UKIX CTQ)OOS.

C:

You've coloured the IOOOSter all different colours? Is he by himself? (No response.) Is anybody
there or is he by himself? (No response and no eye contact. Tappears Intenl on getttng CTQ)OOS
back In the box. Takes crtI)OO box off shelf Uses light green, does writing on monster's kp.
Draws green crescent shape on right side ofpage and two star shapes.)

C:

Stars? T nods. Moon? T nods. Is it night time? T nods and makes eye contact. Tcolours In moon

using ochre crtI)OO, Intentlyfocused on picture. Colours star grey, other star orange wUh
cra)01lS. Puts mI)OtIS bad In box. Us1ng green crayon draws another shape on lower right of
page.
C:

Solrething sharp is sticking into the IOOnster?

T:

No, that is bed.

C:

Oh, it's a bed is it? T nod and looks at me. Drawsflgure on bed. And SOlrebody is in the bed,
sleeping? T nods and looks at Ire. Crosses of numbers at the top of page: I, 2,3, then goes back

and crosses off 4. Colours bed with purple, green. Who is in the bed? A person? A boy? A girl?
T:

A girl. T colours bed.

C:

Is she asleep? T nods, but doesn ~ JooIl at me. She colours girl with ochrefell pen. Colours head

ofgirl wUh orangefell pen. Draws another round shape on girl. What is this? (Indtcaling round
shape). Tdraws zlgzag lines across U.
T:

The egg ... with little baby inside.

C:

Is the girl scared of the rmnster? T nods. Does the baby know the mINer's here? T shakes head. Is
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the IOOIlSter going k> hurt the girl or the 00by? No response. T Is busypadd"R away felt pens. 7hen
she puts them on the shelf, tidies the pencils and puts them on the shelf too. She ~ at me.
C:

Finished? T nods. can you tell a story about the picture? T nods. It's night--tiJre? T nods. The girls
is in bed? T nods. She dmws sharp lines back andforth with green pencil across arms and neck
area ofmonster. Is he rot?

T:

This head and this hand and this hand falling down. (Indicatl"R monster's head and arms)
Chopped off.

C:

Who chopped it off? Tpoints 10 girl. She draws a circle wUh green felt pen In lower left corner.

What is this? Egg? No response. Ball? No response.

T:

Head falling off. Tdraws lots of spim/s around the head In pencil using different colours.

Cl

How did she make them fall off? No response. Did she fight hini T nods. Did she rot him with

SOlrething? Tpoints to his sword. Tscribbles on baby wUh pencU. What happened to the baby?

T:

Baby died ... because tmnster no baby, eat the egg.

C:

Monster eat egg with baby in it? T nods and looks at me. Did tmnster <lie after the girl chopped
off his head and arms?

T:

Yes. T wrlJes letters at bottom ofpage.

C:

Are you writing down the story? T nods and looks at me. Are you fmished now?

(10.10 am). T nods. Would you like to write your narre? T nods and writes name on page.
SessIon felt more ordered today, particularly the iwy she uw taldng out and replacing felt pens and

penc1ls In order. Drawing uw less chaotic. watts for me 10 su«>ly the language and lleeps waiting
until] have got it right. Loolls at me as ifexpecting me 10 realise tdIaI she means e.g. that she Is
finished. Relat1ng 10 me very effectively but very non verbal. ] asked her afew questions about school
on the way back 10 class and she answered wUh one or two word utterances as Is usual In the
sessWns. She seemed happy.

Session 4: 19/11/96
] collected Tfrom class. '!he teacher repotted she had been upwt because she had lost 2 dollars and a
boy In the class had asked her if she uw a boy. T uw wearing a head band today so that her hair
uw out of her face (compared 10 last three occas1ons when hair uw ooer face). I asked her who
bought it. She repl1ed daddy. I asked who uw at home. She repl1ed P, N, T(selj), daddy and mummy.
SessIon commenced 9.45 am.
Owse orange CrrJ)On. Looked straight at me. '/here uw some urgency about her aJ41rOadz. Ughtly
drew orange lines acrosspage and on right and left sides ofpage. '!he she drew 4 circles In lower half
ofpage and coloured two of them; one red one green. She put the crayons back.
C:

What have you drawn? You want to tell Ire? No response. Or tell Ire after? Tjusllooks at me. Gets
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purplefelt pen, makes letters at ~ left ofpage, draws large purple shape ~ right wUh three
sections at ~ puts different coloured dots in etICh section. What is it?
T:

The dots.

C:

Is it a picture of something or just a pattern?

T:

Apattem.

C:

You've got lots of dots there haven't you? (Tis intensely involved in pulttng dots on the page.
Now does ochre dcts in the middle section. Getting fasler and using harrier ~ doing the

dcts. Tputs blue dots in ~ section. Usins purple felt pen draws another area undernealh. Uses
ochrefelt pen to draw arched lines in bottom left cormr. Are you making a rainbow? No
response. Uses pinll and orangefelt pens together to put a little colour on the page. the Tdraws
IUtle circles, lines and dots in the centre of the page. Using blue felt pen she draws a square
shape in the lower right of the page wUh a circle inside. She then writes letters with arrows
poinJing into the circle. Egg in middJe? (one of the words poinJing to the circle sa~ egp). Is the
egg inside a box?
T:

Bubble here.

C:

This is a bubble? T nods and Ioc*. So the egg is inside a bubble? T nods. T organisesfelt pens
and jJ«1ls up.

C:

Rainbow? PoinJing to curoed lines in lower left cormr. No colour today? T nods. Counsellor

points to cylindrlcaJ shapes T has drawn in centre ofpage.
T:

The cup.

C:

These are two wps? T nods. This one has something in it? Pointing to centre shape wUh blue

dcts.
T:

Points to etICh shape in turn from left to right. Nothing, water, ball.

C:

This is a dotty pattern? These are the words? Words say?

T:

Don't know. T is very restless.

C:

Can you tell me a story about the picture? No response. This is the bubble? T nods. Inside the

bubble is the egg? T nods. Arrows are pointing to the egg? T nods. Are they signs? T nods. Who

will see it?
T:

No one see it

C:

Counsellorpoints to large shape with dcts upper right. Aballoon? CounsellorpoinL5 to four
round shapes near rmnbow. Other eggs? Is the balloon in the sky or on the ground?

T:

On the ground.

C:

Will the balloon go somewhere or stay on the ground?

T:

Will go somewhere.
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C:

Where to?

T:

To the shop ... get a horse. Thas her hand over her mouth whUe she ts talIdng through here

hand and IooIdng straight at me.
C:

Forwhom?

T:

The girl. Continues talIdng with hand over mouth. I think she is testtng to see if I will still under-

stand her ... a chalienBe to me?
C:

Does the girl know the horse is coming?

T:

Not yet

C:

Egg is safe in the bubble? T nods. What happened to the rainbow? Did the colour go away?

T:

Don't know. I not have any girl. T conJinues to talk with her hand over her mouth, looking

straight at me.
C:

Where?

T:

I not have any girl. Repeats this several t1mes with hand over mouth. Sessionfintshed 10.10 am.

Very differmt presenIat10n today. More restless, up and doom out of chair especiaJJy when talking about
her picture. 'f.ess intenselyfocused on the dmwtng, want1ng to finish sooner. MOff! talk and longer
answers to quesJions but hand over mouth when she spoIIe more. Hair Ixlckfrom face today. I feh she
um chaJJengtng me to undmtand her even though she had her hand over her mouth, IooIdng directly
at me. I waJlIed her Ixlck to class. She ~d quiikJy and seemed lighter than befOff!. Back in class /
noticed her lallllhing and taIldng loudly wIIh her hand over her mouth. She seems happy in the class
and afP!ars to be interacting more wIIh other children. Class teacher said there had been a big change
in the last tiro week. T uw less remote and uw engaging more soctaJly especiaJJy wIIh one girl.

Session 5: 26.11.96
When I colkcted her from class the teacher said she's talking now. Session commenced 11.55 am./

reminded her, it uw numberfive session today. Tgets tiro paclIets offell pens 0.// the shelf. She does
not talk. She chooses the ochrefell pen and looks at me saying nothing. She draws a square with a
face. Draws yeUow on the mouth and a square body adding broum and green legs. 7hen she draws a
daril blue ctrck underneath thts figure and using yellow colours inside the circle. T seems very
focused on the drawing and so far there has been no talk. She appears to be Iookingfor the right
colours. She uses a bluefell pen and draws two blue shapes on the right side ofthe page.
C:

What's this? Potnt1ng to blue shapes. You want to tell me? No response. Or tell me later? T looks at

me and nods. Colours the large blue shape With yeUow. PuIs a lot of energy into the colouring
and uses yeDow felt pens from both boxes. 7hen she Itnes up all the felt pens in the two boxes so
they are in the same colour order.
C:

You want them to be in the same order? The same colours? Tmakes no response and does not
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look at me. 7hen she colours the blUI circle on the lower left of the page 11ght green. Using the
ochrejeb pen, she maies a cro.u through the body of the figure. SttJl no tall 7hen usI"Il brown
jell pen, she dra~ a rectangular section on the lower left section ofthe page. Then she puts Hds
bad, on tJll thejeb pens in one Im. She puIS the jeb pen.s from the 0Iher Im in the Im lid.
Us1ng light bluejeb pen she dra~ a letter shape in the jar lower left corner. AI the tqJ of the
page she dra~ off another secdon using a bmum jeb pen wUh a putple jeb pen she colours in
the wIwle rectangular secHon at the bottom ofthe page. She colours very intently. She colours
ooer the blue letter whidllooG ltile a 'B' and then 7'ft1ra~ ooer this letter. 1Jaen she gels an
orangejelt pen and malles another letter shape next to the blue one. She colours motr purple at
the bottom of the JK1I1e jurlousJy. Her hair Is jalling ooer herjaa again today.
C:

You want to tell Ire about it yet or wait until you've finished? No response. Wait till you've
finished? T nods. Shl then puts the jelt pens away and gets out the oa pasJels. (Two boxes) One
7'ft1 jelt pen Is left on the table. She doesn ~ a«Jear to nodce.

C:

Who's this? Is this a person? TshaIm her head. She draws anotherfiBU'8 in red next to the ochre
one. She dmu.s aface on U. She then draws the letters L, G, Hand below that she draws another
7'ft1jace. And honzontlJ1 body wUh three sets of legs.

e:

Is this an animd with lots rJ 1egY T nods. She then colours the animal'sjaa orange and the

body wUh green cra)OO ustng the SQme green crayon she colours over the purple c:olouring at
the bottom of the page. She colours the ammtJI ~ lIgs green. sttll no talll.

e:

Potntlng to the 7'ft1 writing ne:d to the redftgure. Is this bis name? T nods. Shl then makes a
brown stripe using crayon ooer the purple colouring at the bottom of the page. Shl tears paper
oJ!the cruyons to get a number ofrolours and she plUs the tom oJ!paper to one side ofthe page.
7hen she puts the arl)OO boxes and the spare jelt pen on the shelf. She holds the cmyons she has
chosen in her hand. ShB makes multi ~ stripes in enure tqJ ojpage.

e:

Is this a rainbow? T shakes her head. Does some green shading in top IUJed off section, then
dm~

e:

verticallinesjrom left to right across the tqJ of the page.

Are you going to make all different coloured stripesl T nods but does not 10011 at me. She shades

verltcaIJy wUh Wlda colour in turn from left to right. She adds more 7'ft1 dtukJing lines across the

top ofthe page from the cenm to the jar right. 1Jaen she shadis wUh orange and then bluejor
the rest. Ttraces around her left hand, fim wUh blue LTa)OO and then wtIh a 7'ft1jelt pen on the
left side ofthe page. She colours this Is wtIh a plnII ml}On then she puis all the CrQ)OtIS back

e:

Pointlng to red figure. Is this a person ... a boy? T nods. Potntlng to yellow figure. Who is this?

T:

Girl She say.s- this wUh her hands wet' her mouth. 7hen she removes her chair and kneels down

behind the desk Jeavtng only her jaa showing to me as if she is hid1ng. Jpoint to yellow
coloured shape. Hat Tthen uses red jell pen to maie tick on the page.

e:

Is the hat to protect from the sun or rain? T nods. Is the hat for the person?
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T:

Yes ... girl.

C:

What is this animal here? No response.

T:

People get the ball. Pointing 10 blue circle on animal shape. T Is laughing. goes and stts on one
of the big chairs In the room.

C:

You MIlt to sit on the big chair? T100Ils at me laughing and then goes to the basin and 100Ils at
me laughing again. You want to wash your hands? She turns on the tap. This looks like a
rainbow at the top. T Is sIIlllaughlng as she washes her hands.

T:

This is a Imnster. Comes ooerfrom the basin andpoints with her elbows In a playful !alY. There
is a Imnster. Here and here is Imnster. Indicating purple section ofpage at the bottom. Tgoes
haclllo basin and ronttnues washing her hands laughing. She uses the soap and Is intensely
Involved In washing her hands.

C:

What is this? PoInttng to red shape In lower right corner ofpage.

T:

Play dough ... for you.

C:

Play dough for me to play with?

T:

Yes.

T continues washing her hands at the basin and calls out, laughing 'Too much water!' She keeps

playing In the water. 'Look at U!' She keeps laughing.
C:

What's funny?

T:

This! She holds up her wet hands, covered In soap and laughs. The soap slips out of her hands

several times and she laughs again. She stands on tip toes to try and see herselfin the mirror.
She continues laughing and agJears to be having a hilarious time wUh the soap.
C:

It's nearly IWlCh time. We'll have to fmish soon.

T:

O.K. She looks at the picture from the basin and walks ooer. Points 10 the hand. Ts hand. Then
shepicks up the redfelt pen and puts a Uck next 10 each object she has drawn. Goes hacllto
basin and looking ooer at the picture she laughs. fm looking at my picture.

C:

It's very colourful. It's a happy picture?

T:

Yes. T swirls her hands about In the water. Oh, oh look at that! fm little flower. Where! lets out
the waterfrom the basin. T turns on tap 10 rinse the soap out ofthe basin. PuIs the plug In
again.

C:

You're getting ~me Imre water?

T:

Yes.

C:

You rwst be really enpying that water. T refills the basin.

T:

Too high. She looks at me.
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C:

You want to let sorre out1 Tlets some of the water out.

T:

Quick! Quick! Let sorre out! T then puIS more water tn. She Is playtng and laughtng as if she
cannot suwress herself. She Is even a bU cheeky. .A different child!! I say we 11 have to finish
because U's lunch time. She dries her hands and runs back la the class tn a laughtng and
playJuJ manner. Sess10nfinished 12.40 pm.,

I talked to the class teacher who told me IhaJ T wants to sing an Uem by herselffor the end of tenn
performance. Has started assoctating wUh another gtrl tn the class. Over the last two weeks a transformation has been evtdenl tn class. T has been tallling and even a htt naughty.

Session 6: 2.12.96
I coUected Tfrom the hall where several classes were dotng concert pt'tIdlce. She runs la my offlce.

AJpears eager la get there.

T:

This pencil She crosses off number 6 on her folder. I remind her today's the last session. T narre.
Where my paper? I give her the drawtng paper. She gets two packs offelt pens from the shelf.
Looks at me and laughs. Her body Is looser today and she Is swtngtng her legs under the table.
Using a purplefelt pen she draws a circle tn the middle of the page and what looks /tile purple
hatr. This is a one girl. Tdraws aface on the ctrcle and ustng blue colours tn the body.

C:

She has blue clothes?

T:

I finished.

C:

You've fUlished? Tcolours the face green. And what are these?

T:

Cloud.

C:

Clouds? Clouds in the sky?

T:

Finished. lfJughtng. This is little girl playing there.

C:

What is she playing? T does wrlttng at up ofpage. What does it say?

T:

Nothing ... this the girl narre.

C:

Is she happy?

T:

I draw my hand here. Traces hand on left top of page. Oh,Oh, I need blue. Red! My hand's red!
Has tracedpart way around hand. Oh, oh! looJls at hand. Sees cm}OO on U. Goes la basin and
washes hands. T Is tn a very playful mood. This is a girl playing ... that's all! ... yes sir! T Is
laughtng.

C:

You like to play in the water? No response.

T:

Sttll at the bastn. Water here. Here we go! Walks over la drawtng. Hands still wet. Laughs.
Draws a squiggly /tne wUh ochre felt pen at bottom ofpage. You like to play. You write that She
Is telHng me to write this down. Goes back to basin. I can wash this. I wash over. Wheee! Wheee!
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Playing with the water and soap. Comes back 10 dmwing. Here my hand again. Puls wet hand
on right side ofpage. Colour here. Colours around hand wilh green and then brown crtI)OO.
Here is Ts hand. I wash again. Goes 1xIck 10 basin. Continues 10 play In the water.
C:

You like to play in the Wdter?

T:

I can broke this one. Referring to soap bubble. Gets paper hand Iowel. Starts drying hands. It's
too wet She looks at me, referring 10 the paper towel. I think I get another paper. She gets more
paper towel. Dries her hands. I go. T runs back 10 class laughing.

A different child! Tdid not pack up before she left. When she finished at the sink she dried her hands
and left the room. The dmwing, felt pens and C7'Q}OOS were left out on the table. She had traced her
hand on the dmwing In two places and said It was water and sand at the bottom. Story; 7his ts little
girl playing. 7his her name. 1his my hand. 1his water. When I commented 'You IIIie playing In water'
she left the sink with still wet hands and drew an ochre squiggle of water at the bottom of the page
and laughed at the water drips on the picture.
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11

TRANSCRIPTS
CASE 4:C
In order to dtfferenttale between the counsellor and the child in these transcripts, CounseUor wIJJ be
abbrevtated to CO rdliJe the child wIJJ slay c.

Session 1: 22.10.96
1he sesston commences at 2 p.m. Chooses felt pens.
CO: What would you like to draw?
C:

Draw a snake. Asnake can eat a man.

CO: Asnake can eat a IRID?
C:

Yes. He seems uncertain and ~.

CO: You want to draw it?
C:

He got a black. I can't do it---ku'd. I draw snake. Starts drarmng Thars the way the snake. TaJlIs
in sift high ptlched voice to htmself. 'Red' Red eyes. Snakes have red eyes do you know?
Because I see that on the television. Snake live under the water. You know water is blue? (C
seems a bU uncertain and lost as 10 what he should do. 'Then he conttnues drawing, talking as
he dmws).This is the water ... because sorretimes he goes in the water because ~times he
eat some fISh ... He might eat fISh.... he hungry ... Long, long tirre ago in China .. , a snake
because.... some rmnkey's called him a star because he couJd do ABC. He can do anything ...
He can eat anything ... even lions and tigers ... can kill lions and tigers. lion he can eat lots of

snake. (Draws a man) Aman is asleep ... to eat

then sometimes he corre out to eat the man.

His ear and there his ear. Thars why him asleep

the snake ~tiJreS eat him. This time he

will wake up in time. He get a horse and the horse help him. lots of things can help a nun. Dog
sorretimes he go into fire to save him and put sorre water into him Lot of water, many water so
he help the man. This man is going to wake up before the snake eats him. The horse wilJ help
him (dmws horse to right of man) This is the, the horse. Right leg is get up so he can help the
man. The snake run away from ... because him too strong. Sorretimes in China roonkey can't
fmd nun because rmnkey can still hick the crocodile. You open roouth, doesn't eat monkey ...
him get in tree. If some big fISh, he can't eat roonkey. Monkey trick very big fISh.
CO: Monkey is very clever? .,. keeps himself safe by being clever?
C:

Fmished.

C tells the story so I can wrlJe it on his picture and wrlIes his
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Session 2: 29.10.96
Session commeru:es at 1.4qJm.
C:

I can draw ADC. I can draw a snake.

CO: What do you choose to draw?
C:

I can draw a fish (draws purple fISh with feh pen) ... a fISh is always in the water. (draws blue
~/tne)

CO: You're drawing the water?
C:

Because he got some 3 babies (draws 3 smaller fish 10 left offirst fish, aqua felt pen) that's why
he's in the water. Sometimes if big snake comes and eats fISh, he makes it black, dead. Because
him (the snake) too big. He's always black he's too scary (C draws a sharll wUh blackfelt pen 10
right offirst fish). Look him taste some fISh. Sometimes he look like aeroplane. He eat the baby
ftsh. When he gets big he always eat snake ... Baby is this one shark. Some black thing. He
come from sky ... too big. A big black thing comes from the sky '" can't get, can't eat ftsh, get
big ... one hundred ftsh, he eat the black thing '" keeps eating fish until he get very big. He
fmds lots of fISh to eat in a boat

CO: Who put fISh in boat'
C:

Aman take it '" long stick, wire, caught with a fIShing line. Sometimes he gets it when he swim.

CO: Is the man in the boat there in the picture?
C:

Yes I want him because he tmkes really really big ... shark to eat Big boat, purple.(Draws purple
boat) ladder to get up and get off the boat Lying down like a turtle on the boat ... sleeping.

CO: The man is lying on the boat sleeping?
C:

Shade can't go in the boat because if he goes in the boat he can't swim and he has to swim.

CO: The man is safe in the boat'
C:

Fishing rod to catch big ftsh. Him have 100 fISh. (C starts drawtngfish)

CO: You're going to draw all the fISh?
C:

Box to keep fISh so it doesn't fall This make it cold Flag. Finished in 2 minutes. Stove to cook

fish ." so the rmn can eat some fish. Big black shark eats the one rmlm fish because he didn't
eat the mama fish because she can ~.
CO: So she got away?
C:

Yes.

CO: Is she looking after babies?
C:

Yes she have to so they won't be scared.

Session ends at 2.04pm.
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Session 3: 6.11.96
Class if doing 'b' words uJwn J coll«l C today, tnduding brtIcelet, bangle, brooch.
I tell C that U's the tldrd sessWn today.
CO: What do you think you might draw today? (loom at chmce of drawing materlals) Which one?

Choosesfelt pen box.
C:

I want to draw (starts drawinp) ... just Jook. Only a princess has got that He draws a blue ring

with plnIl dais.
CO: Only a princess has got that? Acrown?
C:

No ... on hand.

CO: Is that a bangle?
C:

Yes. She always has a bangle on her hand (draws hand using blackfelt pen)

... fmgers, big

fingers, tiny weeny fmgers, that's her ann with her hand. (draws rest ofprincess) She has something I think. (Looks at my necklace) necklace '" this is a princesses necklace. Mouth is all red.
CO: Whose roouth is all red?
C:

Princess's rrouth. Sorretimes bee eyes look red. Just one nx>re picture.(Draws another larger

figure to the right of the princess) The king always like the princess. He's got long hair.
Solrething like a crown. Maybe it's crown. Princess. Hair. (draws blue hatr comtng out of
princess's hefJli) King. There his head. Crown. Eyes. (drtJUA5 eyes tn crown) Do you see that
white eye? Some black. (C draws dn:1e around eyes of king.) Him band ... always hold princess.
Solretimes he give her some diarmnd. (draws dkJmonds) Him (princess) is very beautiful. He is
having a yurmty ice cream to eat because has everything to eat. If he want to eat something he
can eat He has another boy and he says what do you want eat?
CO: Can you tell Ire a story about the picture?
C:

The king he ~metlmes gives him (princess) a diaJoond. SometiJres on the water The princess
dropped the diam>nd and it's under the water because SOIretimes someone swimming to look
for the dWoond and he see the shark eating Watrond and he kills the snake and gets the
diamond to give back to the princess again.

SessWn ends at 12.30 pm.

Session 4: 20.11.96
SessWn

begtm at 10.07 am.

CO: What are you going to draw today?
C:

Aduck down to the tree. (draws blue trunll, then starts drawing dudl using orangefelt pen).
Oh that's orange.
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CO: Is that JYMl of the duck?
C:

Yes.(OIanges 10 red) See the red little one why you have teeny weeny little one. Duck leg.
Maybe he is in a nest (draws green top on tree). That's why the nest. Tree leaves. (draws purple
branch) This is a branch.(Draws 2 brown nests) Nest Too much small.

CO: Are there two nests or one?
C:

I hear the bUds calliog.(there are bird noises outs1de) Two nests with e~. I want three nests ...

a big one. Four roore eggs. Five roore, 4 roore, three roore. (draws eggs in alllJu nests)
CO: Who owns the nests?
C:

The bird.

CO: This bird? (I point to a green bird on the picture).
C:

He's fly away because he get eat things, yes for the baby. This the food. Teeny weeny little bit he
eat

CO: What is the food?
C:

Maybe baby snake. (Draws anothergreen bird)

CO: Another bird?
C:

No he goes down to get SOIre eat. (i.e. same bird has moved). CoIreS down.(Draws several
green birds in descending order to indicate movement of one bird) But in the tree over there

another egg. CoIreS from the bird over there.
CO: Is there a nest?
C:

He made roore nests. Other eggs. Don't falJ nest built for him. Tree was over here. (Draws dark

green on the right s1de of the picture).
CO: I see. That's the tree branch?
C:

Maybe with him leg get (picks up food with feet) Then he flyover there again to roore. He get
down and get food 4 roore.

CO: What is the duck doing?
C:

Duck looking for food. I don't know what's their food.

CO: Does he ftnd anything? (C ignores my question and continues to chant as he goes through a list

ofpossible foods for the duck).
C:

Is egg? Not Maybe a flower? No. He don't eat. Small snake over here. He bit sorrething he can

eat He can get bigger (C continues 10 chant as he draws sticks). One roore time and this one,
two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, little bit teeny weeny one roore.
CO: Wbafre these here? Ctndtcattng green stick shapes to right of tree tronk)
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C:

Those are grass. He open him rmuth so 2 beak can open so (C tries to think oj UJhQt the duek
can eat). How about '" (1ooIls around) How about a butterfly.(Draws dark green buIIerjIy to left

of tree trunk)
CO: This is what the duck will eat?

C:

Yes. He opens JOOUth. Butterfly and bird not big. Butterfly is teeny weeny bit he can eat Duck
eats butterfly. Bird comes down to get food for the baby birds. I know baby birds coming.
(Draws brown coming out of egg) He get a snail for baby birds. He get up. That's why he sonrtime asleep. He's bought the food back for the baby birds. Another snail over here. Maybe. (looks
around room).

CO: Finished?

C:

No. (IooIDng around room) Draw sonrthing. That's wby the man can go over there but there's a

lot of water. Here raining. (Draws a lot of rain drops and chants 'pt,pt,pt,pt'.
CO: Do the birds worry about getting wet?

C:

He didn't get wet, he get up '"

CO: He was back safe in the nest before rain started? ... What about the duck?

C:

He get wet look at the tree. Butterfly didn't get wet

CO: The tree is like a shelter?

C:

Yes. Duck he get a little bit wet Over there goes wet I know that before. I need some black.
May he get all black and when the big rain comes down.(Draws blacllpatch in tqJ right c~

CO: This is the stonn?

C:

Yes. Rainbow snake big one. Black storm not white one.

CO: Will the birds and eggs and nests be all right?

C:

Yes. This baby birds will come out of these eggs. Stonn.

CO: Will the birds be safe?

C:

Yes.

CO: Are they frightened of the stonn?

C:

No he not scared but the baby's scared. Baby look for the roother and then not scared. He in the
egg and didn't see the stonn. They OK. Then the stonn come away then the sun is coming, then
is not raining much. FUlished. rm thinking sun coming, IOOOn is coming. Sun and IOOOfl friends.

So everyone can look something. Yuck raining.
CO: Who says 'yuck raining'?

C:

The man. I didn't draw him.

Session concludes 10.40 am.
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Session 5: 26.11.96
Session sIa1ts 1.4q»n.

C:

Lots of beautiful rolows.

rm thinking.

CO: You're thinking about what to draw?

C:

(Looking around tIu! room) Maybe ... Just like an elephant' (he draws elephant wUh a purple
felt pen and draws dots on feel) Maybe (C then taies an orangefelt pen) That roonkey and that
elephant

CO: Oh there's a roonkey in the tree is there?

C:

Yes and here's something to eat. (draws blue shapes Mar elephant's trunk) Monkey taking
banana from elephant and putting it over leaf. He just likes bananas. He's got lots of bananas but
he wants to eat bananas, yellow bananas.

CO: What has the elephant got to eat? Is this his food?

C:

Yes. Monkey's got a whole pile ci bananas. He have long, long tail. Maybe thinking something.
The roonkey ... water. '" something. (TaRes a bluefelt pen and draws waIer at the bottom of the
page) That how the water goes. That's how the water goes, the biggest. (Draws lots of blue water
at bottom of/JI18e) He always over the water. (Draws green creature in tIu! watei) Crocodile.
Monkey in the tree. Maybe he sometimes have to go to the water. Sometimes he go to somebody
eJse's home. Clever elephant ... didn't see the roonkey before. Crocodile he want eat something
but can't find something to eat. He not very happy. Him tail too long. This crocodile so long. But
he didn't get anything to eat The crocodile over that way, the elephant over that way. So he's
here and he's there.

CO: So the crocodile won't get the elephant?
(C draws a pink su~ then sorts out thefelt pens as he notices colours are in

wrong box).

CO: Have you fmished the picture?

C:

No. Yellow. (draws another two bananas on branch). Elephant wants a drink of water but crocodile he didn't know what's that (points to elephant). Elephant n<R goes into water (draws
elephant trunk going down into waIer to left of crocodile). Crocodile won't eat elephant because
he don't know what's that.

CO: So the crocodile won't eat him because he doesn't know what it is?

C:

Finished.

CO: Can we teU a story about the picture? Here is an elephant and here's the aocodile?

C:

Yes

CO: The elephant wants a drink so he puts his nOse into the water?

C:

Yes
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CO: The aocodile will not eat the elephant because he does not know what it is?

C:

Yes

CO: The roonkey is eating lots of bananas. He is safe in the tree?

C:

Was him a baby (.'()Ire from e . Bigger IOOnkey. Maybe he have eggs. They're his eggs ...
where you conr from

CO: He's looking after all the eggs?

C:

One eye looks after eggs, the other eye looks after bananas.

Session concludes 2.00pm. 7here ts not as much engagement wUh me today and there ts less urgency.

He seemed detached as if he were less i~1sengagtng? He tlwught at jirsJ today's was the last
session.

Session 6: 4.12.96
I teU C that today ts session number 6, last session. Session commences 1.40 pm ...
CO: What would you like to draw today?

C:

(Looktng around the room) Don't know. Not a hippopotaD1JS. A dragon tail ... he have a long
tail you know ... teeth '" him have fire coming out of roouth '" that's why he eat the lion ...
that's the lion (draws pieces of/ton on lower right). His twmly go fall out. The dragon going to
eat him They're his legs. There his tail over there. Tummy there, leg there, tail there, head there,
eye ... he have no roouth now ... broken. The dragon is going to eat up. The tiger he wasn't in
the water. The dragon (darll blue jelt pen) he in the big water. he need a lot of water (light blue).
B for beach D for dragon. Because he got a lot of raining down to the beach bottom

CO: The dragon lives in the water?

C:

Yes. Did you see? You didn't go to the beach. Sleep on the beach when it's night Did you see that?

CO: Did you see him sleeping on the beach.

C:

No.

CO: Did you see him sleeping on the beach?

C:

No, I didn't go to the beach. You can swim on the beach but you have to be careful otherwise
the shark come in. That's how the waters much (Draws lots of min wUh darlz bluejelt pen) and
the snake. I draw purple one (snake) so not the sarre colour and you can look it Much long the
snake, he got long tail The whale eat the shark before. When it's raining the dragon comes up in
the air. (takes a green jelt pen). This the tree, the leaf, it green '" that's how the leaf goes. He
always go in the beach then the tree will grow, grow, grow. The dragon doesn't eat the tree
sometiJre he eat the leaf. He can come out in the beach. The tree will keep on growing (even if
the dmgon eats the Iea/J. Lots of water then the tree grow. Awave water up in the air (uses ochre
jelt pen ... points to wilderness ptcture in my room)
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CO: You mean a reflection of cloud in the water?

C:

lion dangerous ... he always eats rmn.

CO: So now the lion is killed because dragon has eaten him? So the rmn is safe?

C:

What's that horrible noise outside? Maybe teacher ... because naughty boy pushing someone
else? Finished.

CO: Can you tell a story about it'

C:

The dragon has eaten whale and snake. Thars why he got so big. Not the naughty dragon. He

not make horrible noise. He not eat people. He is the good one. The dragon is eating the lion.
The lion is bad because he eat the rmn. The dragon is in the big water. Him eat the whale and
snake, that why him big. Him not the naughty dragon. He not make horrible noise. The tree will
keep growing ... lot of water for the tree to grow.

ts a reflection of the clouds in the waJer.) C was hoWYfor me to show hisfather the pictures.
He /mew thts session was the last. Session ended at 1.55pm.
(7here
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TRANSCRIPTS
CASE 5:H

Session 1: 22.10.96
Sesston starts 10.59 am. H is left handed.
B:

Draw now? (he takes a black/elt pen and draws on the cenlre of the page). This ninja turtle. (He
smiles at me)

C:

He has sorrething in his hand?

B:

(DraUJtng sword) Asword. Blue turtle have a sword. This is the teenage rmtant ninja turtle. This

the other sword.
C:

Is he by himieID

B:

He live with the other turtle. There is four and they live underground. They know how to fight
Them are the good guys. They fight ... the good guys. This one the blue turtle. Can I coloor it?

C:

You want to colour it?

B:

There's rore turtle; blue, orange, purple, red but this one blue. Purple one use a stick. You like
the blue one? He have 2sword, he a good turtle. All of them are good turtle and them hand have
3 fmgerand 2 toe. I colour green and this, colour blue. He live underground ... where there's
1V underground. Lots of thing in his house. Atable and a 1V and a chair. There's 4chair. There
is 4 bedroom

C:

So everyone has their own place?

B:

Too many weapon. Blue holds sword, red stick. (J don llmow oIhers) Dark blue. Them all
colour with dark colour. Want rre draw his house?

C:

You want to draw his house?

B:

Yes. Ablack Felt pen. Hard to see if they ... (Draws circle on belt). Belt has colour but not the
sarre colour. Dark blue and light blue. They have skateboards, too many, about 20 skateboards
and 20 roller skates.

C:

So they go around a lot by themselves on their skateboards?

H:

Yes and roller skates.

C:

What do they do?

B:

They can help the good guy. I had the cards of them too. This one had the 00d guy too, the
strong one. He have the shark on his hand. His name is Shredder ... he's got helrret They get
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out with the ladder 10 cIiJm Up and have the hole to go on (draws hole on left etpage).11Us
made of brick here. 11Us is the ladder.
C:

Is he on the inside or outside of the house?

H:

He inside house. See the ladder to get out and they have a real car. But then car is not working
... they have to fIX everyday. Here 1V (Draws 7Von right ofpage)

C:

Does he watch a lot of 1V?

H:

Yes. They put their weapon up here (starts drawtng a number of weapons on the UMJer left).
11Us Is the only weapon. What this called? (indicates one with chain HnJ15 as he draws it) What
this weapon called? (indicales three pronged weapon) This one really short Do you know what
he can do with this? Throw to someone head and someone dead. (H 100115 at me and smiles).
Two of them have two weapons the same (tndicales chain weapons). 11Us is how they get in
their bedroom here. (draws door to left of W) This is the turtle, his friend.

C:

Are they friends or are they family?

H:

Friends. Them have a father rat Rat have too many power.

C:

So the father is very strong?

H:

Yes but the rat is very old. Here this his father here (drawsfigun! in left 1wle). He's outside. He's
trying to get his son out The red one and the purple one are gone. This the orange one. (in
dootway). This red one have the sharp. The bad one has the sharp hand Them fighting are the
same. Finish. Rat has sharp on his nose. Finished.

Draws line. Writes name and number 1. Next week number 2. Session concludes at 11.20am

Session 2: 6.11.96.
Phone eaUfrom C at community SUJ4X>t1 agency before sesston to advise me that H had been hit by
his stepfather on the previous evening. H had also seen his mother assaulted by the stepfather. Wanted
to use black felt pen ... couldn 1find it. Uses lead pencil instead to draw outlines. Session commenced
at 11.20 am.
H:

This is the gaol for someone. This is the castle where sorreone real bad is there.

C:

Sorreone real bad is there?

H:

Yes.11Us thing where the close ... gate come down. Try to come up when the bad one comes.
Bad one.

C:

Trying to get in?

B:

He's trying 10 destroy the castle. He trying to break the castle ...... Here the king is getting
angry.(Dmws ktng at window, then draws anotherfigure below to left ofgate) He's the boss.

C:

Of the baddies?
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B:

Yes. And the good one is up here. (Dmws man on the turrets). This sword very SInlU, that one
longer. This IXlId one has a short sword. ~ cl the King guy dead here. (kft side ~)

C:

FallinW

B:

Yeah falling. The bad one aJready get up. This one short ... that have longer.

C:

So he's got a short sword and his is long.

B:

His

sworo falling here. He's going to fall on the sword and die? Bad one have a sharp on his

sword. It's a knife. All of them have one. They fighting with sword. (Figures on the lower right).
Bad guy one.
C:

Bad guy is good at fighting?

B:

Yes he can fight the good guy people. The lightning it coming and break the castle.

C:

Is it going to damage the castle or destroy the castle?

B:

Destroy the castle. That Ughtning is bad. Here he can kill that guy. Boss can kill all cl them See
one is dead aM one of the boss guys is dead. He broke his head off. The head is broken. The
bad one wear heJart The good one wear this (Indicates pointed head gear). One bad guy can
fight two of them.
.

C:

Are the IXlId guys going to win?

B:

Yeah. Bad guys will go into castle and going to stay in castle forever. Will kill king but the king
has special power and he can fight them. He has this thing ... made. King frightened because his
castle is destroyed.

C:

Will he be safe?

H:

Yeah he have power. He will fight this guy. (poInts to bad guy) and he will he will fight all the
bad guy up. This guy have life saver sword. Sword is so hot and, sword turns into sand ... have
light sabre(?).power. Too rmny clothes ... inside ... turn to sand. Finished. Here's the king. He
have lightning on his hand that kill all the bad guy up. Them all dead. His picture here (draws
Inng In centre on ground defemtng bad guys). Finished. Can I colour now?

C:

Can you teU a story about the picture?

H:

The bad guy colour OCUlge. the good guy colour red. The castle and the bad guy and the king.
The bad guy tried to steal the castle but the king will kill all of them up. He has special power
and he gave this guy a light sabre sword. and can't dead. The king will be safe. (Colours drawing
carefully, deltneatlng good and bad with red and orange colour). This guy have 4 people. he
have 4.

C:

Each side has four?

B:

Good have 5. King will have too many. More in the castle but I can't dlaw too many.

SessIon concludes 11.4Oam. InJerotew with H. after the drawing sessron. 1tell htm llmow that he has

been hurt by his stepfather. .At jim he Is reluctant to talk, but then he tells a IUtIe about the previous
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night. He said he was frightened, mother cried. He was in his room playing with computergame
when he was hit. the baby saw UhayJen too. His mother was hU, he was htt in the face. Stepfather
was angry because he had been drinking. Hsaid his mother will go to Sydney to her.friend ... maybe
eaU police, doesn f /mow uMI to do. AnoIher Vietnamese family lives nearby whom they know.

Session 3: 20.11.96
I asked how things were at home since last session. H said they were going to police today. No more
drinJdnWhitting since the last session. Session commences 9.32 am.
D:

Star Wars. This guy is Darth Vader. (Pulls Darlh Vader toy out ofpocket) Have you seen Star
Wars?

C:

A long tirre ago.

D:

I have the roovie. Them have too many tape. I have too many Star Wars tapes. I have alJ of them
Star War ... on Friday the last one, return of the Jedi. 1V last Friday. That was the last one. Darth
Vader has a boss ... the guy who try to kill Luke Skywalker. he have the thing light sabre ... can
blow holes and make thing so hot. He have the control pad.

C:

What's the control pad for? (no response)

D:

Luke Skywalker chop his hand off. Do you know all of their n:ures?

C:

No. Which ones do you know?

H:

I know S. Hans Solo, Luke's friend and princess Leah and R2 little white robot and Darth Vader
and Luke Skywallcer and this guy I have this toy. I don't know his natre. (pulls toy out ofpocket)

C:

Are you copying the toy?

lis

Yes. It is hard to draw. Darth Vader is easy.

Ca

Do you reIrember this guy?

lis

He in aD the roonster one. The fangs one. The big fang's the boss.

C:

Bad guy or good guy?

D:

Bad guy. Him have a gun. See. (shows me). 2 Men Luke. Toy one. There's a black Luke wearing
helrret and white Luke. You can open the helrret off. Finished.

C:

Can you tell Ire the story?

H:

(Story) This guy is shooting a gun.

C:

Atwhom?

H:

At the spaceship near flying.

C:

That's the bad spaceship?

lis

Darth Vader people in there.
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C:

Darth Vader people in there?

B:

Sorretimes this guy good. sometimes bad ... this titre good. Are you watching all of the Star
War? Darth Vader is Luke's father.

C:

Does Luke know that?

B:

Yes. There is the old man. Darth Vader people. This is Luke. Tries to shoot this guy. Darth Vader
is going to hurt Luke.

C:

Even though he knows he's his father?

B:

Luke has a green and blue light sabre. I have all of the tmvie. Them up to ten. This Darth Vader
guy all black }OO can't see him. Luke Skywalker can kill Darth Vader.

C:

Is he going to?

B:

He's not going to because he's his father. Him is hot but the hot one have colour. (draws red
and green). Spaceship was hit with his gun. Spaceship was broken.

C:

Is there anyone helping Luke or is he on his own?

B:

On his own.

C:

Did his father get hurt?

H:

But his father not going to die. All the blood falling down.

C:

What wilJ happen?

B:

He's getting one bone broken. He wearing different costume (Luke) but on the 1V he is white.
(Colours/ace blue; colours other guy).

C:

Does this guy know that Darth Vader is Luke's father?

H:

Yes and this guy (spaceship) tries to shoot him (Luke) and he (Luke) already shot him.

C:

So Luke's fighting the bad guy and even his father but only shot one hit? Doesn't want to kill his

He live at the sandpit He shot one hit at his father.

father?
B:

Just wants to stop Darth Vader hurting him ... so will only do one hit ... doesn't want to kill him.

C:

Is Luke going to be safe?

B:

Yes. Finished all of them now.

9.58 am
Session 4: 26.11.96
Session commenced 2.15 pm. Takes black/elt pen.
B:

His name is Captain Planet He's made out of rock, the stronger rock, the power rock, the fire

rock in the bushes. This ring make him co~. He can blow everything up.

C:

Captain Planet'

H:

No. The ring. But die ring can turn to him?

C:

Is this the ring? (lndtcal1ng circular shape at tC4J)

H:

Yes. One ring can blow a wind, one can blow fue. There are 5 rings different kinds. One brown,
orange, light blue, dark blue. Wt ring can think so~ in trouble.

C:

So it can know if someone is in trouble?

H:

Yeah. (Draws aJI4 rings Iq) left) This one blow up ground, this blow up one fue, this blow up
wind, this one blow up water. Wt one say heart. This say 00, fire, wind, water, heart.(dClws last
ring larger than the rest to the left of the page. DClWS 3 people to the right of the page).These
are one who blow rings, last one, fue one, earth one.

C:

What's he doing?

B:

He's trying to fight the baddy. Can go now? ,Can colour picture now?

C:

Do you want to colour it'

H:

No baddy in the picture. This the end one. The baddy alJ dead.

C:

So it's going to work out happily in the end?

H:

Yes, happy ever after.

C:

Who's in trouble?

H:

They just only want to say goodbye.

C:

So they don't need him any IOOre?

B:

The boss of Captain Planet, Gaia, she's the wormn, have a lot of power. There's 3 Captain Planet
pink bad, red good, blue good. They're alJ right now don't need Captain Planet to help them.
None of them have power only their ring They're alJ fUlished. Colour the rings.

C:

He looks like nobody can hurt him now.

H:

He have strong muscle. He use to only have rock. Go now?

Session concludes at 2,32 pm.

Session 5: 4.12.96
Session commenced 12.00pm. Has little toyfigure wUh him.
H:

I dClw Spider Man and Action Man. 2 different picture. (DivIdes page with black line). DClWS
Spider man in black.

C:

What is he doing?

H:

He climb. (Dmws Action Man on right side of the page) That say fue. This have an Aon it. That

mean Action. M for man. 1'h2t mean Action Man. There Action Man have an Aand M evel)'where. He have 2 swords.
C:

He has two swords.

H:

His mask. He's taken off his mask.

C:

So we can see what his face really looks like?

B:

Yes. This his real bee here. He have 2 masks. The mask with one eye.

C:

Does he wear both together?

H:

Only one. He have lot of things.

C:

What things? You mean the weapons and the am:x>ur?

H:

Yes. Arroour that mean he can't hurt. This what he look like.

C:

When he's got the mask on?

H:

Yes and his clothes and his boots on.(Goes to left ofpage, starts drawing anotherfigure) Spider
man. His real f.lce is here.

C:

Without his mask?

H:

He's have two masks. This mask. Sarre for ~ man. He can steal something

C:

If he wears the JmSk?

H:

Nobody will see him. Spider Man good. Action Man good guy. This one one eye, this one two

eye. (indicates two different Idnds of mask)
C:

It's for stealing too?

B:

Action Man frightened of Spider Man. This is his thing to eat In a shop, buying things to eat
Kellogg Rice Bubble. They're in a lV. This is his watch.

C:

These are the thin~ in the shop he buys? Rice Bubbles, watch and masks?

H:

This how much they cost Spider Man's bathroom $105.95 ... he bought it.

C:

He mwt have a lot of lOOney.

H:

Yes. And a $1(xx) have a mask. $7(xx) have this mask. He have 1 billion, billion bucks.

C:

He's vel)' rich?

H:

Yes. He have roore billion.

C:

He has roore lOOney than he needs?

H:

Yes he steal the rmney. He have too many billion.

C:

Does Action Man have a lot of money too?

B:

He have 1 (XX) and 99. 1001.
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C:

That's enough for bioi

B:

Yes. But this guy have Jmre than enough. He's got Finish all of them now.

Session ends 12.20 pm.

Session 6: 10.12.96
Session commenced 9.51 am. H seemed 1JaWter today. He talked about moving onto a new class next

year and the upcoming holidays. He uw hesitant and not SUn! what to draw. He takes a black/elt

pen and starts to draw.
C:

Who's this one?

B:

Dr. Paradigm. (H draws on the right s1de of the page) But trus is the bad one. (H is qutet and
concentrates on his drawing).

C:

What's that?

B:

It's a gun.

C:

Tell me about Dr. Paradigm.

B:

He's in the Street Shark story.

C:

And what does he do?

B:

He want to kill the Street Shark. Street Shark is the good guy. (H starts drawing another.figure
on the left s1de of the page)

C:

I see.

B:

Is this the Street Shark?

B:

Yes. He using num chuckers.

C:

Is this a person or a creature?

B:

Street Shark. He this the Street Shark too. This is the Pig Shark. (H draws a.figure in the kp left

of the page).
C:

Are there different sharks?

B:

Yes. Some have weapon and some don't He have a big sword. (curved). And he's break the
window ...

C:

Who broke the window?

B:

Dr. Paradigm.

C:

Is there somebody in there?

B:

Yeah that guy. His natre Cup ... He's a policemm.

C:

What does he do?
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B:

He's bad guy. He's trying to get the Street Shark. His na~ is M.

C:

What does he do?

B:

He an fight

e:

They all fight?

H:

Not tM ODe (Cup). This one using gun. There is the bad one ... Octopus Shade. He using 4
hands. He's have a strong trIJScle. There. Finished.

e:

So som:: are good, some are bad? Who will he hurt (t.e. octopus shark)?

H:

Pig Shade. Bur him have strong muscle They're alJ Shark but one is bad.

e:

Octopus Shark against the real sharks?

H:

Power sign. When he push something. Abomb in this one.

e:

Whar will happen?

H:

It's going to blow the house up in 7 minutes when thar go.

e:

Will they all be killed?

B:

3 bad ones will be killed, rwo got out Two good ones will be all right This the big bomb. (H
draws al the bottmn right of the page). This one have 19 minutes to go. The good ones, they ger
in the hole (I.e. to escope). But still be one bad one out there. Still be danger.

Session rondUtks 10.~. His Qn.xWus to go.
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l.oobd at N .1 If m InwIta
"-y/COIIIIIIant after first finish

SESSION

2

34 m11l11t111
UrgIllq oflnvol_nt with
drawing .ctIvIty (rushing mltart;
half .. n fnlm clall_ m lIlY
Il10111;)

IntllractIon with ilia: nocIdIngfeyl
contact(lI tllllal) ; lpaaldng (6
tI...... 27 woldl); no Nlponsa (4
tins)
.shad hands at end of ..lIton to
.._
crayon (saw basin In _m)

SESSION

3

25 m11l11t111
UJVIIICr m gat m _ _ half runs;
Impatient m start.
InbInsaly Involwd In t111k
Mora ....... with N today:
.)F!wqua,* eyI contIIct on way to
1110lIl b}llllllad at l1li for tit tllIIa
c)lIIOra nodding It eyI contIIct (
tiNS) d)toob.nd waits for N to
supply woIdl ( tI_)

'*

SESSION

4

23 lllilllltlll
urgIllq • half runs to _m

hair aut of feCIt m~
lab of eyI contact
_ tIlIc. IIut 1110 with hand _r
IIIOUth lookI.. dtractlr It l1li
VIIIY rastl81- up It down out of
chair
.... IntansIty of focus on drawl..
Rl'ItIng m finish

SESSION

5

SESSION

6

50 m1nutlts
no tIIlk m start with -VIIIY l'*ant on rura m lIlY _ . _ d In • hu~
plctu..
~ off 110. says fwht.. lIlY
half way thIIIUgh lIIIlon -change: papar?f
_ _ tIIlM goes m water m wash IIody 1oooMr. _
...........1
handl
swinging
.t and pWyIng. Iallllhlng. hiving fun co-nClttlng with -* (hand
with water. bel.. chaaIty
not _r -.tII)
IaghIng.....ng
IpIIIt ltttliI tllIII on "wing. IIIOIt
tiN ...,... with water.
Ittllld.. m_
. . off It ... wIu-t paddng up

45 IlIInutIII

101'.

_ _r
SYMBOLS III DRlMIIG
paRon
clouds
rainbow (bcIttom 18ft)
Iatten (writing)

o
....
Co
...

_.

ghl

tal

~

~

IIIOnstllr
cloudl It rain
Ialnbow (~ left)
letters (wrItI..)
"gns eg.sm,
lIIIIbNlla for ghl
girt with IWOfd
baby/egg

la
III

_.

IIIOnstar (batng .Slllllllba.)
_Id
letters (writing)
stars/_n (night)
bad
girt
egg with bUy h....
Ialnbow colours ~.. 11ft)
_nd IIIIIIIItIIIfI ....

110 girt; no IIIOnstllr
110111
balloon
playthlngl(alps. " r . ball)
dtotI/ pattern
liira/.mMS/ words
egg 1nl bubble
rainbow with no colour ~
18ft)

rainbow colours It top
ltl hand
hat flIr protactIon
pIaydoufh for l1li
girt Itboy pWyIng

I not haw ... girt
egg I1 In • bubble; other eggl on
the glllUnd-wlnarable
balloon will lilt 110111 flIr tha gill

oblftII..tlng the IIIOnstllr (thMt has girt I1 ...,.... ha"... fun
gone)
~ IIIIa mlllay, you wrttlt thatf
p1ay-chtldNn pIayI... pIaydough for l1li In plctura
.... playing In watar
can haw fun
this I1 good

wlna..bllIty of UnpnlliIctIId eggs
lIMy IIut separatllnlsl of ellll In
bubble
pos..bllIty of .... Q11 via
balIoon/horsa
byIng m comllllmaltll - "gnl
IhowIng location of egg

furful things haw bean ..duc:H
happy. posttlVII It playful
self.pp_l
ha"'ng fun Is good
connactIon with lnother parson- T

2•• 2b. 2e. 211.

31. 3b, 3e. 3d, 3..

3b. 3e. 3d. 31.

Teacher ..portad: T had ItIIrtad m
t111k In claII stnce last .... Sha
had ItIIrtad m make I connactlon
with IlIOthar gill In the clasL She
.... tIIlktng .nd __ I Httt. bit
naughtyf. Sha _n .slatd If lha
could stng an ttIIm by hanalf .t the
end of tIIrm parfllrmal1Clt

Teachar ..mbad T as I dttr...,*
child. Sha was tIIl1d.. In cla.. and
with ,.rs. had bean .valopl. . .
frtancIlhI, with .nother ghl. Her
whoIa IlIII1Mr had changed m batng
happy It playful •

ltl hand 112
glrtplayl..
gllIIlMIIII
pIaythInp - balls.water... nd.

water

ticks
MOlIItar with no form at ~

III

III
III

THEMES III DRlMIIG

_ _r wlU fight parson who wtu.
ba IuIt
_ _r wlU . t the ltttliI one/ghl
loollllng thMat
wlMrablltty of tha ltttI8 _
tryI.. to comllllnlcata with Iattan?

confttct . - - girt It IIIOnltllr-t!rt
furfullllOnstllr will hurt
har/baby/egg
thMat and wlnaJabtHty
girt tries m dafwnd self mm
IIIOnltllr with MOId. IllaIalJ holH.
..ysltllp
trying m cOIIIlIIlImcata

AffeCT COmNT OF
DRAWlIIGS

nightmarish quality
WI"" of th. .V wlnerablHty

ntghtlllarllh quaHty
fIlt Il1O.. onlaNd- ....ng Wss
th.-t It Itruggla m pllltllct wlnar- chaotic
wlnelablHty It Itrullllle wtth
able self Ind baby/egg

o

~

III

er

'C

n

AI

III

III

gllllCltM of IfIOfStIIr/ vulnerable In
bad
IIIOratlllfs ~d
by gill
_ .. IIIOlIItaltI lwold
baby diad .nd _tar ut egg
taking .ctlon m pIlltIIct self It
w1nelable baby

th. .tllnlng thI..
trying to comlllllnlaltll

STAGE REFLECTED III
DRlMIIG

t •• tb.

BEHMOUR REPORTED BY P....lion t:
TEACHER / PARENT
1Od.lly Ilolated. ,...y lpeakl In
E..Hlh or Vlatnellla... gets
Intllnsaly engaged In craft .ctlvltles
on her own- raNly Intlllacts with
others

ta. tb. tc.

21. 2b. 2c.

can COIIIa out

Table 10:

Case 4 Summary of Drawing Sessions

CASE 4:C

SESSJON 1

SESSION 2

SESS10N 3

SESSION 4

SESSJON

15 IIlIIUtln

2411l1~

25 lIlllllta.

20 IIllllta.

Tall4"1. a lilt dwotie, lIIIlIIftaIn to
At

tIAJd"" ItIU ralllilt", a lilt y_.
t.ln wW to ... at .tart

~TtM i~"" t*y; . .

WIlY ahoftlH In p1d1l", lot t:i

1S IIlIrIlaI
SO . . .
le•• ~ _. urgIIIqI ~ Mtlllldl ........
do.-I"I' . .1IIId _ cIItadIad

IDlE WCEII
I£HMOUI DUIlIIl'
5£5510.5

--

cl.atk tatkl",

will

SYMBOLS I. DRAWl.'

IIlOther fl'k and J
lUll,

INI~

*-*

lot rI

nests

fllll

1lIN(~)

_pt "I on

~ ~d14",

tile

,-

flsll
fl'hl"l tvd

............ (....p1"')
~

ItDw

-

bIlIdng, lOfIfIIt - -

.lIIiIes ('-I for Ill")

5

cabI~

.,..nt
.......

-*"Y.(bl~

..."r

CNCD4I..

~
SIIIfIs
tIIilIIf

1116der

o

........
-ttcm

chgoft (Mt tka ,..tftty _)
~

tM

~oIdM.

flin! lIIacil stG""

- I -n
lllEMES IM DlAWIII'

~_'.~to

vutnI!dfttty t:i .bilIs

,..nt

het III pllItlct
-l'9'r IuMnt undIr _tM
_ will . . . In tI-. be ""ped to MlIfI" will I" _tM· tt-t
elQpI bel", . . . ,
..."ha ..h_....

,_IICIIt:ittw-t

_1lItt.......

!list t:i ,...wat ~ ....
~ W IU" •
lbUow
dIlld
wlnI-1IRftr1 tDblt .~ t:i
, . _ wtlA risk . . . . IIlIllbilw
MIMs 011 ,.lWlt for nultu_ and
\Dst ttri",
~
pIlII'* wtt ItlU ~ MId ~ for ,...,* Ill' put 1WtII.., out on.
chftd
lindl

-awl. 1Uwr-c.lll loGIi: III!IIr 19lI'
and ~
MIll in tM'tM (tlt... l.
....tlAd)
noul1.k_,* f. ,..~ .nd K(jII11...
~IM wItl not lie kal'llld. but

tiIllIICIInI"I thlnp clItlll'.....cI ",
_tMd

_

i. ,.,. (lion ldIMd)

~

not ~

~

fub&. I~ It .,edlId

looDd"
l:T

..""

'<
n

r..tInI
t!rlnt•

rI t"-t from awmmtl

MCI", t:i vuW.. bllity
~nt:i ...p

III

STAliE IER..£CT(D III
DIlAIId..'

b,th.

8EHMIOUl l£l'OlTED IV , . _Iton
TUiCHEI I PAI£1IT
SocWly i~ Hut.
don, wltncIIa_

.........
011

~ abOClt ..

110,. thIt pII'IlIt wlU JtInd ~ child r.Il", t:i -ulllrablllty and totlII
r.t1", t:i ttwtt
" " y about IoIf"Itolllltlll'" t:i
.,.dlIdon/hOtle th_ u.-.. will be ....
.-cl to bust In JlllNnt
..r.ty .nO pMlctfon
..u.f tNt t.thw I.
IIncIIntandlng/Mt ''''IY
ta.lh.

CDlllftlIIIc:a-

t.tr

-,.-.0.

2I.2b.

21, 2b.

zc. 2c1.

'--r

'*"""

Mt fulfuI
bad will Ilappan. .U wtu lie optIlIlIdIe about fubll'll
. ., _" wllllral*
W"I t:i salllty
trust

3&, lb, U, Ja.

la, lb, le, ld, la.

~ ,.rlidpadon in dall.las.
IIClIa1JId, CDIllIIlUl'IlQtfOll i""llI¥Id

>

Table 11:

Case 5 Summary of Drawing Sessions

_.

CASE 5: H

SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

TIME TAKEII
IEHMIOUR DUll.'

21 m1ruWs

20 mlrlJtu

26 Il1IIlIIt-s

17 IWlnutal

"'C
"'C
III
:::::11

0)C

....
I

5ESSlO.5

VI

c

3
:t

absorMd In ~ng but shows tlttla lmot_ln plctw.. but shows lIttla doan't want to
.. he d-:
IftKt; CDloIi" at and
afhd:; mloun at and, lob cl blood. It and
ablolMd In dlWlne: 6Iw with
_ ; shows lIttla 1fIII<t: colIlun .t
and
TallDld

contl~

SUr..,.
Darth YaOer

IIInja t1IrUlII

pal

lWonl/ttld<
caloun

_nine arwllln (lJOod
CDloIirtd clothing

WIoe 5kyw.1Iaar (son)
LIght sa In SOlon!

ICT

1Ind.lIl1ll1nd hDuM
TV

ID

helmIt, IIIlIIb

lIghtntng

good "'" vs. IIrld "'"
_POM- ~n, spaOa s-.l

AI

SYM IOU III DIlAWlII'

0<

....
AI

--

-

-po"

III

~nds t.lfl Nth otlw
r.ttwrls str0n9, has too any

p-s
living IIftCIIrgroundl bunbr

ID

-""""o

..""

_nisI_pons

.,.a.l pcIWt" (light IQ... _fdt)

Iltng; colou"

Captain"'"
mada cl rode, the sbDng rode, the
~ RICk, the tI.. ftldi:
rings CIIn IUllllIIOl'I .....,
tIa,.nb (fl.., _tar, wind, glOUn4)
heart

lfathe"

15 l1li",*1

lit humour dlsFt¥d In .1IllIo1II tD 90 U
drMring
auggeraUd a~ cl rnona, ill
dlWlng, but not on faca; no colIlur
ION _

5pl _ _ n Ind Acdonlllln
dlWMdpap

ha tllllshad

IllaI4t

.-nil

adIIpll

PGtk-

~

11l1li IIot!tll

hMrMts

IS

Or Pa'ldlgm
5tJMt lharb

..../spadal clothes
_de NllIOI'Id
Iftd pos_s1ons

_

fOod Oft. bad
MlIllGrII

holefhowa
pNWllgn

""

ICT

CIIstla"'r~

20 IWlnuta
s~

SESSION 6

conlJ'ol , . .

TH EKES 1. DIlMl.'

'<

bad)

5

hthIr rat-itrOn;, bad

C

:::::11
III

VI.

SfSSION

~d

to know how to fight
polteulom III'lpClItant

AFFECT CONTENT OF
DIlAWl.'5

n

pclWtrfulldng wIU IIrl tb~nId but son _ t turt father tD dIfMd waif,
will IIrl heI,ad
but doIsn't .... to IdU _ fltlw
conl(\ct • 900d ItS bad
fatlw Is th_tanlng to IOI'lII uhty
son Is on _no-orw to help
father Is aIlllladc.,au cantt _ Mill

absenca lit thraat
no.-d far spacial t.lfl ""'
IIqlICtIitlon that fut1l.e wIU ...
IYPW
baddIa tU _d

Mlf IMKiDslI.. benuth lIIIIk
fOod .... for now but ~t
ptOtadlw gear/"'" naou~ ~
~~ sItIIdIons
fstillllrl dangarf
_fuUysafa
pouISIions indlcata worttl
Actkilllllan tnferior tD and fright-

..marnl

ar-dllt~~

~ to tllIht to pllltitct _ling cl thraat
not _n safa In _ place
MU; ttnat _r ~rt
stnIggla is wry . . . ._ to
"odd Is 900d VI bad
~ to arm alld I"ola« self

.-d to M

A1""*

clIlMnltll: tIlf iWtnal _ s
INJ~

tuft r.tIw to 1lI1\Il...
Isolated agalMt tb.-t

I0Il

[w¥hIng It alr'ght
heart for so_ _ 1n trlIIIlM
tl1lngs ....... _

IInfalmnl that _n parIOTI is _n passlmlSI!l Uout Mu.
worttl_
~0fI thet danger will
Nth pInOfI CIIn IIrl good or backM colltl_
dlffe..rt IMSk

11 ~ng

III

5TAbE REFlECTtO 1.

la, le.

ORAWl..,
BEHMIOUR REPORliO BY P" _don
sodall, huc.tl, withdrawn,
IInkam allldous

ltACHER I PAREIIT

le. 2b.

ta, 3e, 3d.

la, Ib.
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APPENDIX 6
SUMMARY OF DSM-IV DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
FOR POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
A. The person has been exposed to a traumatic event in which both of the
following were present:
(1)

the person experienced, witnessed, or w.lS confronted with an event or events that involved actual

or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity d self or others; and
(2)

the person's response involved intense fear, helplessness or horror.

[Children may show disorganized/ agitated behaviourl

L

The traumatic event is persistently reopenenced in one or more of the
following ways:

(1) reaurent and intrusive recollections of the event;
[Young children

(2)

may engage in repetitive play expressing traumatic therresl

recurrent distressing dteatm of the event;

[Children may have frightening dreams without recognisable contend
(3) acting or feeling as if traumatic event were rerorring;

[Young children may engage in trauma sped6c reenactlrend
(4)

intense ~cbological distress when reminded of the ttawmtic event; and

(5)

physiological reactions when reminded cl the mumatic event

C.

Persistent avoidance of stimuli assodated with the trauma and numbing of
general responsiveness as indicated by three or more of the following:

(1)

avoidance d thoughts, feelings or conversations associated with the trauma;

(2) avoidance d activities, people and places that remind d the muma;
(3)

inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma;

(4)

marlcedly diminished interest or participation in significant activities;

(5)

feeling of detachment from others;

Appendix 6 - DSM IV Dilgnostic criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
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(6)

restricted cmge of affect; and

0)

sense of a foreshortened future.

De Persistent symptoms of increased arousal as indicated by two or more of the
foUowing:
(1)

diffICUlty falling or staying asleep;

(2)

irritability or outbursts of anger;

(3)

diffICUlty concentrating;

(4) hypetvigilancej and
(5)

exaggerated startle response.

E.

Duration of symptoms is more than one month

F.

The disturbance causes dinically significant distress or impairment in
social, occupational. or other important areas of functioning

Appendix 6 - DSM IV Diagnostic crfterfa for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
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